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Abstract 

In my survey of missional literature produced over the past ten years, I was struck 

by the minimal space given to (and often complete omission of) the role of preaching in 

the missional church conversation. In more extreme cases, preaching is regarded as 

“ineffective” and even an “impediment” to “going missional.” This greatly troubled me, 

especially since I am part of a Reformed tradition that affirms the ministry of Word and 

Sacrament as a primary means of grace by which the triune God missionizes us and 

forms us as a missional people. So I set out to explore the relationship between the 

Ministry of Word and Sacrament and the missio Dei, particularly interested in what kind 

of preaching cultivates a missional imagination among God’s people. I came to the 

conclusion that the kind of preaching that does this is that which draws people into the 

drama of the triune God’s mission, where our lives get re-scripted in Christ and we are 

transformed and empowered by the Spirit to improvise our parts (“play Christ”) to the 

glory of God and for the sake of the world.  I then set out to identify key characteristics of 

missonal preaching toward this end. In addition, I was curious as to which of these key 

characteristics were most present and most absent in my own sermons and how I might 

increase my capacity to incorporate them in my regular practice of missional preaching.  

This led to my final project, which involved two phases of meeting with focus groups in 

my congregation who provided feedback on my sermons and also helped me refine and 

develop the characteristics.  In the end, I arrived at a final list of seven key characteristics 

of missional preaching, along with a sermon evaluation tool, as a way of offering clues to 

other preachers who want to embrace and practice a kind of preaching that shapes God’s 

people for mission in the world. 
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Chapter 1: What Does Preaching Have to Do with the Missio Dei? 
 

“But how are they to call on one in whom they have not believed? And how are they to 
believe in one of whom they have not heard? And how are they to hear without someone 
to proclaim him unless they are sent? As it is written: ‘How beautiful are the feet of those 
who bring the good news….’ So faith comes from what is heard, and what is heard comes 
through the word of Christ.” 

Romans 10:14-17 
 
 

Introduction 
 

He was a mesmerizing speaker. Genuine, passionate, and a witty sense of humor 

that made him endearing. The speaker’s name was Reggie McNeal, a “missional 

specialist” who had been brought in by the leadership of my denomination (the Reformed 

Church in America) to address a large group of pastors and lay leaders on what it means 

to be a missional church in the twenty-first century North American context.1 McNeal 

boldly announced that “God is on the move,” but the new great spiritual awakening we’re 

experiencing in North America, for the first time in history, is happening outside the 

church in the broader culture. He intimated that God is at work in the spirit of altruism 

and generosity happening in large disconnect from the established church and organized 

religion.  

                                                           
1
 This conference was called “The One Thing” and took place in San Antonio, Texas in January of 

2008. The purpose of the conference was to help pastors and leaders in the RCA explore and discern how 
our denomination might “intentionally pursue a ‘missional agenda’” by more fully embracing the RCA’s 
vision to be “a thousand congregations, in a million ways, doing one thing: following Christ in mission, in 
a lost and broken world so loved by God” (italics added). This is the officially adopted mission statement of 
the RCA ( www.rca.org/ourmission). 

 

 

http://www.rca.org/ourmission
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McNeal went further. He presented a metaphor for the church as an airport, 

intended not for planes to land and remain but as purely instrumental in the sense of 

sending planes (people) off to their respective destinations. Gathered worship may be 

beneficial for church members, but it is not “missional.” If the church was serious about 

being missional, McNeal asserted, then we should consider cancelling Sunday worship at 

least once a month and go out into our neighborhoods and communities to serve. “There 

is one place he [Jesus] is guaranteed to be, and that is not in the church; it’s in the 

streets!”2 

McNeal’s impulse to move out into our neighborhoods and communities to serve in 

Christ’s name is certainly something I would affirm. And it is true that Jesus cannot be 

contained within the four walls of a church building or the one hour time frame of a 

worship service. The triune God is “on the move” in the world, and especially in places 

that are forgotten, oppressed and seemingly God-forsaken. One of the RCA’s lesser 

known confessions, Our Song of Hope,3 affirms that God’s mission, through the action of 

the Holy Spirit, extends far beyond the life and reach of the church: 

 
God’s Spirit speaks in the world 
according to God’s ultimate word in Christ. 
In every time and place, 
in ancient cities and distant lands, 
in technology and business, 

                                                           
2 Session #1: “It’s A.D. 30 All Over Again!” McNeal’s plenary address can be viewed in its 

entirety at https://vimeo.com/22618389. 

3 Although not adopted as a confessional standard by the RCA, Our Song of Hope was approved 
by the General Synod in 1978 as “a statement of the church’s faith for use in its ministry of witness, 
teaching and worship.” Quoted in “Exploring Mission as a Fourth Mark of the Church” (Report to 
Congregations and Assemblies from the 2010 General Synod). 
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in art and education, 
God has not been left without a witness. 
The Word has entered where we have failed to go.  

 

 But McNeal’s assertions stirred up some burning questions for me as a Reformed 

pastor and preacher. For instance, can we really claim that “the streets” are the one place 

where Jesus is “guaranteed” to be present and not the church? And are we really more 

missional when we cancel Sunday worship and go serve at the community soup kitchen 

or hand out water bottles in our neighborhoods or join a protest gathering to speak out 

against injustice? All of these activities are an important part of the church’s missional 

witness in the world, but should they take the place of the public gathering of God’s 

people for worship? What exactly is the relationship between public worship and 

mission? More specifically, what is the relationship between preaching and the missio 

Dei?  

As I scoured the missional church literature being published and read a slew of 

missional bloggers, I was finding perspectives similar to McNeal’s regarding the 

relationship between worship and mission. I discovered that worship and preaching were 

rarely mentioned, and the sacraments even less. When they were mentioned, they were 

most often downplayed or dismissed as being a part of the “inside” activities of the 

church (along with things like fellowship, congregational care, exercise of church 

discipline, etc.) and therefore didn’t count as “missional.” Missional was a word reserved 

for activities outside the walls, which was where “the real action” happens. At worst, 
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preaching was regarded as “ineffective” in our current postmodern context and some 

even went so far as to identify preaching as an “impediment” to “going missional.”4  

This Doctor of Ministry project arises out of a curiosity and deep concern 

regarding the minimal attention that has been given to the ministry of Word and 

Sacrament in the missional church conversation. I’m especially concerned about the 

implications this has for pastors and churches in my own denomination, the Reformed 

Church in America, who are seeking to embrace a more robust missional identity and 

vocation. I am part of a tradition that has historically affirmed that the ministry of Word 

and Sacrament is a primary “means of grace” and one of the essential “marks” of the 

church. The “pure preaching of the gospel” and the “pure administration of the 

sacraments” mediate God’s sovereign presence and action in Christ by the Spirit, thus 

offering Christ and all his benefits to the community of believers through faith. 5 

Believers are united with Jesus, the Living Word, and his body (the church) through these 

means of grace, and thus “taken up into” and transformed by and for God’s own mission. 

All of this is to say that preaching and sacraments play a central role in the Word and 

                                                           
4An example of such a perspectives is evidenced in the following blog posts: Rohodi, “Is 

Preaching the Center of the Church?”, Rohadi’s Blog on Mission, August 5, 2010, accessed October 2013, 
http://www.rohadi.com/2010/missional/is-preaching-the-center-of-the-church.html. Rohodi, “Preaching: 
An Impediment to the Missional Church?”, February 20, 2010, accessed October 2013, 
http://www.rohadi.com/2010/missional/preaching-an-impediment-to-the-missional-church.html. 

5 See Article 29 of the Belgic Confession, which states: “The true church can be recognized if it 
has the following marks: the church engages in the pure preaching of the gospel; it makes use of the pure 
administration of the sacraments as Christ instituted them; it practices church discipline for correcting 
faults. In short, it governs itself according to the pure Word of God, rejecting all things contrary to it and 
holding Jesus Christ as the only Head. By these marks one can be assured of recognizing the true church—
and no one ought to be separated from it.” See also the Heidelberg Catechism Q & A #65-67. 

http://www.rohadi.com/2010/missional/is-preaching-the-center-of-the-church.html
http://www.rohadi.com/2010/missional/preaching-an-impediment-to-the-missional-church.html
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Spirit carrying out God’s mission to and through the church, God’s missionary people, 

for the sake of the whole world.  

But here is where my curiosity arises, especially around preaching. What does 

“pure preaching of the gospel” look like, particularly from a missional frame of 

reference? Granted, it is God’s sovereign action in Word and Spirit that makes preaching 

effective in both the proclamation and the hearing. But preachers and hearers are not 

passive spectators; rather, they are actively receptive to the Spirit’s work. And as 

preachers we have a responsibility to faithfully study, craft and deliver sermons in the 

gathered assembly of God’s people. Every preacher knows that sermons don’t just write 

themselves. Come Sunday morning, we must climb into the pulpit and offer “a Word 

from the Lord” for a particular community of people. So are there key characteristics or 

features of preaching that have the (trans)formation of a missional people as their 

fundamental aim? This leads to the goal of my final project. 

The Goal of this Final Project 

The goal of my Doctor of Ministry final project has been to identify key 

characteristics of missional preaching (from within a Reformed perspective) and to 

increase my capacity as a preacher to incorporate these characteristics into the regular 

practice of my preaching life. In this dissertation, I will share the story of my journey, 

highlighting my method and process and the key learnings that have emerged. I offer 

these key characteristics as a guide (or perhaps more modestly as “clues”) for other 

preachers who desire to more intentionally embrace a theology and practice of preaching 

that has as its aim to cultivate the missional imagination of God’s people. I do not claim 

that these key characteristics are the model for missional preaching; I only offer them as 
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an approach that takes seriously the implications of the missio Dei for the ministry of 

Word and Sacrament. 

Clarifying Some Terms 

Missional 

 Before we go any further, it may be helpful to clarify some terms. What do I mean 

by “missional? Missional has very much become a buzzword, and the cascade of books, 

articles and conferences on “going missional” has brought many to a place of “missional 

fatigue.” Some are convinced that “missional,” much like the word “emergent,” is just 

another fashionable trend that has had its day in the sun and is now on its way out.6 

 It is not in the scope of my doctorate program to provide a detailed history of the 

missional church movement, nor to make a defense for the use of the word. As others 

have suggested, applying the term “missional” to church (or anything in the worship, life 

and witness of the church) provides something like temporary scaffolding. Scaffolding is 

useful so long as the building needs it. Once the building no longer needs it, the 

scaffolding can be removed. 7 I remain convinced that so much of our theology and 

practice still needs this missional scaffolding to help us (re)discover and give rightful 

emphasis on the church’s true identity and vocation in the world. Regardless of what one 

                                                           
6 Theologian Ross Hastings addresses this concern: “Some may consider the ‘missional church’ 

the latest fad to hit the fad-prone evangelical church. It is no fad, however. Missionality is grounded in the 
ancient doctrine and reality of the Trinity. The church that lives into this will be a conceptually and 
confessionally deep church, both wide and deep.” Missional God, Missional Church: Hope for Re-
evangelizing the West (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2012), 75. I agree with Hastings that there is 
something deeper and more substantial about missional theology compared to other movements like 
“emergent church” that gives it more staying power. 

7 Benjamin T. Conner, Practicing Witness: A Missional Vision of Christian Practices (Grand 
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2009), 9. 
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thinks about the word missional, the impulse that I want to affirm is that a missional 

ecclesiology at its best insists that the church does not exist for itself alone but for the 

glory of God by participating in the missio Dei in and for the world. To invoke Emil 

Brunner’s famous metaphor, “The church exists by mission just as fire exists by burning. 

Where there is no mission, there is no church.”8 Missional is a slippery word that is hard 

to nail down, but here is the definition I will use: “Missional” describes the essential 

identity and vocation of the church as a covenant community sent to participate in the 

unfolding mission of the triune God, who is reconciling all things in Christ by the Spirit 

and restoring the whole creation to God’s design. 

What is important to emphasize in this definition is that mission cannot be 

reduced to a church program or line item on the budget or two week service project 

somewhere else. Nor is it about sending “missionaries” to a far-off place. The triune God 

is a missionary God, and as we are drawn into communion with God in Christ by the 

Spirit, so we are sent into the world to be a missionary people. “A missional church is a 

community of God’s people who live into the imagination that they are, by their very 

nature, God’s missionary people living as a demonstration of what God plans to do in and 

for all of creation in Jesus Christ.”9 

Mission always belongs to the triune God before it belongs to us. The triune God 

initiates this mission, is the primary actor in carrying it out, and is the One who will bring 

it to completion. We, the church, are first and foremost recipients of God’s mission; and 

                                                           
8
 Emil Brunner, The Word and the World (London: Student Christian Movement’s Press, 1931), 

108. 

9 Alan J. Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk, The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to Reach a 
Changing World (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2006), xv. 
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then we are called, built up and sent to be active agents who participate in the ongoing 

work of the Trinity who is, even now, reconciling all things in Christ by the Spirit and 

restoring the entire creation to God’s intended purpose.  

To espouse the categories of the 20th century missionary to India, Lesslie 

Newbigin, the church participates in the missio Dei as a sign, foretaste and instrument of 

God’s kingdom. As a sign of God’s kingdom, the church points beyond itself to God’s 

gracious presence and activity in the world—a presence and activity that continues to 

manifest itself most decisively in the person and work of Jesus Christ. The church not 

only points beyond itself to God’s presence and activity in the world, it also embodies it, 

albeit in a limited way. When the church aligns itself to the kingdom of God, it becomes 

a foretaste, a preview of what is to come—a glimpse of “what life will be like for the 

whole of creation when all God’s gracious purposes for the world have come to their 

completion.”10 And the church is finally an instrument of God’s kingdom—the primary 

vehicle through which the triune God is carrying out God’s mission in and for the world. 

“It is through the witness of the church, in both its words and its actions, that the world is 

(or is not) persuaded that God really is gracious and kind, and worthy of human 

allegiance and faithfulness in return.”11 

 Of course in all of this, the church “never ceases to be the community of 

redeemed sinners, surprised by God’s grace.”12 The church can only be a sign, foretaste 

                                                           
10 James Brownson, The Promise of Baptism: An Introduction to Baptism in Scripture and the 

Reformed Tradition (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2007), 13.  

11 Ibid, 14. 

12 Ibid, 14. 
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and instrument of God’s kingdom so long as it recognizes its utter need for the kindness 

and mercy of God—that it is first and always a recipient of God’s mission. As the church 

receives the gracious presence and action of God in Christ by the Spirit, this covenant 

community is continually transformed and empowered to participate in this mission for 

the entire creation as a “theater of the gospel,” the company of the baptized who are 

called and sent to “play Christ” as Christ’s witnesses. 

Missional Imagination 

What about “missional imagination?’ What does this mean? I’ve borrowed this 

phrase from Alan J. Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk who argue that the primary task of the 

missional leader is to “cultivate an environment that releases the missional imagination of 

the people God.”13 By “missional imagination” they mean the capacity to discern what 

God is up to in our midst and to discover God’s hopeful future.  

As Craig Dykstra illuminates, imagination has to do with “a way of seeing and 

interpreting the world which shapes everything one thinks and does.” It is a kind of 

seeing that peers beneath the surface of things and is able to “see in depth” both what is 

already there and what is yet to come.14 Here, then, is my definition of “missional 

imagination:” A missional imagination is a way of seeing, a plausibility structure, made 

possible in Christ by the Spirit, that allows individuals and the whole community to 

perceive the in-breaking kingdom of God that is both already and not yet. It provides a 

                                                           
13

 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 5. 

14 Craig Dykstra, “Pastoral and Ecclesial Imagination,” For Life Abundant: Practical Theology, 
Theological Education, and Christian Ministry, ed. by Dorothy C. Bass and Craig Dykstra (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Publishing Co., 2008), 47-8. 
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lens through which we interpret the world, understand our place in it, feel our way 

through it, and decide to speak and act. 

In other words, a missional imagination is about growing in our capacity to know 

what story (or drama) we are in—the drama of God’s mission in Jesus Christ for the 

whole world--to the point where we take this story for granted. Without consciously 

thinking about it, we stay in character (the character of Jesus) and act out our part as 

Christ’s witnesses (individually and in community) as if it has become second nature. A 

missional imagination is a way of seeing all of life in communion with God and on 

mission with God for the sake of the world.  

A Reformed Perspective 

I’m seeking to put forward a vision for preaching that shapes a missional 

imagination from within a Reformed perspective. It is possible to be missional and not be 

Reformed (e.g., you can be Methodist and missional or Baptist and missional or Anglican 

and missional, etc.). I affirm the instincts of J. Todd Billings who insists that the goal, 

especially in the missional conversation, is not to jettison our tradition but to embrace the 

best of our tradition as we affirm missional impulses.15 To stick with the drama metaphor, 

our tradition(s)16 serves as a play director, helping us interpret the script (the Bible) and 

act it out in the company of actors (the church), guiding us as we improvise in the 

present. While we would be foolish to ignore the director (tradition(s)), there may also be 

                                                           
15

 J. Todd Billings, “Terms of Endearment: The Missional Buzz,” The Church Herald, February 
2009, 15-19. 

16 By “tradition” I mean both the catholic-orthodox Tradition that has been passed down through 
the centuries as well as the confessional traditions that are representative of various contextual movements 
of the historic faith (Reformed, Lutheran, Methodist, Mennonite, etc.). 
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times when we play the part differently than how the director guides us as the company 

of actors on stage are ultimately following the Director, the Holy Spirit. And even as we 

follow the guidance of our director (tradition(s)) and ultimately submit to the Director 

(the Holy Spirit), we always act our part on stage with the awareness that we play it in 

concert with other companies of actors across the centuries (the communion of saints, 

guided by a variety of traditions) who perform the drama differently and may enrich, 

expand and deepen the way we perform it in our own local theater. All of this is to say 

that there is a creative tension between being guided by a particular tradition (in my case, 

Reformed) and the catholic-apostolic and ecumenical nature of the drama of God’s 

mission. 

It is important for me to self-identify, then, as one who stands within a Reformed 

tradition, and my hope in this project is to embrace a theology and ecclesiology that is 

both Reformed and missional. In fact, it is my deep conviction that to be truly Reformed 

is to be missional. To be Reformed is also to be ecumenical. In a similar way that the 

word “missional” is slippery, so the word “Reformed” can also be difficult to define. 

Notice that I am not claiming to represent the Reformed tradition (anymore than I 

represent the missional perspective) but a Reformed perspective. 

Once again, it is not within the scope of this project to provide a history of 

Reformed theology or offer a complete and fully nuanced description of what it means to 

be “a Reformed Christian.” But for the purpose of my project, let me suggest some key 

aspects that characterize my understanding of what it means to be a Reformed Christian. 

When I say that I stand within a Reformed tradition, part of what that means is that I’ve 

been ordained as a Minster of Word and Sacrament in the Reformed Church in America, 
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a denomination which has its roots in the 16th century European Reformation, and was 

most profoundly shaped by John Calvin and the Dutch Reformation. I stand within a 

tradition that affirms the key historic creeds (Apostles, Nicene, Athanasian) and 

confessional standards (Heidelberg Catechism, Belgic Confession, Canons of Dordt, and 

Belhar Confession).  

So if a Reformed tradition serves as the play director that guides the way in which 

I interpret the script and act out the drama, what are some key doctrinal accents that this 

director sounds out as she offers direction? I mention six accents only briefly here, and in 

no way is this list intended to be exhaustive. First, the sovereignty of God, which affirms 

that God is sovereign creator, redeemer and sustainer; the One who is the central actor in 

the history of the world and who is directing all of history toward its God-ordained end 

(telos); the triune God who even now reigns as Lord over the entire cosmos. A second 

accent would be that God is a covenant-making God, the One who initiates covenant 

relationship with God’s people and all of creation (and we are empowered to respond to 

God’s gracious initiative). This accent of covenant places strong emphasis on doctrines of 

grace and providence, made visible in the sacraments (baptism and the Lord’s Supper) 

where God’s promises are affirmed. A third accent would be the authority of Scripture, 

affirming God’s self-revelation through the written and preached Word by the Spirit, 

which ultimately testify to the Incarnate Word, Jesus Christ. Tied to this, a fourth accent 

is the central role of worship and especially the  ministry of Word and Sacrament. RCA 

standards affirm the centrality of Word and sacrament as a primary means of grace by 

which Christ and his benefits are offered to his people, received by faith. A fifth and final 

accent I will mention here is a sacramental vision of the world that eclipses the false 
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divide between secular and sacred, private and public, and sees all of creation as 

belonging to God in Christ. This also calls Christians to live out their baptismal identity 

in every “vocation” and all arenas of life as an expression of loving service to God and 

neighbor. 

What’s most important to name in this discussion of Reformed accents is that I 

am deeply invested in casting a vision for missional preaching that is compatible with and 

arises out of a robust Reformed identity. In this project, I have recognized the dynamic 

interplay between the two—Reformed and missional. While it is important to my project 

that a Reformed perspective implicates and provides a guiding influence over the shape 

of my vision for missional preaching (and the key convictions that make up that vision), 

it is equally important that a missional perspective be given freedom to speak into a 

Reformed understanding of preaching, providing nuance, depth, and even augmentation 

or correction if necessary. It was my aim in this project to allow this to happen, looking 

for the creative energy where there may appear to be sparks of friction between the two. 

After all, to be distinctively Reformed is to embrace the dynamic mantra, “The church is 

reformed and always being reformed according to the word of God” (Semper 

Reformanda).17 My Reformed tradition has given depth and historic continuity to the 

work of this project without being inflexible and getting me stuck.  

Missional Preaching 

                                                           
17 See an excellent explanation of this often misunderstood and misused mantra by Dr. Michael S. 

Horton, J. Grehsam Machen Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics at Westminster Seminary 
(California), at this link: http://www.ligonier.org/learn/articles/semper-reformanda.html. 

 

http://www.ligonier.org/learn/articles/semper-reformanda.html
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So we’ve defined the terms “missional,” “missional imagination,” and 

“Reformed.” There is one last term that needs some definition as it is foundational to my 

Doctor of Ministry program. What do I mean when I talk about “missional preaching?” 

Let me begin with the term “preaching.” In his magisterial volume A History of 

Preaching, O.C. Edwards Jr. cites the work of Norman Perrin who summarized two 

fundamental kinds of preaching found in the New Testament literature: proclamation 

(kerygma) and exhortation (parenesis). Perrin admits that there are many subdivisions 

within these two basic categories. Kerygma refers to both the preaching of the kingdom 

of God by Jesus and the preaching of the apostles who proclaimed that Jesus Christ is the 

fulfillment and embodiment of God’s kingdom. Often (but not always) kerygma is the 

kind of preaching we see happening outside of synagogue and temple (in the Gospels and 

Acts for example). Parenesis is “exhortation that grows out of the proclamation.” It is the 

kind of preaching that spells out the implications of “the Christ event” for a community 

of believers and instructs them in life in Christ under God’s rule. This kind of preaching 

happens regularly in the gathered assembly, as it did in synagogue worship, which 

significantly shaped the worship of the early church.18 While we see different kinds of 

preaching in the New Testament and different contexts in which preaching happens, I am 

convinced that both kerygma and parensis must go together and that both happen in the 

context of gathered worship (although not exclusively here). This project is primarily 

concerned with articulating a vision for and approach to preaching that happens in the 

context of the liturgy of the assembled body that gathers for public worship. 

                                                           
18 O.C. Edwards, Jr., A History of Preaching (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2004), 5-11. 
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 So why talk about “missional” preaching? Isn’t preaching in and of itself already 

missional? Once more, I will come at the subject matter of preaching from a Reformed 

perspective. And one of the theological riches of a Reformed perspective on the ministry 

of Word (and Sacrament) is the affirmation that the pure preaching and reception of 

God’s Word is inherently missional. How so? Preaching is a means of grace by which 

the triune God, in God’s sovereign freedom, reveals God’s self to God’s people. More 

specifically, “pure preaching brings Christ to the congregation. In the preacher’s words, 

Christ speaks, bidding God’s people to see salvation in him alone, to depend upon and 

cleave to him alone.” 19 Jesus Christ and all of his benefits are offered to the covenant 

community through preaching, received by faith. What is important to emphasize here is 

that preaching is not just expounding on biblical texts and teaching about the character, 

action and purposes of God. Preaching is itself the action of God in Christ by the Spirit! 

Preaching is God’s mission to us, the church, and also God’s mission to the world. The 

apostle Paul expresses it so pointedly in his letter to the Romans (10:13-15):  

“Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord shall be saved. “ But how are they to call 
on one in whom they have not believed? And how are they to believe in one of whom they have 
never heard? And how are they to hear without someone to proclaim20 him? And how are they to 
proclaim him unless they are sent? As it is written, “How beautiful are the feet of those who bring 
good news!” 

 
  While so much of my project will explore the instrumental nature of preaching—

that is, that God uses preaching to shape us as a missional people, and that preaching is 

about telling God’s Story and drawing the hearers into that grand narrative, it must be 

                                                           
19 Report to Congregations and Assemblies from the 2010 General Synod: Exploring Mission as a 

Fourth Mark of the Church. 

20 As Edwards points out, “to proclaim” and “to preach” are interchangeable translations of the 
verb Paul uses here, kerussein. A History of Preaching, 5. 
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emphasized that what makes preaching transformational is the way it is a divinely chosen 

means by which we, the preacher and the hearers, encounter the living God who meets us 

in Christ by the Spirit—the living God who is the central actor in the drama. In this way, 

you can say that preaching is a manifestation or sign of God’s mission to us and to the 

world. However, preaching is also a means of grace in the sense that it is formative. As 

we are drawn into the biblical drama where we encounter the living God, we are 

transformed and reformed—our lives get re-scripted—for the purpose of participating in 

God’s mission in and for the world. In other words, the pure preaching of the gospel has a 

missional intent or telos: the formation of a missionary people. 

Much like “missional” provides scaffolding to provide correction and emphasis 

regarding the essential identity and vocation of the church, so “missional” can provide 

scaffolding for the task of preaching, especially for the preacher who is concerned with 

preaching sermons that both reveal God’s mission to us and call the church to a more 

robust engagement with God’s mission in the world. As I’ve stated already, this is my 

chief concern in this doctoral program: What are key characteristics of missional 

preaching (from within a Reformed perspective) that form a missional people? 

An Overview of this Dissertation 

 Here, then, is how this story will unfold. In Chapter Two I will describe the heart 

of my vision for preaching that shapes the missional imagination, which is to draw 

hearers into the biblical narrative where our lives get re-scripted in Christ by the Spirit to 

“play Christ” with the company of the baptized (the church) on the world’s stage. To 

suggest that we “play Christ” does not mean we assume a Messianic role and that our 

ministry is somehow redemptive in and of itself. Only Christ’s ministry is redemptive, 
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and as those united with Jesus, we are called to get into the character of Christ and “act 

out” our part as Christ’s witnesses in the ongoing drama of God’s mission. Building on 

the work of Lesslie Newbigin, Hans Urs von Balthasar, Kevin Vanhoozer and others, I 

will show how missional preaching, at its foundation, requires us to engage the Bible 

differently—to not simply “look at” Scripture but to learn to “look through” Scripture as 

a missional lens. Chapter Two will conclude with a summary of the lines of research 

along the way that have played a critical role in helping me get clarity on my final 

project. 

 Chapter Three will explore the landscape of the growing body of literature on 

missional preaching, providing an appreciative critique of three works in particular: 

Missional Preaching by Al Tizon, Choosing the Kingdom: Missional Preaching for the 

Household of God by John Addison Dally, and Preaching Reimagined by Doug Paggitt. 

I’ve selected these three books because they each deliberately, in their own way, put 

forward a vision and model for preaching with a missional church in mind; and they have 

also proved extremely valuable in the formation of my key characteristics.  

 Chapter Four will give an account of my method for the final project, 

demonstrating how this method and process was a vital way to test my hypothesis and 

gain significant learnings. Chapters Five and Six are really the heart of the final project, 

where I will share the key learnings that arose from each of the two phases of the final 

project, and how they helped refine and develop my own understanding of preaching for 

a missional church and my list of key characteristics. 

 Chapter Seven will provide a fuller description of my final list of key 

characteristics, fleshing out the metaphor of drama and what it means to say that we, as 
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the company of the baptized, “play Christ” by improvising in the Spirit on the world’s 

stage. In this final chapter, I hope to merge theory and practice so as to provide a 

practical aid for the preacher who desires to embrace the  ministry of Word and 

Sacrament as one of the central means for forming a missional people. I will conclude 

this dissertation with some suggestions for further avenues of research and exploration 

germane to my final project. 

Conclusion 

 As I mentioned earlier, this project is primarily concerned with articulating a 

vision for and approach to preaching that happens in the context of the liturgy of the 

assembled body that gathers for public worship. However, as it will hopefully be clear by 

the end of this dissertation, my deep conviction is that the preacher stands up on Sunday 

and says, “Hear the Word of the Lord” so that the entire church might receive and more 

fully participate in their prophetic, priestly, and servant role as a missionary people called 

and sent into the world to “preach the good news.” As the twentieth century English 

preacher P.T. Forsyth said so eloquently: 

The one great preacher in history, …is the church. And the first business of the individual 
preacher is to enable the church to preach. Yet so that he is not its echo but its living voice, not 
the echo of its consciousness but the organ of its gospel. Either he gives the church utterance, or 
he gives it insight into the gospel it utters. He is to preach to the church from the gospel so that 
with the church he may preach the gospel to the world. He is to preach to the church that he shall 
also preach from the church. That is to say, he must be a sacrament to the church, that with the 
church he may become a missionary to the world.21 

 
 This, ultimately, is what I’m after in this project. A kind of preaching that helps 

the preacher proclaim the gospel to and with the church so that, together, we might 

preach and perform this gospel in and to the world. Or, to employ the metaphor of drama, 

                                                           
21 P.T. Forsyth, Positive Preaching and the Modern Mind (New York: A.C. Armstrong, 1907), 80. 
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a kind of preaching that helps the preacher “play Christ” to and with the church, the 

company of the baptized, so that we might be sent to “play Christ in ten thousand 

places.”22 It is to the heart of this vision we now turn, addressing this fundamental 

question: “What kind of preaching shapes the missional imagination?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
22 Adapted from the poem As Kingfisher’s Catch Fire by Gerard Manley Hopkins. 
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Chapter 2: Where Do I Come In?:Participating in the Drama  
of God’s Mission 

 
 

“The Christian faith is the most exciting drama that ever staggered the imagination….” 
 

Dorothy Sayers23  
 

“God does not play the world drama all on his own; he makes room for man to join the acting.” 

Hans Urs von Balthasar24 

 

Introduction 

The 2010 French film Of Gods and Men tells the true story of nine Trappist 

monks, living in a monastery nestled among the largely Muslim population of Algeria. 

They practice what James Davison Hunter refers to as “faithful presence,”25 embodying 

the gospel and living peacefully with the Muslim community. But as the Algerian civil 

war intensifies, they find themselves pulled into the middle of violent conflict between a 

corrupt government and Islamic terrorists. When their elected leader, Christian (played 

by Lambert Wilson), declines the protection of the corrupt civil authority and the 

terrorists threaten their lives, the monks find themselves divided as to whether they 

should stay or flee Algeria. As the monks discern God’s will in community, their daily 

rhythm continues to be marked by gathered worship where they sing, pray, hear the 

Scriptures read and preached, and share in the Eucharist. Amid the external threats and 

                                                           
23

 Dorothy Sayers, Letters to a Diminished Church (United States: W. Publishing Group, 2004), 1. 

24 Hans Urs van Balthasar, Theo-drama, vol. 2, The Dramatis Personae: Man in God (San 
Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1990), 91. 

25 James Davison Hunter, To Change the World: The Irony, Tragedy, and Possibility of 
Christianity in the Late Modern World (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010). 
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their internal fears and differences, it is worship that shapes their imaginations, unites 

them, and enables them to discern the will of God. 

Eventually, the nine monks reach a consensus that God is calling them to remain 

with the Algerian people to whom they’ve been sent to love and serve, even if it costs 

them their lives. During a night raid of the monastery, the terrorists seize the medical 

supplies and take seven of the nine monks captive (two of them hide and elude capture). 

The film ends with these seven monks trudging up a snowy path towards a grim fate, 

leaving the viewer with a haunting portrait of a humble and bold Christian witness in the 

face of violence and evil. 

 It is a film that is both tragic and beautiful, and it testifies to the central role of 

worship in forming and nurturing a missional imagination. The most powerful scene 

comes on the night of their capture, as the monks gather for a special celebration of the 

Eucharist. They bring out several bottles of wine that have been stored away and they eat 

together. None of them speaks a word. They simply relish the moment, present to God 

and to each other, and recognize that their lives are being drawn into the biblical story of 

Jesus’ Last Supper with his disciples, the terrible night when he was betrayed and handed 

over to be killed. There is a mixture of sorrow and peace in their eyes, fear and courage. 

They know the fate that awaits them, and they are ready to face it. This film demonstrates 

the error in a missional theology that sees worship, preaching and sacrament as 

unnecessary or even an impediment to participating in God’s mission in the world. Just 

the opposite: what we see in this film is the essential role that worship plays in a kind of 

faithful missional presence. 
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In Chapter One, I explained that the primary goal of my Doctor of Ministry 

project is to identify key characteristics or features of a kind of preaching that cultivates 

the missional imagination of God’s people. In addition, I will test to what extent these 

characteristics are already showing up in my sermons, and then consider how to increase 

my capacity to incorporate these characteristics into my regular preaching life going 

forward. In this chapter, I will describe what I mean when I say that preaching cultivates 

the missional imagination of God’s people, unpack further the notion of theodrama and 

what it means to perform the biblical script as missional improvisation, and review lines 

of research that have been instrumental in helping me gain clarity on this final project. 

What’s Wrong with Preaching Today? 

In fairness to the critique of those who claim that preaching no longer “works” or 

that it is an impediment to embracing our missional calling, I would suggest that such 

disillusionment is with a certain kind of preaching. Nearly a century ago, Harry Emerson 

Fosdick famously posed the question, “What’s wrong with preaching today?” The list 

was long then, as it is now. So much of preaching that happens in pulpits across North 

America is little more than tawdry entertainment or the peddling of moral advice—“Five 

Steps to a Happy Marriage” or “Seven Ways to Get the Life You Want.” And then there 

is preaching that strives to be “relevant” and “cutting edge,” but in the effort to lean over 

and gain a hearing from our culture actually falls in! In other cases preaching is reduced 

to a dry theological lecture, or a soap box for the preacher to vent his personal grievances 

or political opinions. Or worse, it becomes a platform for the wrongful exercise of power 

and authority—a tool for manipulation and abuse. 
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Yes, there is plenty that is wrong with preaching today. And yet one cannot 

completely dismiss the enterprise of preaching on the grounds of this reality any more 

than one can dismiss the institution of marriage simply because some marriages are 

unhealthy or fail. The fact remains that preaching has been a central practice of the 

church since its inception because of the deep theological conviction that God speaks in 

the Son by the Holy Spirit through the preaching of Holy Scripture. As the Second 

Helvetic Confession states, “The preached Word of God is the Word of God.” When the 

16th century Reformers identified right and pure preaching of God’s Word as one of the 

marks of the true church, along with right administration of the sacraments, what they 

meant is that preaching is a means of grace by which the triune God self-reveals and 

generates a new community, called the church, which is empowered in Christ by the 

Spirit and sent into the world to join God’s mission.  

 So what kind of preaching cultivates and sustains the missional imagination of 

God’s people? I propose this kind: preaching that draws hearers into the biblical 

narrative where our lives get re-scripted in Christ and we are empowered by the Spirit to 

improvise our part in the unfolding drama of God’s mission in and for the world. 

Indwelling the Biblical Story 

 In their book The Missional Leader: Equipping Your Church to Reach a 

Changing World, Alan Roxburgh and Fred Romanuk build on the “cultural-linguistic 

turn” of postliberal theology, presenting human beings as “storytelling animals” who are 

formed and sustained by narrative and language. They describe the primary task of the 

missional leader as cultivating the missional imagination of a congregation by creating an 

environment where the “lived stories” of individuals and the community intersect with 
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the larger biblical narrative. They write, “The key to innovating missional community is 

the formation of a people within a specific memory and narrative. This begins by 

engaging the lived stories of people and bringing those stories into dialogue with the 

biblical narratives.”26 Roxburgh and Romanuk are calling for a kind of engagement with 

Scripture that is different from reducing the Bible to an encyclopedia of information or a 

therapeutic self-help book or even a guide for moral living. Essentially, they are calling 

Christians to dwell in the Scriptures, to inhabit the world of the Bible and locate 

themselves within it. This is where the missional imagination most profoundly gets 

shaped: when we find ourselves in the larger biblical story. 

 This notion of indwelling the Scriptures or inhabiting the world of the Bible is not 

a new one. We can trace this approach to engaging Scripture all the way back to the early 

church (even further in the Hebrew people). In his great work Against the Heresies, 

Irenaeus exposed and challenged heretics like the Gnostics for treating Scripture as “a 

sort of mine from which to dig spiritual nuggets of wisdom.”27 Instead, he insisted that 

Scripture can only be faithfully read, interpreted and preached when it takes into account 

the larger biblical framework. The manner by which one does this is the regula fidei, the 

rule of faith, which “served the church’s hope of articulating and authenticating a world-

encompassing story or metanarrative of creation, incarnation, redemption, and 

consummation.”28 Irenaeus thus instructed preachers to read each text with the whole 

                                                           
26

 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 71. 

27
 Michael Pasquarello III, “Narrative Reading, Narrative Preaching: Inhabiting the Story” in 

Narrative Reading, Narrative Preaching: Reuniting New Testament Interpretation and Proclamation, 
edited by Joel Green and Michael Pasquarello III (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003), 182.  

28 Ibid, 183. 
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Bible in mind, locating individual sermons within the larger canon. The rule of faith 

helped guard against temptations to treat Scripture as a smorgasbord where we pick and 

choose what we like or futile efforts to “make the Bible relevant” and instead called 

preachers and hearers alike to see themselves within the larger plot and characters of the 

biblical narrative where Christ is at the center. 

Later, Augustine of Hippo envisioned the “real world” as not the world in which 

we presently live but the world of the Bible. Augustine began with the particular story the 

Bible tells, through which the stories of Christians and the rest of humanity are then told. 

The goal for the Christian community is to be so immersed in the world of Scripture that 

our imaginations are completely saturated and shaped by the truth of God’s revelation “so 

that we find in them, not confirmation of ourselves, but the very constitution of a new 

self; that we do not place the actions of God within the horizon of our stories; rather, we 

place our stories within the action of God.” 29 

The 16th century Reformers also engaged the Scriptures in this manner, although 

in a slightly different way. Martin Luther embraced the narrative form of the Scriptures 

and saw stories (biblical and personal) as necessary for fostering a life of repentance and 

piety.30 And John Calvin, who has strongly influenced my own Reformed tradition, 

insisted that Scripture was not something we primarily look at (as modernism advocated) 

but something we look through as a kind of spectacles—a set of lenses that give us a 

                                                           
29

 Ibid, 186. 

30 See Robert Kolb’s excellent book Luther and the Stories of God: Biblical Narratives as the 
Foundation for Christian Living (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2012). 
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whole new way of seeing the world.31 It was Karl Barth who made the biggest splash in 

the last century by helping the church recover this sense of entering the “strange new 

world of the Bible.” All of these voices (pre-critical and post-critical) have been deeply 

significant in my own way of reading the Bible. However, the most helpful voice in this 

D.Min. project has been the 20th century missionary Lesslie Newbigin.  

 In his book The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, Newbigin insists that the Scriptures 

can only challenge the reigning worldview when we learn to “indwell” them, allowing 

them to provide us with an alternative “plausibility structure” that changes the way we 

see the world and make sense of reality. Echoing Calvin, Newbigin insists that the goal is 

not to look at the Bible but to look through it, to let it provide a lens by which we 

perceive all of life. And the only way we can look through the Bible is from the inside of 

the Story: 

[T]he important thing in the use of the Bible is not to understand the text but to 
understand the world through the text….[O]ur proper relation to the Bible is not that we 
examine it from the outside, but that we indwell it from within it to seek to understand 
and cope with what is out there. In other words, the Bible furnishes us with our 
plausibility structure. The structure is the form of a story….It is in narrative that character 
is revealed, and there is no substitute for this.32  
 
 The Bible, then, “renders accessible” to us the story of God’s character, action 

and purposes, which in turn renders to us the story of who we are and how we are called 

to live.33 “If we follow these suggestions we get a picture of the Christian life as one in 

                                                           
31 See Brad J. Kallenberg’s insightful book Live to Tell: Evangelism for a Postmodern Age (Grand 

Rapids: Brazos Press, 2012), 108-09. 

32 Lesslie Newbigin, Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids: Willaim B. Eerdman 
Publishing, 1989) 98-9. 

33 Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1986) 59. 
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which we live in the biblical story as part of the community whose story it is, find in the 

story the clues of knowing God as his character becomes manifest in the story, and from 

within that indwelling to try to understand and cope with the events of our time and the 

world about us and so carry the story forward.”34 Newbigin goes even further: 

As we face new opportunities and new dangers, we are the people who know 
what it is to cross the Red Sea on dry land, to be fed with manna in the wilderness, to 
return with singing from Babylon, to stand before the cross, and to meet the risen Lord in 
the breaking of the bread. This is our story, and it defines who we are. Just as character 
can only truly be rendered in narrative form, so the answer to the question, ‘Who am I?’ 
can only be given if we ask, ‘What is my story?’ and that can only be answered if there is 
an answer to the further question, ‘What is the whole story of which my story is a 
part?’To indwell the Bible is to live with an answer to those questions, to know who I am 
and who is the One to whom I am finally accountable.35  

 
 According to Newbigin, it is only when we indwell the biblical story in 

community that we are given a plausibility structure (our imaginations are formed) to see 

a clear vision of where history is heading—the reconciliation of all things in Christ at the 

eschaton (Christ’s return and the final judgment). And this generates hope in the present, 

no matter what dangers or challenges we currently face. 

As central as this whole notion of indwelling Scripture is to Newbigin, it is 

curious to me that so little is said directly about what this means for preaching (and for 

the sacraments). Roxburgh and Romanuk, who also insist that indwelling the biblical 

story is the primary locus in which the missional imagination is cultivated, say nothing 

about how this happens in the task of preaching. So the work that I’ve taken up in my 

Doctor of Ministry program is to identify key characteristics to guide the preacher in 

engaging Scripture and preparing sermons with this aim in mind: to help the whole 

                                                           
34Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 99. 

35 Ibid, 99-100. 
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church indwell the biblical story and then perform this ongoing biblical drama here and 

now. Specifically, what does this mean for the way the preacher engages the text she will 

preach? How should it inform sermon preparation? What difference does this make not 

only in terms of context but delivery? I needed to get clearer on the practical implications 

of drawing the hearers into the biblical story of God’s mission in and for the world.  

Story, Narrative and Drama 

 Over the last couple decades there has been growing interest in seeing the 

Scriptures as a cohesive grand narrative (or metanarrative) that tells the story of God and 

God’s purposes for the world, beginning with Genesis and ending with Revelation. A key 

area of research I undertook was an exploration of narrative theology since one of my 

central convictions is that missional preaching pivots around telling God’s Story and 

helping people locate themselves within this grand narrative. But do words like “story” 

and “narrative” go far enough in describing the biblical witness and the nature of our 

engagement with Scripture and mission as God’s people? Systematic theologian Kevin 

Vanhoozer makes a compelling argument that the term “drama” is actually more 

appropriate and beneficial when speaking of the Bible’s witness of God’s action in 

human history and humanity’s call to respond.  

 Vanhoozer makes important distinctions between these three terms: “story,” 

“narrative,” and “drama.” Story refers to what is told—a plot (or sequence of events) that 

has a beginning, middle and end. Narrative and drama, then, refer to how we tell/show 

the story—it’s mode of presentation. Whereas narratives tell the story in first or third 

person, dramas show rather than tell. Even further, drama embraces dialogue as part of 

the action and calls for an enactment of the story. In other words, a drama is to be 
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performed. It is story enacted in the flesh. Drama preserves the emphasis on story but 

does a better job of drawing the interpreters into a more participatory kind of play.36 Just 

to be clear: narrative and drama are not at odds with one another. Throughout this project 

I will at times even use the terms interchangeably. The main difference—and this is 

key—is that whereas a narrative tells a story that invites us into its world, a drama inserts 

us into the action and demands that we say or do something as “actors” in the unfolding 

plot.37  

 Vanhoozer employs Hans Urs von Balthasar’s key premise of theodrama as the 

best way to conceive of God’s revelation in Scripture and the church’s relationship with 

God, Scripture, and God’s work in the world. God and humanity are covenant partners—

“agents in dramatic relationship.”38 But Vanhoozer wants to be clear that the triune God 

is the central actor in this drama. Humanity is caught up in this drama, active and full-

conscious participants in Christ by the Spirit, but always as supporting actors. We are 

never the primary heroes of the drama. This role is reserved for the Holy Trinity alone. 

The church is the local theater—“a company of players gathered together to stage scenes 

of the kingdom of God for the sake of a watching world.”39 Drama implies that we, as 

God’s missionary people, have a part to play, lines to speak, and actions to live out. It 

                                                           
36Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Faith Speaking Understanding: Performing the Drama of Doctrine 

(Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 2014), 171. 

37 Ibid, 334. 

38 Kevin J. Vanhoozer, The Drama of Doctrine: A Canonical Linguistic Approach to Christian 
Theology (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 2005), 49. 

39 Ibid, 32. 
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calls for an embodied performance of the script—an act of improvisation in the Spirit as 

we participate in the ongoing drama of redemption in our own time and circumstances. 

This whole notion of theodrama stirred my imagination and has provided a more playful 

and dynamic way to think about the primary task of the preacher as helping the 

congregation discover “where they come in” as this drama of God’s mission unfolds. It’s 

important to point out that my explicit embrace of the drama metaphor came after the 

second phase of my final project, and the reader will see how this metaphor evolved and 

developed in forthcoming chapters.40 

The Drama Unfolds in Five Acts 

 To help me think more lucidly and practically about this theodrama, I adopted 

N.T. Wright’s analogy of conceiving of the Bible as a five-act play. Wright invites us to 

imagine discovering the dusty old script of a play by William Shakespeare that was 

completely unknown to the world. We begin reading through the script and notice it is 

written in five acts. But when we get to the fifth act, there’s a serious problem. The first 

scene of Act 5 is there but the rest of it is missing. Oddly enough, the final scene of the 

play remains intact. How can we recover the missing part? 

Wright says imagine we have some friends who are Shakespearean actors and 

who are intimately familiar with Shakespeare and his works. We share our remarkable 

discovery with them and also the problem of the missing section in Act 5, and we ask 

them if they can figure out the missing part based on their knowledge of Shakespeare. So 

a couple weeks later, after immersing themselves in the script, they perform the play for 

us. When they get to Act 5 where the script is missing, they improvise. They perform it 
                                                           
40 See Chapters 5, 6, and 7 of this dissertation. 
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brilliantly, and it fits right in with the four acts that came before and the final scene that 

concludes it. They explain that by allowing their performance to be shaped by the first 

four acts and the trajectory, or thrust, of the final scene, they were able to get into 

character and continue the story in Act 5. Even though part of the script was missing, 

they were still able to move the plot along until it reached the author’s intended 

conclusion. 

In a similar way, Wright suggests that the Bible is the drama of God’s redemptive 

work in this world that unfolds in five acts: (1) Creation, (2) Fall, (3) Israel, (4) Jesus 

Christ, and (5) Church, leading to the final scene of Christ’s return—the glorious 

conclusion for which we are still waiting.41 I have taken Wright’s metaphor and adjusted 

the five acts, combining creation and fall because I don’t believe the story of the fall is its 

own separate act but belongs with the creation narrative(s).42 The story of Jesus Christ is 

the center and climax of the entire biblical drama, so I rearranged it to be Act 3 (instead 

of Wright’s Act 4). Here is how my arrangement of the biblical drama unfolds: 

Act 1--Creation and Fall. This first act is the setting for everything else that 

follows and reveals right away that God is a missionary God. Even though Adam and Eve 

rebel, God has not left the world to its own devices but moves onto the stage of human 

history to reconcile all things to God’s self and restore the entire creation to God’s design 

(Gen. 1-11).  

                                                           
41 N.T. Wright, “How Can the Bible Be Authoritative?” Vox Evangelica 21 (1991): 7-32 at 18-19. 

42 This is to recognize that Genesis 1 and 2 give us two different creation stories. I believe the two 
go together and give us a fuller, more nuanced window into the drama of the triune God’s act of creation. 
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Act 2 – Election of Abraham/Israel. God makes a covenant with Abraham and 

Sarah, and constitutes a chosen people, Israel, who will be the channel of blessing to all 

the nations. In terms of biblical content, this second act contains many scenes, characters, 

plots and twists as it reveals God’s faithfulness to Israel even when the covenant people 

are unfaithful. The exodus from Egyptian slavery, God’s provision of a land for his 

people, God granting an earthly king to rule his people and the establishment of David’s 

dynasty, the sending of prophets to confront Israel’s idolatry and disobedience, and the 

tragedy of exile and homecoming are all part of a complex set of sub-narratives that make 

up this second act that carries the underlying drama of the Missio Dei forward, which can 

be best summarized as God’s election, rejection and restoration of Israel (Gen. 12-Mal.). 

Act 3 – Sending of the Son, Jesus Christ. The biblical drama comes to a 

shocking climax in Act 3, when the Word became flesh in the person of Jesus of 

Nazareth. In his life, death, resurrection and ascension, Jesus has fulfilled God’s covenant 

with Israel. In the person and work of Jesus, the missio Dei has been accomplished! (The 

Gospels) 

Act 4 – Sending of the Spirit/New Testament Church. But the drama doesn’t 

end here, with Christ’s death, resurrection and ascension. God’s mission may be 

accomplished, but “the mopping up operation continues” (Vanhoozer). At the end of Act 

3, the risen Christ enlists a group of followers to participate in his kingdom of God 

movement. He appears to them as the risen One, breathes his Spirit upon them, and 

commissions them: “As the Father has sent me, so I send you.”43 It’s at this point, Act 4, 
                                                           
43

 Others have made adjustments to Wright’s Five Acts for similar reasons that I mention here. For 
example, see Samuel Wells, Improvisation: the Drama of Christian Ethics (Grand Rapids: Brazo Press, 
2004), 53-57. 
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where we as the church today enter the ongoing drama (Acts – Jude and continues with 

the present).  

Act 5 – Return of the King/Consummation/New Creation. The fifth and final 

act is the Last Judgment, the eschatological consummation of all things, when Christ 

returns and all things are finally set right and made new. (Revelation) 

To present the biblical drama as divided up into various “acts” is not to suggest a 

kind of dispensationalism. Rather, it is to affirm that while there is much diversity (and 

even tension) within the biblical canon, there remains a unified, underlying drama from 

beginning to end.44 None of the acts stands alone or becomes obsolete. Each act carries 

the story forward. All of the acts belong together and testify to the presence and action of 

the triune God in human history. And it is essential that the church practice indwelling 

the entire script so as to be formed and transformed by the full historical sweep of this 

biblical drama. In Christ, the entire biblical story, from Genesis to Revelation, becomes 

our story. By indwelling the Scriptures, we exercise a kind of remembering (anamnesis) 

in Christ by the Spirit whereby we are caught up in the previous acts as if we were there 

and our own past is now bound up in God’s salvation history. 

                                                           
44 I recognize that speaking of the Bible as a unified drama with five acts runs the risk of 

oversimplifying the complexity of the Scriptures and the multiple voices/traditions that make up its 
polyphonic witness. Even so, I agree with Richard Bauckham that reading the Bible as a single, coherent 
narrative does not cancel out the diversity of voices nor resolve the dialectical tensions within the biblical 
canon. See Bauckham’s essay, “Reading Scripture as a Coherent Story,” The Art of Reading Scripture, 
edited by Ellen Davis and Richard Hays (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2006) 
38-53. Another key reason I am choosing to work with Wright’s analogy of the Bible as a five-act play is 
because it provided an accessible interpretative framework for engaging Scripture as theodrama that I used 
with my focus groups of laity for the final project (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this dissertation). 
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 Dividing the biblical drama up into five acts also helps us as Christians know 

where we come in today as the drama continues. It helps us answers questions like, 

“What scene are we in? What time is it? In what ways is God calling us to play our part 

in the ongoing drama?” We find ourselves in Act 4, as part of the age of the Spirit, called, 

empowered and sent by the risen and reigning Christ to be his witnesses. To use Wright’s 

analogy, part of the script of Act 4 is missing, or better yet--it is not provided. We have 

all the acts that have gone before us; and we have the final act (the eschaton). We live in 

the “already/not yet,” in between Christ’s first coming and his second coming. Our 

challenge is to stay consistent with the scenes that have gone before us and the trajectory 

of how the story ends as we improvise our part as a missional people in a new time and 

place.  

Performing the Script as Missional Improvisation 

 But can we refer to the Bible as “a script?” And is our job to perform the script in 

the same way a troupe of local actors would perform the script of, say, Thorton Wilder’s 

Pulitzer Prize winning play Our Town? The Bible is not a script is the narrowest sense of 

the word. Strictly speaking, scripts are written before the play, and the action of 

performance happens only after you have a script. The Bible, in large part, testifies to 

what has already happened—what God said and how God acted; and what God’s people 

said and how they acted in response. When Moses was leading the Israelites through the 

Red Sea and out of Egypt, they were not following a script per se. They were responding 

to God’s commands and actions. In this way, the Bible is a transcript of the theodrama of 

God’s past speech-acts. 
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 But the Bible becomes a kind of script for us in the broader sense as God 

continues to speak to us in and through Scriptures by the Word and Spirit. God uses the 

Scriptures to continue to self-reveal, teach and instruct, and shape us as a missional 

people. The Bible is a script in the way it gives us a larger story (metanarrative) that tells 

us who we are and whose we are, what our purpose is, and how we are called to speak 

and act in the world. Each part of Scripture contributes to our understanding of the whole 

theodrama, testifying to what God has said and done and what we must say and do in 

response. Vanhoozer puts it this way: 

The Bible may not technically be a script, but it is Scripture: the authoritative 
word that transcribes, describes, and prescribes the church’s participation in the drama 
that the Bible presupposes and implies. The point bears repeating: Scripture gives us not 
a script in the narrow sense of the term—a detailed template for speech and action—but 
in the broader sense of a collection of authoritative scenarios that serve as lessons, 
positive and negative, for us (1 Cor.10:6-11). We are to speak and act in situations today 
as faithful prophets and apostles did in theirs. (This “as” will open up the possibility, 
indeed the necessity, of improvising with a transcript). What is on offer is not merely 
information to be mastered but concrete wisdom to be deployed in a variety of 
situations….’All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable’(2 Tim. 3:16 RSV) for 
governing our understanding of the theodrama and for training in right participation.45 
 

 
 If we are to faithfully perform the script here and now—that is, play our part in 

the theodrama in reference to the scene we are in at this moment in human history—then 

it is essential that we immerse ourselves in the script and get it in our bones. To refer 

back to Newbigin, we can only know who we are and how we are called to live if we 

know what story (or drama) we are in; and we must live out this drama from inside the 

biblical story. 

                                                           
45

Vanhoozer, Faith Speaking Understanding, 327. 
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What, then, does it mean to “perform the script” that testifies to the theodrama? 

Certainly this does not mean that we must repeat or duplicate the scenes that have 

happened in the past. Nor is it a matter of replicating the biblical authors’ situations. For 

example, we are not called to protest a local butcher who sells ostrich meat as an 

“abomination to the Lord” (Leviticus 11:12). To perform the script is to carry forward 

what the authors say about the theodrama in their own situation and “act out” God’s 

mission in Christ by the Spirit in new situations. This kind of performance is, by 

necessity, a matter of improvisation.  

There is not space here to dive into all the technicalities and nuances of the art of 

improvisation. Others, like Vanhoozer and Samuel Wells, have made excellent 

contributions in this regard. For the purposes of my project, I want to describe 

improvisation more generally. Improvisation is not about replicating the past, nor is it 

about being original in the present. Improvisation, at its heart, is about a readiness to 

“spring into action” and carry the drama forward, even when we don’t have a script 

(exact blue print) in front of us telling us what to say and do in the moment. 

Improvisation is a matter of speaking and acting in ways that are consistent with the 

scenes that go before (the canonical script) but advance the dramatic action as the actors 

“stay in character.” In the case of missional improvisation, it means “playing Christ” –

staying in the character of Christ and participating in God’s unfolding mission in the new 

situations in which we find ourselves.  

Let me illustrate what I’m getting at here with a situation that happened in the 

congregation I serve while I was making the final revisions to this dissertation. A family 

in our church was devastated with a house fire that literally left them homeless. The day 
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of the fire, as the news spread around the community, my inbox and cell phone were 

flooded with emails and texts from people in the congregation wanting to know how they 

could “be a Christ-like neighbor” to this family. A few days earlier, when we gathered for 

Sunday morning worship, I preached on the Parable of the Good Samaritan in Luke 

10:25-37. I had invited the congregation to find themselves in the parable, to crawl inside 

the story, and issued this challenge: “Ask God to open your eyes this week to whom you 

can become a Christ-like neighbor and show mercy.” So when this tragedy happened to a 

family in our community, nobody pulled out the Bible and turned to Luke 10 and treated 

it like a blue print to tell them exactly what to say and do. Instead, members of Christ’s 

body “sprung into action!” After having their imaginations immersed in the story (or 

script) of the Good Samaritan, they played their part in the unfolding drama by 

improvising in the Spirit. People showed up to their house, as smoke billowed from the 

roof and flames flailed wildly like arms out the windows, and they surrounded this family 

with compassion and shared in their grief. One person found them a hotel for the 

weekend and covered the entire cost out of his own pocket. Others shared generously of 

their resources—gift cards, money, food, clothes and other necessities to provide for 

them in their place of vulnerability and need. It was one of those moments as a pastor, 

amidst a terrible tragedy, where you are awestruck by the beauty of the church as a 

theater of the gospel, a parable of the kingdom. Disciples “playing Christ” to one another 

and carrying the divine drama forward by doing missional improvisation. 

 This is what I’m talking about. A missional imagination, then, is necessary for 

this kind of faithful missional improvisation. Like the nine Trappist monks in the film Of 

God’s and Men who discovered themselves inserted into the drama of Christ’s passion 
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and found the courage to “play Christ” amid an uncertain fate, a missional imagination 

gives us the plausibility structure (frame of reference) to stick with the past and follow 

the Holy Spirit’s lead as we seek to “play Christ” in every situation and circumstance we 

face today. The primary task of the preacher is to help individuals and the community of 

faith, this local company of actors, cultivate a missional imagination so they might do 

faithful and courageous missional improvisation at all times and in all places. 

I take this much space to describe the metaphor of theodrama, the five acts of the 

play, and performing the script(ures) as missional improvisation because it is central to 

my vision of the  ministry of Word and Sacrament for a missional church. In chapters 

Five, Six and Seven I will give an account for how this metaphor evolved and developed, 

especially as it pertains to my key convictions about preaching that cultivates a missional 

imagination. I will also address key learning through focus groups and ways in which this 

metaphor works well, where it poses challenges and problems, and ways in which it 

needs to be further developed. 

Avenues of Research that Shaped the Final Project 

Before I close this chapter, let me give a brief overview of the initial research 

avenues that served to shape and inform my final project. I began with an exploration of 

what it means to be a Reformed and missional Christian, aiming to describe and make 

accessible for “the person in the pew” a vision for missional living. This is where I first 

began to experiment with the notion of “a missional imagination” and how this gets 

shaped by the drama of Scripture. Further, I identified various practices that shape the 

missional imagination (worship, reading the Bible missionally, prayer, justice, 

evangelism, hospitality and creating beauty), as well as how a person might discern the 
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specific ways God is calling him/her to participate in the missio Dei. This research 

resulted in a five-week study for small groups titled, Where Do I Come In?:Joining God 

in Mission. This study was published by Faith Alive as a part of their discipleship series 

titled In the Works. What made this first avenue of research so important to the final 

project is that it helped me answer these key questions: “What would it look like if people 

were living missional lives as a result of my preaching? How would I describe the telos, 

or the goal, of missional preaching?” As the old adage says, “aim for nothing and you’ll 

be sure to hit it.” I wanted to get clear on the goal for which missional preaching aims, 

and that is to form a people whose everyday lives are oriented around the missio Dei. 

 Having arrived at clarity on the telos of missional preaching, my next line of 

research focused on what kind of preaching, then, works towards this end. While much 

attention has been given to the preaching of the Apostles in the New Testament, I was 

curious about Jesus’ own preaching—not just the content of his preaching (“the kingdom 

of God”) but how he preached it. Jesus announced and demonstrated God’s reign in many 

ways (preaching in the synagogues, teaching on the hillside and edge of the lake, casting 

out demons, healing the sick and forgiving sins, calming storms and raising the dead), but 

the synoptic Gospels reveal that one of the primary ways he taught about God’s reign was 

through parables. And so I did an in-depth study on the parables of Jesus, giving special 

attention to how the art-form of parable is instructive for the missional preacher today. 

This research helped me begin to identify emerging characteristics of missional 

preaching. Jesus used ordinary stories and metaphors (parables) to capture the 

imagination of his hearers (especially the disciples), their ultimate aim being not to 

entertain or provide information but challenge existing assumptions and provide a new 
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way of seeing—an alternative vision of life under God’s reign that subverts what we’ve 

come to understand as “the way the world works.” Beyond just providing a new way of 

seeing, Jesus’ parables called those with “ears to hear” to respond with action—to repent 

(change one’s mind, direction) and align their attitude and behavior with the kingdom of 

God. Through this research, it became clear to me that missional preaching does the same 

thing. It uses story and metaphor to announce the kingdom of God with the aim to 

“awaken insight, stimulate conscience, and move to action.”46  

However, it isn’t just the use of stories and metaphors to announce God’s 

kingdom that makes preaching missional. It is ultimately about drawing the hearers into 

the Story of the biblical narrative, where we are given a new “plausibility structure” by 

which to see the world (Newbigin). So my third line of research focused on the narrative 

shape of Scripture and how the Bible forms a diverse yet coherent witness to God’s 

action in human history. If preaching is ultimately about drawing people into the divine 

drama of Scripture, then it was necessary for me to have a deeper understanding of what 

we mean when we say the Bible “tells God’s story” and how the preacher engages and 

presents the Scriptures in sermon preparation and delivery. This research was crucial for 

helping me get clarity on what it means to engage the Bible as narrative, and to reflect on 

how, in the context of worship (especially the  ministry of Word and Sacrament), we are 

inviting the individual and the entire body to locate their/our stories within the biblical 

drama. This is the locus of where the missional imagination gets cultivated.  

                                                           
46

 Klyne R. Snodgrass, Stories with Intent: A Comprehensive Guide to the Parables of Jesus 
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2008), 6. 
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As I was getting clearer on my own vision of missional preaching, I was curious 

as to what others were saying who were also exploring a missional homiletic. So my 

fourth and final avenue of research explored the small but growing body of literature on 

missional preaching. Because this remains such a new frontier, there was not an 

abundance of material. The material ranged widely from those who viewed missional 

preaching as simply making sermons more “externally focused” or “evangelistic” to 

those who proposed a whole new paradigm for thinking about preaching in the missional 

church. This research helped me gain clarity around what makes preaching missional and 

sharpen my list of key characteristics of missional preaching that was to be tested in the 

final project. Specifically, I became convinced that missional preaching is not simply 

making our sermons more evangelistic or adding a “mission moment” in the sermon or 

even getting the congregation to be more outward focused. At its heart, missional 

preaching calls for a new way of engaging Scripture (a missional hermeneutic) with the 

congregation, drawing God’s people into the counter story of the good news of the 

kingdom of God, and fostering agency so that individual and the community might align 

their lives with God’s in-breaking reign.  

The primary learning for me in all of this is that missional preaching has less to do 

with style and method (although both have their place) and more to do with why we 

preach (to participate in the missio Dei), what we preach (the kingdom of God present in 

Jesus Christ), and the aim of our preaching (to form a missional people to the glory of 

God and for the sake of the world). The next chapter will engage three books in particular 

that were significant in helping me arrive at these conclusions. 
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Chapter 3: An Appreciative Critique of Three Models  

of Missional Preaching 

 

Galadriel: The world is changed. I feel it in the water. I feel it in the earth. I smell it in 
the air. Much that once was, is lost, for none now live who remember it. 

           J. R. R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring47 

 
Introduction 

While the vast terrain of missional preaching remains largely open for 

exploration, the past ten years has witnessed the emergence of a growing body of 

literature with preaching and the missio Dei as its primary subject. As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, one of the main avenues of my research involved a survey of the 

landscape of this literature to help me identify and develop my own list of key 

characteristics of missional preaching.48 I was especially curious about points of 

resonance as well as dissonance among current voices engaged in the conversation. As 

one might suspect, these voices formed a polyphonic choir of witnesses. Many of these 

voices sang in strong harmony (even unison at times); others were quite discordant in 

their perspectives and approaches, resulting in unresolved tension.  

What they all share in common, however, is a conviction around the urgent need 

to reflect anew on the task of preaching in light of the once main line church’s new 

location in North American culture. The church no longer occupies a central place in 

Western society. Even where it can be argued that the “Constantinian footprint” remains, 

                                                           
47

 Quoted by George Hunsberger in his Forward titled “The Story that Chooses Us,” Stormfront: 
The Good News of God (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2003), vi.  

48 See Appendix 1 for a bibliography of books and articles dealing with missional preaching. 
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it is quickly vanishing as we find ourselves increasingly in a post-Christian, pluralistic 

and secular age.49 Thus there is an urgent need to think about the task and function of 

preaching in light of this new reality; and specifically the way preaching relates to the 

missio Dei and the church’s essential identity and vocation as a missional people. These 

authors differ in terms of what exactly needs to change for preaching to be missional. 

Some focus more on the content of the sermon, others on method or technique, and still 

others insist that the entire mental model of preaching (a single person who stands before 

an assembly to deliver a sermon) needs to be “re-imagined” for a new day. A pervasive 

thread that runs through all these voices, however, is an agreement that the primary 

purpose of preaching—whatever form it takes or how it happens—is to (trans)form a 

congregation as a missionary people who have been empowered and sent to participate in 

God’s mission in and for the world. It is this missional intent of preaching (what is 

preaching for?) that informs the answers to questions of content, method, technique, and 

approach. 

In the rest of this chapter, I will offer an appreciative critique of three works in 

particular: Missional Preaching by Al Tizon, Choosing the Kingdom: Missional 

Preaching for the Household of God by John Addison Dally, and Preaching Reimagined 

by Doug Paggitt. I’ve selected these three books because among the literature I surveyed, 

                                                           
49 By “secular age,” I’m using the term the way Charles Taylor describes it in his seminal book A 

Secular Age (Harvard University Press, 1st Edition, 2007). Beyond thinking of “secular” as the temporal 
realm (as opposed to the eternal or heavenly realm) or areligious (someone claiming to hold no “religious” 
affiliation or beliefs), a “secular age” describes our current historical context in which there has been a shift 
in “the conditions of belief” and now religious belief or belief in God is considered one among a whole 
smorgasboard of options. In other words, the divine drama (as described by Christianity) is merely one 
story in the marketplace of stories, and many would consider it now less plausible than modern options like 
“exclusive humanism.” For an excellent primer on Taylor’s work, see James K. A. Smith’s How (Not) to 
Be Secular (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2014). 
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they each offer the fullest treatments of a specific vision and model for preaching with a 

missional church in mind. Moreover, these authors served as crucial conversation 

partners for me on this journey—at times our hearts sang in agreement, at other times 

there was sharp disagreement and frustration. Even so, they have been instrumental in 

helping me to gain clarity on my own vision for preaching in a missional church. And so 

I will offer a brief review of each book, as well as an appreciative critique, highlighting 

how the author has been helpful in the formation of my own key convictions.  

Missional Preaching: Engage, Embrace, Transform by Al Tizon 

How do we account for the growing irrelevance and marginalization of the church 

in North America? In his book Missional Preaching: Engage, Embrace, Transform, Al 

Tizon argues that it is intimately connected to a homiletical crisis that plagues so many 

pulpits—“lifeless sermons” are producing “lifeless churches” across the land.50 This 

homiletical crisis, however, is not primarily a problem of method or style. Tizon is 

convinced that it is a “content problem” as so much preaching lacks “missional 

substance.” What Tizon means by this is not that sermons lack right doctrine (they may 

or may not) but that they “lack awareness of the very reality that gives ultimate meaning 

to the church—namely, the missio Dei, the mission of God.”51 So Tizon’s aim is to 

develop a missional homiletic that moves beyond how we preach to the more urgent and 

foundational questions of why, what and to whom we preach.   

                                                           
50

 Al Tizon, Missional Preaching: Engage, Embrace, Transform (Valley Forge, PA: Judson Press, 
2012), xvi. 

51 Ibid, xvi. 
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Tizon is an ordained minister in the Evangelical Covenant Church and the 

Executive Minister of Serve Globally. Prior to stepping into this role, he was the 

Associate Professor of Holistic Ministry at Palmer Theological Seminary. So many of 

Tizon’s missional impulses arise out of his “on the ground” work as a missionary and 

community organizer in both the Philippines (his native home) and the United States. His 

vision for missional preaching is built on two basic assumptions. First, mission is integral 

to what it means to be the church. Since the Godhead is a sending God by nature whose 

divine intention is to redeem the entire cosmos, the church (a community of Christ’s 

disciples) is not an afterthought but has been “sent” to participate in God’s mission to 

transform the world.52 

Tizon’s second basic assumption is that “biblical preaching remains one of the 

primary ways in which leaders influence God’s people and shape the church.”53 Tizon 

recognizes that the common use of the word “preaching” today more closely resembles 

the concept of teaching (didache) in the New Testament than the public proclamation of 

the gospel by the apostles (kerygma), but he considers them close enough in practical 

meaning to use them interchangeably. What is most important in his vision for missional 

preaching (whether proclamation or teaching) is that it is “directed toward the world-at-

large; it is for the people of God in the context of the world-at-large.”54 In other words, 

missional preaching addresses and shapes the church “as if the world matters”—with the 

world in sight and for the sake of the world’s redemption and flourishing. 

                                                           
52 Ibid, 7. 

53 Ibid, xviii. 

54 Ibid, xix. 
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 Having established these two foundational theological assumptions, Tizon turns 

his attention to the task of preaching and what kind of preaching shapes and leads a 

missional people. A missional homiletic requires a missional hermeneutic, and so Tizon 

argues the missional basis of the Bible and the importance of reading the Bible with a 

missional lens. “The Bible must be seen as wholly and thoroughly missional.” Tizon 

asserts. He draws upon Christopher Wright’s contention that the Bible does not so much 

provide the basis for mission as mission has provided the basis for the Bible, which is to 

say that the Bible itself is the product of and witness to the ultimate mission of God.55 

Even with its diversity of voices and perspectives, the Bible forms a coherent and unified 

witness of God’s purposes and action in human history and sounds an urgent call for 

God’s people in every age to participate in the missio Dei. The central unifying theme 

that holds the entire biblical canon together is the overarching reality of the reign or 

kingdom of God. 

 Missional preaching, then, is “kingdom-shaped” preaching that bears witness to 

this biblical vision of God’s reign that runs through Genesis to Revelation and reaches its 

climax and culmination in Jesus Christ. This is a vision that has the whole world in its 

scope--all people and nations, as well as the entire creation and cosmos-- and is 

characterized by a tension of already-not yet. “Biblical preaching is kingdom preaching is 

missional preaching,” Tizon insists in no uncertain terms, “and quite literally, the 

church’s life depends on it.”56  

                                                           
55 Ibid, 13. 

56 Ibid, 21. 
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 The place where missional preaching happens, says Tizon, is assembled worship. 

Worship and mission must remain unified since worship is the beginning and end of 

mission. Not only do worship and mission enjoy an interdependent unity (love of God 

and love of neighbor), they also have a causal unity in the sense that worship “inspires, 

motivates, and empowers mission. The church’s love for God propels it outward to 

demonstrate love for neighbor.”57 Moreover, worship not only births mission but it is the 

goal of mission, the final fulfillment of mission at the end of time.58  

 Because of this interdependent and causal unity of worship and mission, how we 

form and practice liturgy matters! Tizon rightly points out that every church has some 

form of liturgy as liturgy means “the work of the people” and is the way the worship 

service is ordered. The missional preacher will be very intentional about crafting the 

entire liturgy with a missional flavor, reflecting a keen awareness of the missio Dei. 

Preaching alone is not sufficient to form missional disciples—the entire liturgy is 

instrumental toward this end. But beyond crafting the liturgy, the preacher and worship 

leaders need to prepare themselves to lead missionally—which goes beyond intellectual 

assent to a deep, growing personal awareness of the unity between worship and mission 

and is reflected in an authentic lifestyle of being on mission with God. “Only those who 

have become, or are becoming, truly missional can effectively pull off missional 

preaching.” 59 
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 Having laid the ground work by providing a missional theological framework, 

kingdom-hermeneutic and liturgical perspective, Tizon spends the rest of the book 

considering the aim, or goals, of missional preaching. His primary question is this: What 

do we hope to accomplish in our preaching? Tizon identifies seven goals of missional 

preaching. I will briefly summarize each of them here.  

First, missional sermons aim for inculturation (a theological adaption of 

enculturation) amid an “us-and-them” mentality. This is not an accommodation to 

culture but calling the church to learn to love the culture (especially the people who share 

in that culture) by coming to know that culture intimately and deeply. “It is responsible, 

sensitive, humble, committed border-crossing. It’s full-time immersion. It’s going 

native.”60 At the heart of inculturation is the conviction that the church cannot be an agent 

of transformation in culture without first being a “cultural insider,” fully identifying with 

a people and place through sacrificial love.  

 The second aim of missional preaching may initially seem to contradict the first 

goal of inculturation, but it is an essential paradox: missional sermons call God’s people 

to live as an alternative or contrast community amid cultural conformity. This gets at the 

heart of the creative tension of Jesus’ own teaching-- the church’s call to be in the world 

but not of it. Whereas inculturation helps the church embody the gospel in the world, 

preaching for an alternative community helps the church avoid being of the world, which 

would undermine its witness as a peculiar people. This call to be a peculiar people who 

live under the reign of God is not to be confused with retreating as a sub-culture but is a 
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matter of being shaped as a counter-culture. In this way, by living as a counter-cultural 

community that demonstrates the reign of God, the church is mission. 61 

  A third goal of missional preaching is to preach toward holistic transformation 

amid a false dichotomy of evangelism and social concern. Since the gospel of the 

kingdom is holistic (concerning salvation for the whole person and for the whole of 

existence), missional sermons call for a deep transformation on all levels, “from the 

human heart to social political structures to the cosmos.”62 This kind of preaching 

advocates holistic ministry, upholding the unity of evangelism, compassion and justice. 

Tizon insists that it is insufficient to preach one to the neglect of the others.  

 Fourth, missional sermons call God’s people to pursue justice and reconciliation 

amid a world defaced by sexism, racism, classism, and other forms of division and 

injustice. This call to justice and reconciliation is deeply rooted in and made possible by 

God’s vision of the reconciliation of all things in Jesus Christ (Eph. 1:10; 2 Cor. 5:18). 

This kind of preaching has a prophetic edge, calling God’s people to confront 

principalities and powers that perpetuate injustice, to stand with and for “the under dogs” 

of society, and to bear witness to a reconciling love that encompasses both oppressed and 

oppressor alike.  

 A fifth goal of missional preaching is to orient God’s people towards a vision of 

whole-life stewardship amid materialism, consumerism, and environmental abuse. This 

biblical vision of whole-life stewardship challenges the dominant script of “the American 
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Dream” and gets to the heart of how everything belongs to God. As stewards, then, we 

have been entrusted to care for, manage, and cultivate that which belongs to God. 

Missional sermons will go beyond the once-a-year financial stewardship sermon and call 

people into a broader vision of “kingdom generosity” that embraces things like simple 

living, caring for creation, and living with global poverty in view. “Now more than ever, 

in this era of globalization, when the American Dream has become in a very real way the 

Global Dream, the church needs to take up God’s original call upon humanity to be 

whole-life stewards for the sake of the redemption of creation and everyone in it.”63  

Sixth, missional sermons promote a vision for shalom (life and peace) amid a 

world simmering with violence and death. This vision for shalom, however, transcends 

partisan politics and provides a consistent pro-life/pro-peace ethic by advocating for 

human flourishing in every stage and arena of life. It also opposes everything that 

degrades and destroys life. “Preaching for shalom does not cater to left or right 

ideologies,” Tizon asserts. “We preach the kingdom of God, which respects and promotes 

life from womb to tomb, consistently and courageously.”64 This kind of preaching also 

has a prophetic edge as it aims to form God’s people into a “shalom people” who 

proactively live as peace-makers in their marriages, homes, friendships, neighborhoods, 

churches, places of business and work, country and world. To be a “shalom people” will 

likely be unpopular and require risk and sacrifice—it will summon the church to live a 

cruciform way of life that shows the world another way. 
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This leads to the seventh and last aim of missional preaching: to testify to the 

uniqueness and universality of Christ (“the scandal of Jesus”) amid a religiously 

pluralistic and secular age. Tizon acknowledges the challenge of the church to be faithful 

to the gospel in a time when we are more aware than ever of religious differences in our 

world—even in our own neighborhoods and communities. Missional sermons declare the 

scandal of Jesus, which includes the scandal of particularity (the uniqueness of Jesus as 

the way, the truth and the life) and the scandal of universal love. Missional sermons aim 

to inspire humble confidence in those who follow Jesus, calling them to build authentic 

friendships with others in a Christ-like manner that is characterized by hospitality, 

openness, love and respect. This last goal of preaching the scandal of Jesus actually 

undergirds the prior six goals. And as Tizon recognizes, preaching for the purpose of 

accomplishing all seven of these goals is “scandalous through and through.”65  

Tizon concludes his book acknowledging that these seven goals of missional 

preaching are lofty goals, and they cannot all be accomplished in a single sermon or a 

series of sermons over a month or a year or even ten years! Rather, they represent “a 

lifelong process and a life-time of preaching.”66 Tizon has not given us a “how-to” 

manual; his higher concern has been to present a vision of missional preaching (and goals 

to aim for) that can help the preacher, over time, partner with God to shape her 

congregation more fully into a missional people, an alternative community that bears 

witness to God’s reign in the world. “At the end of the day, that is the vision for which 
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missional preaching strives: to see the people of God healthy, fit, and out of the pews, 

actively living out our faith in word and deed, with energy, confidence, and passion.”67 

 Having provided a summary of Tizon’s book, let me now offer an appreciative 

critique of the vision he has set forward. Tizon provides a strong theological and biblical 

basis for the missio Dei, and he does an excellent job teasing out the implications for 

preaching. I especially appreciate his chapter on worship as “the beginning and end of 

mission,” and found him to be one of the few authors who lifts up the central activity of 

worship and is concerned with how the missional sermon fits within the larger liturgy. 

Not only did this chapter resonate with my own instincts on the high value of worship for 

a missional church, but Tizon clarified why worship is so important and how a missional 

accent to the liturgy plays a crucial role in supporting the sermon and forming a missional 

people. The one piece that seems to be missing or is at least underdeveloped in Tizon’s 

treatment of worship is the missional nature of worship itself. Tizon effectively shows the 

unity of worship and mission, as well as how liturgy shapes us for worship and the 

centrifugal movement of worship (sent from worship to participate in God’s mission only 

to return again to glorify God). But he misses the “sent-ness” of the gathered assembly 

themselves in the act of worship as public witness. What could be more missional than a 

community gathered around Word, font and table to declare their ultimate allegiance to 

God and God’s kingdom in a world that is teeming with idols at every turn and clamoring 
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with false narratives about who we are and whose we are? God-centered, Christ-

mediated, Spirit-filled worship is missional.68 

 I also found Tizon’s seven goals for missional preaching to be extremely helpful. 

The goals he puts forward are comprehensive and paint a clear and compelling picture of 

the telos (end) for which missional preaching aims. The inclusion of a sermon after each 

chapter to provide an example of that particular goal is extremely beneficial. Tizon 

includes an evaluative tool in the appendix, which very clearly and simply lists the goals 

(along with a question or two to help the evaluator), as well as a handful of additional 

questions to help measure the “missional effectiveness” of the sermon. This is a valuable 

tool for preachers and hearers alike, and in the development of my key characteristics, I 

devised a similar evaluative tool to gather feedback and assist with measuring 

effectiveness and growth. 

While I’m glad that Tizon avoided making this book a prescriptive “how to” 

manual, the question remains: But how does the preacher go about preaching sermons 

that have these goals as their primary aim from week to week? When the preacher sits 

down with a text on Monday morning, looking towards Sunday, how should she go about 

preparing a missional sermon? I affirm all seven of Tizon’s goals and, in my own vision 

of missional preaching, would desire the same outcomes. Such outcomes reflect what I’m 

calling “a missional imagination.” However, as I articulate my list of key convictions, I 
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am interested in providing a more proximate guide for working towards these ultimate 

goals on a weekly basis. In other words, one of the things that distinguishes my project 

from Tizon’s is that I’m looking to identify key characteristics for missional preaching 

that offer more immediate clues as to “how” a preacher might craft and preach sermons 

on a weekly basis that will, over time, foster the kinds of aims Tizon describes.  

 In the beginning of the book, Tizon is clear that his primary concern is not method 

but content—“missional substance.” “The homiletical crisis in our churches is not 

ultimately a method problem but a content problem.”69 There is truth in this, but I would 

identify the homiletical crisis at an even deeper level—a crisis of theology (or lack 

thereof) about preaching and the role it plays in forming God’s people for mission. I 

would have liked to see Tizon make a stronger theological case for why preaching 

matters and what really makes it effective. Tizon sees preaching as a central way of 

shaping God’s people for mission, but he seems to locate its power and effectiveness in 

the integrity of the preacher and the missional substance of the sermon. “When our lives 

and words line up—when in a word, integrity exists—preaching can be a powerful thing. 

…In this light, missional preaching derives its power when the communicator herself is 

possessed by God and God’s purposes, when she models a life committed to bearing 

witness to the gospel in the world.”70 Without question, both of these things—integrity of 

the preacher and content of the sermon—matter greatly. But preaching does not derive its 

power from the integrity of the preacher or content of the sermon. Preaching derives its 

power from the triune God who, in God’s sovereign freedom, chooses to speak through 
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flawed and imperfect human instruments. God speaks in the Son by the Spirit through 

Holy Scripture. And God opens the ears, hearts and minds of the hearers to understand 

and respond. Just as mission derives its origin and power from God (and we participate in 

that mission), so preaching (which is mission) derives its origin and power from the God 

who still speaks today. Andrew Purves hits the nail on the head when he writes: 

The crisis in ministry is in part the lack of confidence in the efficacy of Word and 
sacraments to do what has been claimed for them, namely, to be the present form of Jesus 
Christ, the Word of God, in truth and power. If we doubt the efficacy and truthfulness of 
the sermon as the one Word of God, and God’s free and gracious address, through our 
union with Christ, what else is left us but the ‘management’ of religion and the 
construction of ministries that draw their appeal from where other than the faithful 
preaching of the Word of God? If God is (apparently) not productive in his Word, what 
now? 71 

 
 While there is so much that I found beneficial in Tizon’s book and it has impacted 

the formation of my own key characteristics of missional preaching (as will be seen in the 

next few chapters), this key theological articulation of why we preach and what makes 

our preaching effective seems essential. The preacher and hearer both have responsibility 

as active agents in the preaching moment, but ultimately “Gospel happens” and the 

imagination gets transformed because the Father offers Christ by the Spirit and all of 

Christ’s benefits through the act of proclamation. Who can say it better than St. Paul? He 

encourages missional preachers in every time and place when he writes:  

When I came to you, brothers and sisters, I did not come proclaiming the mystery 
of God to you in lofty words or wisdom. For I decided to know nothing among you 
except Jesus Christ and him crucified. And I came to you in weakness and in fear and 
much trembling. My speech and my proclamation were not plausible with words of 
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wisdom, but with a demonstration of the Spirit and of power, so that your faith might rest 
not on human wisdom but on the power of God.72  

 
Choosing the Kingdom: Missional Preaching for the Household of God  

by John Addison Dally 

 In his book Choosing the Kingdom: Missional Preaching for the Household of 

God, John Addison Dally agrees with Tizon that the north American church and 

preaching in particular are facing a crisis. The homiletical crisis includes a crisis of 

content but it reaches further into a crisis of method or approach. The urgent need, Dally 

says, is to help preachers move beyond “preaching for maintenance,” which has long 

been the model in Christendom, into a missional homiletic fashioned after Jesus’ own 

example. 

 Dally serves as professor of theology and culture for Bexley Seabury and also is a 

resident priest at Church of our Savior in Chicago (Episcopal). Dally addresses the 

homiletical crisis of both content and method by retrieving the New Testament 

understanding of the word “crisis.” Whereas the modern notion of crisis refers to “a 

problem that we need to fix quickly,” the rich Greek word krisis (used forty-seven times 

in the New Testament) is “greeted with joy” as it indicates God’s intervention in history 

to establish God’s reign. Krisis “unites the gospel and epistle writers around the central 

proclamation that, in Jesus, God was present in history offering an alternative to human 

notions of power and destiny and forcing a choice of allegiance.”73 According to Dally, 

this biblical notion of krisis has been lost and must be recovered in both the sermon’s 
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content and method if preaching is to move beyond maintenance to be truly missional. In 

short, the urgent need is for preachers to recover their “apostolic identity and vocation” 

by proclaiming the reign of God in such a way that implicates God’s missionary people 

and invites them to choose the kingdom for themselves.  

How does the missional preacher do this? Dally insists that Jesus has given us 

instructions and a powerful model of missional preaching in Luke 9:1-11. Based on 

Jesus’ instructions and example, he identifies and expounds on these key convictions: 

 Missional preachers are sent by Jesus, not by an institution. 

 Missional preachers are empowered by Jesus specifically for their work of 

proclamation. 

 Missional preachers proclaim the kingdom of God. 

 The proclamation of the kingdom of God is accompanied by healing. 

 The people who hear missional preaching experience it as a “crisis” (krisis): a 

moment of free decision for or against the kingdom of God. 

 Missional preachers travel light. 

 Jesus does what he sends his preachers to do: he speaks about the kingdom of 

God and heals. 

 Missional preaching brings the preachers to the attention of the secular 

government. 

Like Tizon, Dally sees this message of God’s kingdom as a critical missing piece 

in sermons today. When Jesus preached that God’s kingdom is near, Dally points out that 

he was not offering just some ticket to heaven when you die, nor was he peddling a 

message of a personal and private faith (“Jesus and me”) where you need only check the 
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box of right doctrinal beliefs. Jesus’ message of the reign of God is a present reality that 

is disruptive and confronts socio-political, religious and economic structures and 

systems. Dally quotes Jack Nelson-Pallmeyer, who puts it succinctly: “The kingdom of 

God is present on earth whenever life accurately reflects the will and sovereignty of God. 

It is the way life and society would be if a compassionate God were in charge or imitated 

instead of Roman emperors, client kings, and Temple establishment.”74  

The task of the missional preacher, then, is to proclaim this reign of God in such a 

way so as to help the congregation see and name how God’s kingdom is breaking in 

among them here and now. Dally calls the missional preacher to be as specific as 

possible: “If congregations can see, hear, smell, and taste the kingdom of God, they can 

begin to sense the possibility of what it would mean to choose to enter or receive it. 

When the kingdom of God is no longer the place you go when you die or a successful 

stewardship campaign but the redeeming activity of God in the world, holy imagining can 

begin.”75  

For this to happen, the missional preacher must help the congregation re-imagine 

Scripture and learn to read the Bible missionally. This need for a missional hermeneutic 

is another strong resonance between Tizon and Dally. Instead of reading the Bible as a 

“closed book of ancient stories and fixed rules,” the congregation is learning a new 

interpretative framework: to engage the Bible as a testimony to the missional God whose 

activity continues in the present and we, as God’s people, enter into this ongoing story. In 
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other words, the Bible is not a story about what God once did as much as it is an open-

narrative of what God is doing now, in the listeners’ hearing, followed by an invitation to 

receive and participate in that action. 

Teaching the congregation to engage the Bible this way will require a different 

method of sermon preparation and delivery. Dally insists that when we view the Bible as 

“closed salvation history,” the preacher views her primary task as being “the religious 

expert” whose job is to inform and persuade. This plays to a conventional method for 

sermon composition that reflects the following pattern: first, exegete the text (and all the 

better if you can use the tools of the original language); second, find a contemporary 

illustration of the key idea or ideas expressed in your exegesis; lastly, give a concrete 

application of the sermon’s main idea, so that the listeners know how to put your sermon 

into practice in a way that is relevant to their daily lives.  

While this approach is not “wrong,” Dally says, it will likely only yield 

“maintenance” sermons. So Dally offers an alternative method that will help the 

congregation engage the Bible as an open, ongoing story and imagine God’s kingdom in 

their midst. In the place of the exegesis/illustration/application model (EIA), Dally 

suggests proclamation, implication, and invitation (PII). 

The missional preacher, first and foremost, announces the kingdom in such a way 

that bears witness to “an alternate form of government and a different source of power.”76 

This proclamation may take many forms: a declarative statement, a compelling story, a 

probing question, and so forth. It may come at the beginning or the ending of the sermon 

as there is no formula. “The essential thing is that a proclamation is made, that an 
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alternative world is announced every time the preacher opens her mouth—a world to 

which the listeners can give their allegiance or withhold it.”77  

The goal of this proclamation is to help the assembly of hearers (individually and 

communally) see how we are all implicated by this announcement. Instead of scouring 

for an illustration that tells people how to interpret the biblical text, the missional 

preacher embraces the agency of the hearers and gets them wondering, “How might we 

be implicated by this news that God’s reign is at hand?” Missional preaching asks, “If 

this, then what about this?” If the kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed, who plants 

it? What does the planting look like for the community listening to this sermon? What 

might the great shrub mean for us, in our time and place, and what birds of the air are 

seeking its shelter? 78 

Dally says that for this practice of implication to become fully effective, missional 

sermons will need to move towards being more dialogical in nature. This can happen in 

the act of preaching itself or the opportunities following worship--in study and ministry 

group meetings, online parish blogs, community conversations, etc. 

This leads to the third part of Dally’s model. For this kind of implication to 

happen, there needs to be a strong sense of invitation. This is an invitation to participate 

in the reign of God that is breaking in here and now: “Let anyone with ears to hear 

listen!”(Matt. 11:13, 13:9, etc.). Dally points out that invitation differs significantly from 
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application “because it requires the listener to come to some judgment about whether she 

will receive the reign of God, whether he will choose to live according to its precepts.”79 

This brings us full circle to where Dally begins his book—with the “crisis” 

(krisis) of God’s reign right beside us, for our choosing. The question is this: do you want 

it or not? Will you enter and receive it or not? Every individual and community is 

confronted with this crisis and must make a choice. The missional sermon’s invitation is 

not to accept an idea but “to adopt a practice, one that the preacher intends to implement 

herself, one that will enable preacher and assembly together to enter the reign of God 

more fully and to live its healing practices more faithfully.”80  

If the missional preacher takes up the model he is advocating, Dally warns that 

she will need to adjust her expectations for how one’s preaching is received. To proclaim 

the crisis of the kingdom will evoke a mixed response among hearers, just as it did for 

Jesus and his disciples. Some will receive it with joy, others will find it confrontational 

and disruptive to “life as usual.” The missional preacher seeks to be faithful in what she 

is responsible for: proclaiming the kingdom in a way that bears witness to God’s reign 

among us and invites the hearers to respond. She is not responsible for how the individual 

or community chooses to respond. This ultimately relinquishes missional preachers of the 

heavy burden so many feel to please, entertain, persuade or make ministry happen. 

Finally, Dally joins Tizon in wisely encouraging the missional preacher to take 

the long-view. “In time, missional sermons can shape missional communities, and the 

practices of those communities will in turn shape the preaching that is offered in their 
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midst. If you are focused on choosing the kingdom and fostering agency in the 

congregation, your preaching will shift over time. The weight of that shift doesn’t rest on 

any one sermon.”81 This is good news for the missional preacher and the congregation 

to/with whom they proclaim God’s reign and seek to embody it as a way of life. 

Dally has given us a book that takes seriously a robust missionality and considers 

the implications for preaching. He presents a model that not only strives to be 

theologically and biblically informed (especially regarding the synoptic gospels) but is 

highly practical. There is a clarity and usefulness to his model that makes it appealing.  

Jesus came preaching, and it is curious how many homiletical books and models 

seem to ignore his own example, as well as the primary content of his preaching—the 

reign of God. Building on the model of Jesus’ own example and instructions (Luke 9:1-

11) yields many insights for the task of missional preaching.  

Dally also offers a much needed critique of the ways that so many preachers settle 

for preaching for maintenance--either by education or their own fear of conflict and being 

disliked-- and how much preaching is individualistic and testifies to a truncated gospel 

(church membership growth now and heaven later). There is an enormous amount of 

pressure put on local preachers to “entertain” and “deliver” in order to keep people 

coming back. I know firsthand those nagging post-sermon voices while greeting 

parishioners at the sanctuary door —“How’d I do? Do you like me? Did you think this 

was a good sermon? Did I offend you?”  

As Dally points out, we preachers also contribute to some of the problems with 

preaching today. When we see ourselves as the “religious experts” or remain stuck in a 
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homiletical pattern of exegesis/illustration/application, we undermine the congregation’s 

responsibility for claiming agency as participants in the missio Dei. This can and often 

does create a kind of passivity on the part of the hearers, who wait for the preacher to tell 

them what to do. This focus on fostering agency among the congregation is another 

strength in Dally’s approach. He takes seriously the role of the congregation in discerning 

and enacting God’s kingdom. 

One of the greatest strengths of Dally’s book is his call for the Bible to be re-

imagined as a missional document in which the congregation finds themselves continuing 

the story. While Dally and Tizon are in agreement on this, Dally takes it one step further 

by insisting that missional preaching calls for re-imagining the way individuals and the 

whole community engage the Scriptures together. Dally helped me arrive at greater 

clarity around engaging the Bible missionally, which involves interacting with the 

Scriptures as an ongoing story and inviting the whole community (and not just the 

preacher) into active discernment of God’s presence and activity among us. 

I’m especially intrigued with Dally’s proposed model for crafting and delivering 

the sermon: proclamation/implication/invitation. This offers the preacher a workable 

model for engaging the text and crafting and preaching the sermon that encourages a 

different kind of engagement with the Bible. If the missional imagination is to be formed 

by dwelling in the story, there needs to be an intentional approach to help individuals and 

the whole community enter the story together. 

 Dally’s model is problematic for me, or at least confusing, on a couple accounts. 

As I affirmed above, I do think Dally’s paradigm of PII is helpful in encouraging a 

different kind of engagement with the Bible and a different way of preaching and 
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listening to a sermon. But I’m not convinced that the EIA approach will only yield 

maintenance sermons. In his book Preaching from Memory to Hope, homiletics professor 

Thomas Long offers a valid critique of narrative preaching82 that I believe is relevant 

here. While celebrating narrative preaching for so many of its contributions, Long 

incisively points out that in an increasing post-Christian context we can no longer assume 

that people know the biblical story, and therefore the preacher will need to be intentional 

about exegeting, interpreting and explaining the Scriptures in order to help foster a 

biblical imagination.83 My concern with completely replacing the EIA approach (the way 

I understand it) for the PII approach is that it may assume that people already know what 

the kingdom of God is (and the rich biblical understanding of which the 1st century 

Jewish community was more familiar), and so is only “proclaiming” enough? Might we 

also need exegesis and teaching so that persons/communities are more fully empowered 

to locate themselves in the story and be implicated by it? I do not see these two models as 

either/or but both/and. I think Dally would agree with me that the primary task of 

missional preaching is to help the individual and community locate themselves in the 

biblical story, whereby they are transformed into a missional people. So might the 

missional preacher use every approach/model at his disposal toward this aim? As 
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Augustine knew, sometimes this means teaching, persuading and delighting. All of it 

serves the primary goal: helping the congregation find themselves in the story of God on 

mission in and for the world. Dally is making a valid critique that too often the EIA 

pattern hasn’t worked towards this end, but I wonder if aspects of this approach might be 

engaged differently so as to be corrected. In my own key convictions, I’d like to take 

Dally’s impulses here (especially the task of helping the hearers find themselves 

implicated by the Scriptures) but avoid a pattern that may feel too formulaic, even if 

Dally doesn’t intend it to be this way. 

All of this leads to my greatest concern with Dally’s model. By focusing on the 

synoptic gospels, and Luke 9:1-11 in particular, I wonder how Dally would see the rest of 

the biblical canon speak into this model of preaching. I especially would have liked to see 

Dally develop this model in light of the missional preaching we see in the sequel to 

Luke’s Gospel, the book of Acts. What would change in this model, if anything, as we 

consider the preaching of the apostles? Dally emphasizes Jesus’ own model of preaching, 

with the kingdom of God as the primary subject. But is it enough to only emulate the 

model of Jesus and announce the kingdom of God? What about proclaiming Jesus, the 

King?84 The book of Acts ends with a description of Paul’s preaching in Rome as 

involving “proclaiming the kingdom of God and teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ 
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 Dally argues that “the preachers sent by Jesus did not proclaim his lordship….They proclaimed 
the kingdom of God.” Ibid, 68. While this is true, it is also important to distinguish what “act” and “scene” 
we are in today. Preachers and the church today do not find themselves living in “Act 3” (Jesus’ earthly life 
and ministry as witnessed to in the Gospel narratives). We are living out “Act 4” (the age of the Spirit) 
which is post-Easter. Therefore, we are sent to proclaim that the kingdom of God is now present in the 
lordship of the crucified, risen and exalted Christ. 
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with all boldness and without hindrance.”85 We must not forget that the synoptic gospels 

themselves, along with the Gospel of John, were “sermons” that testified not only to the 

message of Jesus but also to the divinity and lordship of his very person--his life, death, 

resurrection and ascension. There is no explicit mention in Dally’s book about preaching 

Christ (which was the primary focus of the apostles’ preaching), and entering/receiving 

the kingdom through faith in (or into) Christ. Dally’s model has helped me think about 

how to preach the neglected message of God’s kingdom, which I agree is central to 

missional preaching. However, it has also helped me clarify a growing conviction that 

while it is important to recover “the message of the kingdom” in our preaching, this 

kingdom cannot be entered and received without also proclaiming Jesus Christ. These 

two things, the kingdom and Jesus, are inseparable. As Lesslie Newbigin so memorably 

put it: “The kingdom now had a name and a face, the name and face of Jesus….To preach 

Jesus, therefore, was to preach the Kingdom of God as it truly is.”86 In my view, 

missional preaching must do both of these things: proclaim the kingdom of God and the 

Christ who reigns as Lord.  

Preaching Re-Imagined: the Role of the Sermon in Communities of Faith 

 by Doug Pagitt 

 The third and final book for which I will offer an appreciative critique is 

Preaching Re-Imagined: The Role of the Sermon in Communities of Faith by Doug 

Pagitt. Like Tizon and Dally, Pagitt links the crisis of the church with a homiletical crisis. 

But he takes the crisis further than both Tizon and Dally by insisting that what’s wrong 

                                                           
85 Acts 28:31. 

86 Lesslie Newbigin, Sign of the Kingdom (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing, 1980), 19. 
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with preaching today is not just the content and the model of preaching. Pagitt calls into 

question the foundational assumptions of the act of preaching itself—or at least the 

conventional understanding of preaching where a single person prepares a sermon and 

stands before a congregation to deliver it. In Pagitt’s opinion, the whole enterprise of 

preaching needs to be “re-imagined.” 

Pagitt is pastor of Solomon’s Porch—“a holistic, missional, Christian 

community”—in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Pagitt has been a leading voice in the 

Emergent Village, which describes itself as “a growing, generative friendship among 

missional Christians seeking to love our world in the Spirit of Jesus Christ."87 Pagitt 

believes that preaching is important (at least a certain kind of preaching), but it has been 

given too central a place in the life of the church and preachers have been given too 

much authority as the sole person who “speaks for God.” Preaching and the role of the 

preacher must be re-imagined for the health and vitality of the church, as well as for the 

sake of God’s mission in the world.  

 What’s wrong with preaching as we know it? Pagitt affirms the desire to engage 

the Bible to tell the story of God’s kingdom in community, but preaching that takes the 

form of “making speeches,” what Pagitt terms “speaching,” is “the wrong way to do it.”88 

Pagitt insists that preaching as we most commonly see it today—with a single “expert” 

standing in front of people delivering a speech or lecture-- is more a product of the 

Enlightenment than what we observe in the New Testament. Further, in a shifting 
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 Quoted by Matt Slick, http://www.carm.org/emergent-village.html. 

88 Doug Pagitt, Preaching Re-Imagined: the Role of the Sermon in Communities of Faith (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 2005), 18. 
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postmodern culture that is suspicious of institutional authority and power, this form of 

preaching just doesn’t work anymore (if it ever did)—certainly not if the goal is to form 

people in the way of Jesus. Pagitt asserts that even the best of this form of preaching is 

“insufficient.”89 

 Instead of “speaching,” Pagitt offers a vision of preaching that he terms 

“progressional dialogue.” In contrast to a single person standing up to deliver a sermon 

that has been already thought out and crafted in the isolation of one’s study, progressional 

dialogue is where “the content of the presentation is established in the context of healthy 

relationship between the presenter and the listeners, and substantive changes in the 

content are created as a result of this relationship.”90 Pagitt writes: 

It works like this: I say something that causes the other person to say something 
that causes another person to think something she hadn’t thought before. In response she 
says something that causes a third person to make a comment he wouldn’t normally have 
made without the benefit of the second person’s statement. In turn I think something I 
wouldn’t have thought without hearing the comments made by the other two. So now 
we’ve all ended up in a place we couldn’t have come to without the input we received 
from each other. In a real way the conversation has progressed.91 
 
 The primary role of “the preacher” then is to do initial study and offer some 

opening comments, setting the parameters, and then to facilitate dialogue within the 

community. It arises out of the theological conviction that God’s Spirit is present among 

his people, that no single person is “the holder of the truth” but God’s truth is in the 

                                                           
89 Ibid, 19. 

90 Ibid, 23. 

91 Ibid, 23-4. 
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hearts of God’s people, and that the best way to be drawn into God’s story is by mutually 

admonishing one another in life with God. 

 Progressional dialogue also requires a shift in the way the community engages the 

Bible. Rather than treating the Bible as an encyclopedia of information or an answer book 

that can only be handled by religious experts and needs to be applied to people’s lives, 

Pagitt suggests that the Bible be engaged relationally, as a “living member of the 

community,” which must be allowed to “speak for itself.”92 He believes that 

progressional dialogue puts the Bible back in the hands of the whole community and 

aligns with one of the primary aims of the 16th century Reformation—the priesthood of 

all believers. In the same vein as Dally, Pagitt wants to shift the goal of engaging the 

Bible from application (“What can I take away from this strange book and apply to my 

life today?”) to implication (“In what ways am I personally implicated by this story? And 

in what ways are we implicated by this story as a community?”). This practice of 

implication versus application results in a kind of destabilization and reorientation. The 

individual doesn’t ask “How does this fit into my life?” but the whole community is 

disrupted and invited to a radical reorientation of life that fits into the larger kingdom of 

God.  

In order to “make the move” from “speaching” to progressional dialogue, Pagitt 

insists that the preacher will need to learn new skills. Beyond relating to the Bible 

differently and yielding the power and control of being the expert in the room, the 

preacher will need to learn new skills that allow for “constructive interaction.” Such skills 

include drawing out the thoughts of others, creating an environment that welcomes 
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dissenting views, learning the art of improvisation, setting the general parameters of the 

dialogue that encourage participation but guard against the group being hijacked by any 

one person, using provisional language, and arguably the most important skill of all: 

learning the art of listening Pagitt writes: 

Listening to the voices of others is an essential part of being the church. We were 
never meant to close in on ourselves. We’re never meant to engage with only those who 
share our positions. We’ve been called to live in the way of Jesus, who sought out the 
ordinary, the outsider, and the unbeliever, not only to make them whole, but also to bring 
his followers into the fullness of life in the kingdom. For it is often in the life of others 
where we find God at work in the most profound ways imaginable.93 

 
Pagitt is a pastor and preacher who is seeking to give the gospel a fresh hearing in a 

postmodern and increasingly post-Christian culture that is suspect of institutionalized 

religion and any display of truth and power that seems unilateral. One can appreciate his 

effort to try to imagine new ways of presenting the gospel and inviting people into the 

kingdom that help give the gospel a hearing in a new age. And Pagitt, like Dally, has 

valid concerns about certain kinds of preaching built on the assumption that the preacher 

is the “religious expert” and “holder of truth” while the congregation is nothing but the 

passive receiver of the preacher’s own knowledge, opinions and agendas. Sadly, there are 

plenty of cases where power in the pulpit has been wrongly used to manipulate, control, 

and abuse. Pagitt is joining Dally by emphasizing “the priesthood of all believers” and 

wanting to find a way to foster agency among the congregation so that they might play a 

more active role in engaging the Scriptures and discerning the Spirit’s presence and 

activity among them.  
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  Overall, I found Pagitt’s book challenging on several accounts. I confess to often 

experiencing a visceral reaction as I read it. This was in part due to Pagitt’s rhetoric, 

assumptions and caricatures, which I believe undermine the strengths of the ideas he is 

putting forward. Even the word “speaching” strikes me as pejorative and I found myself 

growing weary of his use of it. But another part of my reaction to Pagitt is that he is 

pushing against a view of preaching that I hold dear. And so I have sought a posture of 

humility and patience in wanting to listen to Pagitt’s critique and allow him to speak into 

my own emerging convictions of preaching for a missional church.  

One of the places where I would like to push back is Pagitt’s criticism of the 

contemporary church (especially those who still hold on to a common understanding of 

preaching) for lacking a “deep ecclesiology.” Pagitt seeks to offer an ecclesiology that 

takes seriously “the priesthood of all believers.” I agree with him that a deep ecclesiology 

is essential to our understanding of preaching and the vocation of God’s people in the 

world, and that a robust doctrine of the priest of all believers is at the center of it. I do 

find Pagitt’s understanding of the priesthood of all believers to be insufficient, however, 

which I think contributes to some of his problems with more traditional concepts of 

preaching. My own understanding of this key doctrine is that it does not mean that 

“everybody is their own priest” and thus to have ordained ministers (who preach) is a 

retreat back to the clericalism of the middle ages. Rather, it means that every Christian 

has a part to play in the royal priesthood of Christ. Lesslie Newbigin is helpful in 

bringing clarity to this key doctrine:  

The fact that the whole Church is called to a priestly ministry necessitates the 
priestly character of the ordained ministry. We who are ordained to the holy ministry are 
called to be priests in order that the whole body of believers may attain to its true priestly 
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character. We do not have an ordained ministry in the Church so that the other members 
may not be priests, but so…the whole body may be a holy priesthood, and that every 
member in it may be trained and equipped and encouraged in every way to play his part 
in the priestly ministry of Jesus for the whole of mankind.”94  

 
So if the missional preacher has this understanding of the priesthood of all believers 

in mind—that the act of preaching is not about claiming to be the religious expert over 

the congregation but to empower and equip the whole church to more fully embrace its 

priestly character and calling in Christ—I wonder if there is a way to preach that need not 

go as far as Pagitt goes with progressional dialogue but avoids some of the pitfalls with 

which he is concerned. As I worked on my own key characteristics, Pagitt pushed me on 

the importance of thinking through how this might best be done. 

This leads to a second place I’d like to push back on Pagitt: his implicit theology of 

preaching. Pagitt criticizes the practice of a preacher standing before a congregation and 

delivering a sermon because it locates all the authority and power in a single person who 

now determines the truth by sharing their ideas. Pagitt writes: “There are few places in 

our culture where ideas are communicated from positions of power to audiences who 

have no way to contribute to the content: political speeches, music concerts, television 

infomercials, and convention plenary sessions come to mind.”95 In all of these cases, 

Pagitt points out that the listener can offer their opinion, give a rebuttal, turn the channel, 

or get up and walk out. So why, he asks, should people gathered in worship be forced to 

listen to one person in a position of power give their speech without any tools of response 
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or rejection? The question I would like to pose to Pagitt is, “But what makes the sermon 

different from any other form of communication?” Sermons are not speeches or lectures; 

they are teaching and proclamation in which the triune God speaks through the words 

spoken by the preacher and heard by the congregation, God’s self revelation.  

 Pagitt’s derogatory term “speaching” seems to undermine the notion of speech-

acts, and the way that God’s own speech in Scripture doesn’t just say something but it 

does something. God’s word is an event (dabar)—it creates realities and sets things in 

motion. And so do our words when they participate in God’s speech and are made 

effective by the Holy Spirit. The primary role of the preacher, as Newbigin states above, 

is not to exclude the rest of the congregation from playing their part in Christ’s royal 

priesthood but to speak in such a way that the whole community is trained, equipped and 

empowered to participate in the priestly ministry of Jesus for the sake of the world. 

Without this theological conviction, preaching is reduced to nothing more than human 

speeches or lectures.  

 But it’s not just a theology of words spoken; it’s also a theology of active 

listening and hearing. What makes as sermon effective is not just when a preacher speaks 

but when God’s word is heard by both the individual hearer and the congregation. This is 

only possible by the work of the Holy Spirit. John Calvin famously referred to this as 

“the inward witness of the Holy Spirit,” who enables the congregation to recognize and 

understand God’s Word when it is preached (not every word uttered from the preacher’s 

mouth is God’s Word), and also to respond with faith and obedience.96 Pagitt is critical of 

                                                           
96 In a sermon on 1 Timothy 3:9, Calvin writes: “When we come to hear the sermon or take up 

Holy Scripture to read it, let us not have this foolish presumption of thinking that we shall easily understand 
by our own wit everything that is said to us and that we read; but let us come with reverence, waiting 
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preachers delivering “drive by sermons” that don’t connect with individuals, but he says 

little about the responsibility of the hearer to be listening for God to speak through the 

sermon. The onus of responsibility is put on the preacher, and it is no wonder preaching 

(or “speaching”) falls short if the expectation is on the preacher to do all the work of 

making the sermon connect with every individual gathered that morning. It is not 

surprising that Pagitt has become disillusioned with this expectation in his own life as a 

preacher and has pursued an alternative model (progressional dialogue). 

Pagitt is concerned that too much of preaching today is in the form of lectures and 

speeches that come in “neat, three-point packages to explain away the mysteries of God’s 

work and leave no room for our hearers to ask their questions or express their thought.”97 

And he asserts that the content of the sermon (“speech”) “has been decided on with little, 

if any, input from those who are hearing the speech, and the conclusions drawn are those 

by the preacher and no one else.”98 

Again, I want to hear Pagitt’s critique (even if it does feel a bit like a straw man). 

With Pagitt, I’d like to wonder: Is there a way for a preacher to stand up and declare the 

mysteries of God’s work (and mystery in the Greek sense of “that which was previously 

hidden now made known”) in such a way that doesn’t “explain away” or “leave no room 

for the hearers” but invites the hearers into the biblical story where they find their place 

in it? Some of the best examples of preaching throughout the church’s history seem to do 

                                                                                                                                                                             
entirely on God, well aware that we have need to be taught by his Holy Spirit, and that without that we can 
in no way understand what is shown us in his Word.” Quoted by T.H.L. Parker, Calvin’s Preaching 
(Edinburgh, Scotland: T&T Clark, 1992), 51. 

97 Ibid, 43. 

98 Ibid, 48. 
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this (Peter, Paul, Augustine, Chrysostom, etc.). Might a thick theology of preaching agree 

with Pagitt here and insist that a single person can never draw their own conclusions 

without anyone else but that the preacher stands within a larger story, the tradition of the 

faith, and speaks not what the preacher personally believes but what we believe as a faith 

community over time? The preacher is always preaching within the larger Christian story 

(in continuity with those who have gone before her), and the preacher is always listening 

with the congregation to the biblical text within a particular context—listening to the 

stories of the people and the stories at play in the larger community and culture.  

All of this is to say, I believe that the preacher can avoid the kind of isolated, one 

way communication that concerns Pagitt without completely jettisoning the practice of 

preaching as has been custom throughout the history of the church. In fact, wise 

missional preachers will take up many (if not all) of the practices/virtues that Pagitt lifts 

up in the progressional dialogue model—listening deeply, engaging the Bible 

relationally, improvisation, and drawing in the whole community. I would contest 

Pagitt’s claim that listening to a sermon is passive (the best way to hear a sermon is to 

practice active listening). However, there are also ways a preacher can deliver the sermon 

that do encourage more active engagement and invites people to wonder how they are 

implicated by Scripture instead of only how they might apply it to their lives. I also 

wonder how the preacher might involve members of the congregation in preparing the 

sermon. Are there ways to invite other members of Christ’s body into the process of 

study and preparation? In a similar way, are there also ways to invite the congregation 

into ongoing discernment and dialogue after the sermon is preached? Pagitt has 
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challenged me to think more intentionally about how this might happen without having to 

adopt the progressional dialogue approach in the Sunday morning preaching moment. 

While I found Pagitt’s book challenging and even frustrating on several accounts, 

it proved very valuable in helping me clarify my own theology of preaching, deep 

ecclesiology, and characteristics of preaching for a missional church. The clearest and 

most valuable part of Pagitt’s book is his conviction that we must learn to engage the 

Bible differently—shifting from application to implication. How might we read Scripture 

and preach it in such a way that God’s people are invited to be implicated by this story 

and called to respond by living the story out personally and in community? This 

conviction is also shared by Dally, but far as I can tell, the two arrived at this conclusion 

separately and each provides their nuanced understanding of what it means. As I gained 

clarity on my own model of preaching that shapes the missional imagination, this key 

distinction of implication vs. application is at the heart of my first conviction (and one of 

the most important convictions): the Bible renders accessible to us the story of God’s 

character, action and purposes; and the task of preaching (and hearing) is to be drawn into 

the biblical drama and discover how we are implicated so that this story becomes our 

story. 

Conclusion 

 As I indicated in the introduction to this chapter, while there is a growing 

body of literature addressing preaching and the missional church, it remains wide 

open for further exploration. The authors and their approaches engaged in this 

chapter are among those voices at the table, each offering their diagnosis of the 

current state of preaching (and Christianity) in the North American context as well 
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as what needs to change or be re-imagined for the church to embody faithful 

Christian witness in an increasingly Post-Christian, religiously pluralistic age. They 

have proved to be invaluable conversation partners for me in this project. 

 In closing, let me briefly identify seven common themes shared by the three 

authors, to varying degrees, which have proven most helpful in the formation of my 

own list of key characteristics and the design of my final project. First, they all call 

for a robust engagement with the narrative shape of Scripture, insisting the Bible 

must be engaged as an open-ended story of God’s mission in and for the world that 

continues with the Christian community today. Second, each of them identify the 

central theme of the biblical story and therefore the primary content of preaching 

as the reign of God present in Jesus. Third, they recognize that the primary task of 

the preacher is not to be the “religious expert” who tells people what to do but 

instead to foster agency in the congregation so that the community can engage the 

Scriptures through a missional lens and discern together where and how God’s 

kingdom is among us. Fourth, they agree that to engage Scripture faithfully in this 

way requires a shift from focusing on “applying the Bible to our lives” to 

discovering how we are implicated by the Scriptures and therefore called to fit our 

stories into God’s larger unfolding mission. Fifth, to be implicated by the biblical 

story is to have our lives disoriented and re-oriented toward the world—to fix our 

gaze on the world-- where we are sent to actively participate in God’s mission by 

being in the world but not of it. Sixth, it is of utmost importance that the preacher 

himself or herself is striving to model with integrity and authenticity a missional 

lifestyle and not just preach about it. And lastly, they all caution that forming 
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God’s people for mission and fostering missional agency will not happen in a 

single sermon (or a single series of sermons) but takes time, patience, fortitude and 

persistence. In other words, this is about a lifetime of preaching.   

 It will be evidenced in the following chapters that many of these common 

themes helped give shape and clarity to my key convictions about preaching for a 

missional church. They also influenced the design of my final project, which would 

give emphasis to fostering agency in members of my congregation by inviting 

focus groups into a process of engaging Scripture through a missional lens and 

discovering how we are implicated by the biblical text. These focus groups would 

play an essential role as the priesthood of all believers, providing both insights to 

help shape the Sunday sermon as well as valuable feedback on my preaching. It is 

to the heart of my final project that I now turn.  
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Chapter 4: Consulting the Faithful: An Overview of Method  
and Process for the Final Project 

 

By the gift of the Holy Spirit, ‘the Spirit of truth who comes from the Father’ and bears 
witness to the Son (Jn 15:26), all of the baptized participate in the prophetic office of Jesus 
Christ, ‘the faithful and true witness’ (Rev 3:14)….The Holy Spirit anoints them and equips 
them for that high calling….That supernatural instinct, intrinsically linked to the gift of faith 
received in the communion of the Church, is called the sensus fidei, and it enables Christians 
to fulfill their prophetic calling. 

                           Sensus Fidei in the Life of the Church (2014) 

 
Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I offered an appreciative critique of three books on 

missional preaching that served as crucial conversation partners in identifying and 

articulating my own list of key characteristics of preaching for a missional church. In this 

chapter, I will provide my initial list of key characteristics that cultivate the missional 

imagination of God’s people. I will also describe the method and process of my final 

project, which sought to test the extent to which these key characteristics were present in 

my own preaching life, as well as gather feedback on how they might be further 

developed and refined.99  

Key Characteristics of Missional Preaching 

 After completing my avenues of research,100 including a survey of the growing 

body of literature dealing with missional preaching, I was ready to formulate my own list 

of key characteristics that shape the missional imagination (within a Reformed 

                                                           
99 See Chapters 5 and 6 for a summary of the feedback received throughout the process, and ways 

in which this feedback helped me develop and refine the list of key characteristics of missional preaching. 
See Chapter Seven for the final version of the list of key characteristics. 

100 See Chapter 2, 38-41. 
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perspective). What follows is a brief summary of each of the characteristics. To view a 

more extensive description, go to Appendix 2. 

1. Missional preaching is biblical. This is not preaching that simply claims to be 

“Bible-based” but invites the congregation to indwell the Scriptures. It aims to 

draw the hearers into the larger story of God and helps them locate themselves in 

the story.  

2. Missional preaching is Trinitarian and God-centered. The subject of a 

missional sermon is always God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit)—the character, 

purposes and activity of God in the world. The Church and humanity’s role is 

secondary—it is always a response to God who is the main character in the divine 

drama.  

3. Missional preaching proclaims both the kingdom of God and the Christ who is 

King. Missional sermons embrace Jesus’ primary message of God’s kingdom that 

is already but not yet; and it calls the hearers to repent and believe by aligning 

their lives with this kingdom. Missional preaching holds together the message of 

Jesus (“The kingdom of God is at hand”) and the message about Jesus (“Jesus 

Christ is Lord!”).  

4. Missional preaching is prophetic. A missional sermon preaches an evocative 

word of truth to the church, thereby equipping and empowering the church to 

preach to the world, becoming a prophetic community in speech and action.  

5. Missional preaching is confessional. Missional sermons do not claim to 

approach the Bible with a blank slate but embrace the tradition(s) in which they 

are rooted as a lens by which they interpret and proclaim the story of God on 
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mission. This includes the creeds and confessions that are part of the particular 

tradition(s) of the preacher and congregation.  

6. Missional Preaching is contextual. Missional sermons bear witness to the living 

God who is present and active in a particular time and place, among a particular 

people. While global in vision, missional preaching is local in nature. It speaks to 

the present context of the congregation-- addressing particular issues, sharing 

stories, and providing specific leadership.  

7. Missional preaching is personal and communal. Missional sermons address the 

individual hearer, but never without addressing the whole community. Missional 

preaching affirms that it is the community who is being transformed and called to 

participate in God’s mission in the world as a contrast society, becoming a 

demonstration of what life looks like under God’s rule. 

8. Missional preaching calls the community to take up embodied practices that 

form the missional imagination. Missional sermons affirm that our faith is an 

“embodied faith,” and therefore is tied to specific practices. This includes 

practices in worship (like the sacraments) but extends beyond this to practices 

throughout the week.  

9. Missional preaching calls God’s people to respond in gratitude by living 

holistically as Christ’s witnesses. Missional sermons call for a response of 

gratitude by living as a witness for Christ in a holistic way. This means offering 

one’s whole being (mind, heart, body and soul) in service to God’s kingdom. 

Missional preaching embraces the three legs of the missional stool: evangelism, 

justice and beauty.  
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Consulting the Faithful 

After formulating my list of key characteristics, I was ready to design and engage 

the final project of my D.Min. program, which was to test which of these characteristics 

were most evident in my preaching and which were underdeveloped or even missing. All 

of this was intended to help me increase my capacity as a missional preacher and more 

purposefully allow these characteristics to guide my sermon preparation and delivery. In 

addition, I wanted to design a process by which I could receive feedback on the 

characteristics themselves to further refine and develop them. But how might I do this? 

Beyond reading books and articles and engaging in personal reflection, might there be a 

way to engage members of the congregation in this learning? After all, they were the ones 

listening to my sermons Sunday after Sunday! What wisdom and insight might the 

community of the faithful have to offer me on this journey?  

There is a Roman Catholic principle called sensus fidelium, which means “sense 

of the faithful” or “consulting the faithful.” This principle recognizes spiritual wisdom 

and insight in the communion of saints, the laity, in whom Christ dwells by the Spirit. 

This valuing of the laity only increased with the key 16th century Reformed doctrine of 

“the priesthood of all believers.” Moreover, one of the common themes that emerged in 

my survey on missional preaching was the primary task of the preacher to avoid being the 

“religious expert” and instead foster agency in the congregation so that the community 

can engage the Scripture through a missional lens and discern together where and how 

the kingdom of God is among us.101 So it was critical to my project that my method and 

process intentionally involve engaging and receiving feedback from members of the 
                                                           
101 See Chapter 3, 77-8. 
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congregation. Thus, I designed two key phases to the final project. But before I describe 

each of these phases, it may be helpful for the reader to have an understanding of the 

context of Fellowship Reformed Church, as well as the wider ministry setting of the 

greater community of Holland, Michigan. 

My Ministry Setting and Context 

 Fellowship Reformed Church was planted fifty years ago (June 12,1966) by the 

Holland Classis102 on the north side of Holland as new housing developments began to 

spring up in a previously rural area. Recognizing the need for a gospel presence on the 

developing north side, a steering committee of men and women from five different local 

RCA churches provided leadership for this new church start. Over the years, as the north 

side continued to grow, Fellowship burgeoned into a church of 1200 members with three 

worship services on Sunday morning (today averaging 650 people total in worship). 

While Fellowship is predominantly Caucasian with a more suburban ethos, there is a rich 

diversity of religious and nonreligious backgrounds, experiences, socio-economic 

categories, political persuasions and social views in the congregation. From the 

beginning, Fellowship has been a church that is theologically orthodox but has made 

room for persons of varying political and social convictions. For example, every time we 

celebrate Holy Communion, I watch one of the local leaders of the Democratic Party 

                                                           
102

 The Reformed Church in America has a presbyterial, or representative, form of government. 
Each congregation is governed by a body called the consistory, which is comprised of elected elders and 
deacons, as well as ordained ministers. The consistory is governed by a classis, which“gathers minister and 
elder representatives from a group of congregations, usually according to their geographical proximity. 
Each classis supervises the congregations and ministers within its bounds. It exercises judicial power over 
the decisions of individual consistories; receives new congregations into the denomination; ordains, 
installs, and dismisses ministers; and oversees students of theology.” See the official website of the 
Reformed Church in America: http://www.rca.org/organized.html. 
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come to the Lord’s Table to experience fellowship in Christ with one of the local leaders 

of the Republican Tea Party! Where else is this kind of reconciliation and unity made 

possible except in the body of Christ? It is Fellowship’s enduring mission “to love God 

and others, as an accepting community, centered in Christ, focused on developing faithful 

followers of Jesus”103 that has allowed the congregation to be a “centered-set” church 

instead of one that is “bounded-set.”104 It is also this mission that has directed Fellowship 

to be a church that is committed to engage missionally in the broader community and 

world. 

 While Fellowship is a healthy, vital church engaged in God’s mission locally, 

nationally and globally, the dominant cultural forces of consumerism and individualism 

present significant challenges to more deeply embracing our missional identity and 

vocation. The Holland area is peppered with churches (the joke is that there is a church 

on every corner), and the tendency towards “church shopping and hopping” is pervasive. 

In addition, people’s lives tend to be busy and compartmentalized, thus threatening to 

relegate faith to the realm of “the personal and private” in way that is often disconnected 

from the rest of life, work and play. Moreover, Fellowship is a large church where people 

                                                           
103

 This is Fellowship’s officially adopted mission statement. It was crafted by a committee and 
adopted by the congregation over 25 years ago. It continues to resonate with the congregation and goes 
beyond “words printed on a page” but is embodied in the life and mission of the church. 

104In the book Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending Church of North America, the authors 
distinguish “bounded” and “centered” sets as “two ways that organizations establish identity.” Like 
biological cells in which the membrane provides shape and structure to the cell, bounded-set churches set 
clear boundaries (rules, requirements, etc.) to define the community and determine who’s in and out. 
Centered-set churches, on the other hand, invite people to “enter on a journey toward a set of values and 
commitments,” primarily the fullness of God’s reign in Jesus Christ.  Darrell L. Guder, ed., Missional 
Church: A Vision for the Sending Church in North America (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Publishing Co., 
1998), 205-08. 
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often find it difficult to get connected in deeper community beyond Sunday morning 

worship attendance. So learning to discern in community how the kingdom of God is 

breaking in among us and thus play Christ as “a company of actors” at all times and in all 

places (as opposed to individual religious consumers who practice a private faith at only 

certain times and places) is one of our greatest challenges. 

 The Holland Charter Township itself is currently undergoing some significant 

shifts. As a community of 45,000 people with a Dutch Reformed heritage and a strong 

religious culture, the community has experienced a significant influx of the 

Hispanic/Latino community (15.82% of population) and also, more recently, the Asian 

community (7.91% of population). There is a small but important presence of the African 

American community as well (2.22% of population).105 In a community that has 

historically embraced Christianity and given the church a central place in society, there is 

a growing dislocation of the church and suspicion of organized religion. Depending on 

varying reports, somewhere between 40 and 50 percent of the Holland area is “un-

churched” or “de-churched.” 

 This background regarding the context of Fellowship and the broader Holland 

community is important to understanding my final project and my overall D.Min. goal to 

identify key characteristics of preaching that cultivate the missional imagination of God’s 

people. While my hope is that my key characteristics for missional preaching might 

provide clues for preachers in any ministry context, clearly this background will shed 

light on the feedback, reflections and key learnings that emerged from the two phases of 

the final project (see Chapters 5 and 6). In the final chapter (Chapter 7), I will also spell 
                                                           
105 http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holland_Charter_Township,_Michigan.html. 
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out specific ways I’ve learned to put the key characterstics into practice in my own 

context. Let me now describe each of the two phases that comprised my final project.  

Phase One of the Final Project 

In the first phase of the final project, I invited approximately twenty-one 

parishioners (diverse in gender, age, socio-economic status, education, spiritual maturity, 

and level of engagement) to participate in focus groups of five to six people each. These 

individuals were asked to attend an introductory meeting at which I gave an overview of 

my project, presented my list of key characteristics, and explained their role as focus 

groups in this phase of the final project. 

Each participant was then assigned three sermons to read and/or listen to from the 

body of my sermons over the previous two years, using an evaluation tool 106 to 

determine which of my key characteristics were most present in the sermons and which 

were least present (most absent). One of the three sermons was the same for each 

participant (“The Messiah is on the Loose!”) as I was interested in hearing a variety of 

perspectives on a single sermon. The other two sermons were unique to the participant, 

although there was some overlap because I did not have enough sermons from a two year 

period to avoid this.  

Every participant was asked to fill out an evaluation form (same tool as 

mentioned above) for each sermon they read and/or listened to, rating the presence and/or 

effectiveness of each of the key characteristics on a scale of 1 to 5 (1= not present; 

5=strongly present). Under each rating there was space to share an explanation for their 

rating. I was interested to tally the scores and use that as an indicator of which 
                                                           
106 See Appendix 3 for a copy of the sermon evaluation form. 
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characteristics were strongest and which were weakest in the body of sermons.107 I was 

equally interested in their comments, curious to see how they were engaging these 

characteristics and what insights might be gleaned explicitly from their comments and 

implicitly from the subtext of these comments. 

Beyond evaluating each sermon in reference to the presence/absence of the key 

characteristics on my list, the evaluations included open-ended questions around what 

kind of preaching is most helpful for them personally when it comes to living missionally 

(individually and as a community) and any other feedback they wanted to offer regarding 

my preaching.108 

I then met with each focus group (four focus groups total) for two hours to 

verbally hear their feedback on the sermons and facilitate group conversation around their 

experience of this process and the relationship between preaching and missional living. I 

was also interested to get feedback from the focus groups regarding my list of key 

characteristics. Which of the characteristics were confusing and needed more clarity? 

What was missing? How might they be further developed and refined? These 

conversations were recorded and I went back to them and took notes on observations and 

insights gained from the dialogue.  

As I anticipated, the focus group discussions proved to be just as valuable as the 

actual evaluation forms the members filled out, if not more so. It was in these interactions 

that focus group members were able to hear the different perspectives of their peers. Key 

learnings were gained for me personally in these conversations (beyond what was 

                                                           
107 See Tables 1-6 in Chapter 5, 101-4. 

108 See Appendix 3 for a copy of the Feedback Form. 
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recorded on the evaluation forms), and there were discoveries and key learnings for 

members of the focus groups as well. Meeting to discuss the sermons and share feedback 

provided a rich experience of learning together in community. Every member commented 

on how especially valuable this part was. 

While my main objective was to get feedback on my key characteristics and 

insight into what kind of preaching helps them live more missionally, there was another 

motive for this kind of process. A secondary goal was to invite members of the 

congregation into my learning in such a way that they were growing in their own 

understanding of what it means to embrace a missional identity and vocation, as well as 

the role of preaching in a missional church and how they might grow in their capacity as 

hearers of sermons. And so I was interested in learning, at the end of phase one, how this 

experience had impacted their own understanding of missional living and how they might 

listen more faithfully to sermons, playing their part as active agents in the ministry of the 

Word. 

It is important to note that in this first phase, the list of characteristics had been 

written after these two years of sermons had been preached. That may seem strange, 

given that the overall goal of the final project was to identify which of these 

characteristics are most present and most absent in my preaching. What I wanted to learn 

in this first phase, however, was in what ways were these characteristics showing up (or 

not) in my preaching without intentionally using them as a guide. This would provide a 

helpful comparison in terms of any noticeable difference in my preaching in Phase Two. I 

was also curious to see if there was any apparent impact on my preaching in these two 

years worth of sermons during which I was engaging the D.Min. program. Would there 
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be traceable evidence that the more recent sermons featured the key characteristics more 

prominently than the earlier ones? Might this point to the way that my preaching was 

evolving along the way, even as these key characteristics were still taking shape in my 

own mind? This, too, was part of my learning. 

After each of the focus group gatherings, I wrote “interim texts” of insights 

gained, questions to consider, and observations. When the focus gatherings were 

completed, all the written feedback was collated. I then wrote a reflection paper on key 

learnings109 in this first phase and went to work revising my list of key characteristics 

based on these learnings. 

Phase Two of the Final Project 

Based on the feedback and key learnings from Phase One, I revised my list of key 

characteristics of missional preaching as follows:  

1. Missional preaching submits to the Bible as the authoritative script for the 

drama. This is not preaching that simply claims to be “Bible-based” but invites the 

congregation to indwell the Scriptures. It aims to draw the hearers into the larger 

drama of God’s mission and helps them locate themselves in the drama.  

2. Missional preaching testifies to the triune God as the primary actor in the 

drama. The church does not have a mission; God has a mission, and the church 

participates in this mission. Therefore, the subject of a missional sermon is always 

God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit)—the character, purposes and activity of God in the 

world. The Church and humanity’s role is secondary—it is always a response to God 

who is the main actor in the divine drama.  
                                                           

109 See Chapter 5 for a summary and explanation of these key learnings,. 
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3. Missional preaching proclaims both the kingdom of God and the Christ who is 

King as the primary subject (or theme) of the drama. Missional preaching holds 

together the message of Jesus (“The Kingdom of God is at hand”) and the message 

about Jesus (“Jesus Christ is Lord”). Missional sermons affirm that Jesus is the 

fulfillment of all the law and the prophets, and thereby preach Christ for today.  

4. Missional preaching equips hearers to play their part in the drama both 

individually and as a community. Missional sermons address the individual hearer, 

but never without addressing the whole community. Missional preaching affirms that 

it is the community who is being transformed and called to participate in God’s 

mission in the world as a contrast society, becoming a demonstration of what life 

looks like under God’s rule.  

5. Missional preaching is prophetic (when necessary) and shows the divine drama 

to be disruptive to all the world’s false dramas. Preaching that shapes the missional 

imagination dares to confront all the false narratives that tell people who they are, 

why we are here, and wherein the good life can be found.  

6. Missional preaching embraces doctrine as a guide for helping people play their 

part. Missional sermons do not claim to approach the Bible with a blank slate but 

embrace the tradition(s) in which they are rooted as the lens by which they interpret 

and improvise the drama of God’s mission. This includes the creeds and confessions 

that are part of the particular tradition(s) of the preacher and congregation.  

7. Missional preaching points people’s attention to how the drama ends. It is 

eschatological in nature and bears witness to final act of the drama—that glorious 

conclusion and consummation of the story when God’s New Creation arrives in its 
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completion (Revelation 21-22). But this “final act” is not just in the distant future; it 

comes to meet us in the present—here and now! Missional preaching testifies to 

where this bright future is bursting into the present, thus inspiring hope. 

8. Missional preaching calls the community to perform the drama through 

embodied practices. While missional sermons demonstrate confidence in the power 

of the preached Word, they also affirm the important role of practices in forming 

habits, which in turn cultivate the missional imagination. Missional preaching affirms 

that our faith is an “embodied faith,” and therefore is tied to specific practices. This 

includes gathered practices (worship) and scattered practices (throughout the week).  

9. Missional preaching calls God’s people to perform the drama by living 

holistically as Christ’s witnesses. Missional preaching calls for a response of 

gratitude by living as witnesses for Christ in a holistic way. It embraces the three legs 

of the missional stool: evangelism, justice and beauty. It is not concerned with just 

“saving souls” or “getting people into heaven” but ministering to whole persons, 

seeking peace with justice here and now, and anticipating God’s renewal of the entire 

creation.  

10. Missional preaching calls people to perform the drama in the local theater of a 

particular context. Missional sermons bear witness to the living God who is present 

and active in a particular time and place, among a particular people. While global in 

vision, missional preaching is local in nature. It speaks to the present context of the 

congregation-- addressing particular issues, sharing stories, and providing specific 

leadership.  
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11. Missional preaching is located within the faithful worship liturgy of the 

assembled people. Missional preaching values the centrality of the preached Word, 

but not to the detriment of the other components of the worship service (especially the 

Sacraments). It affirms the whole liturgy as crucial in shaping the missional 

imagination of God’s people and equipping believers to extend their worship into all 

of life (Monday through Saturday).  

A more extensive version of this list of revised key characteristics of missional 

preaching can be found in Appendix 5. The reader may notice that the two lists seem to 

differ significantly. Even though the essential elements from the first list of 

characteristics remained in the revised list, I made some significant shifts in terms of how 

to describe them. These shifts were largely made after Phase One, when I decided to 

work explicitly with the metaphor of theodrama and recast the list of key characteristics 

in a way that was congruent with this metaphor. As I mentioned in Chapter Two, the 

work of Kevin Vanhoozer persuaded me that the language of “drama” as a mode of 

engaging and embodying the biblical story is more fitting and dynamic than the mode of 

“narrative” alone, especially as we consider the task of preaching and listening to 

sermons.110 In addition, working with the drama metaphor seemed to bring greater 

cohesion and clarity to the list, which initially felt disjointed according to feedback from 

the Phase One focus groups. The drama metaphor, quite frankly, also seemed to make the 

characteristics more interesting and engaging. It gave them more of “an edge,” so to 

speak.111  

                                                           
110

 See Chapter 2, 28-30. 

111 See Chapter 6, 127-9.  
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After revising my list of key characteristics, I planned a 6-week sermon series on 

the Narrative Lectionary between Easter and Pentecost. The goal in this second phase 

was to intentionally incorporate this newly revised list of key characteristics into my 

sermon preparation and delivery, with the intent to observe if there was a noticeable 

change in my preaching. Once again, my method involved gathering lay persons to serve 

on a focus group to function as a learning community.  

What was different in this second phase was that I selected a smaller group of 

people to serve as a single focus group who met for six consecutive weeks as opposed to 

a larger number of participants who made up multiple focus groups that met only once. 

This focus group consisted of eight lay persons and my two pastoral colleagues. Half of 

the group was comprised of persons who participated in the first phase of the project, the 

other half were entirely new to the project. This was intentional. I wanted to see what 

might be learned from those who were part of the first phase (did they notice a difference 

in my preaching?). But I also wanted to invite some new persons who weren’t familiar 

with the project and would bring a different perspective. I attempted to bring together a 

group that was diverse in terms of gender, age, ethnicity, vocation, background and 

perspective.  

We committed to meet together weekly for two hours for the duration of the 6-

week sermon series. The first hour was designated to give feedback to the previous 

Sunday’s sermon. Beyond just asking for their feedback on the sermon itself, I invited 

them into the ongoing discernment around what they heard the Spirit saying to them 

personally and us together through the sermon. It was a space to “foster agency” and 

practice “extending the sermon” beyond Sunday morning, wondering together how we 
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are implicated by the biblical story and engaging in a form of “progressional dialogue” 

that both John Addison Dally and Doug Pagitt advocate for in their books on missional 

preaching.112 These conversations with the focus group were so deep and rich in terms of 

insight and vulnerability. They also had the profound effect of building community 

among the members of the group.  

The second hour was devoted to studying the biblical text for the forthcoming 

sermon. Members were invited to indwell the Scriptures, using the revised list of key 

characteristics as a guide, giving special attention to these three questions:  

What does this text say about God’s character, action and purposes?  

What does it say about us—our identity and calling in response to God’s 

character, action and purposes?  

How is the Spirit calling us through this text to improvise our part in the drama of 

 God’s mission here and now?  

The goal was to locate ourselves in the biblical narrative, and practice looking 

through it as a lens when we considered our own context—personally and as a 

community. Once again, I was blessed by the depth of insight and quality of the 

conversations. With the group members’ permission, many of the insights shared found 

their way into the sermon-- whether it was a probing question raised or a comment on the 

text or a story shared by one of the members that connected with the text. 

Let me say something here about my choice to use the Narrative Lectionary for 

this second phase of the final project. The Narrative Lectionary was produced by Luther 

Seminary and is a four year cycle of readings that begins in September and ends in May 
                                                           
112

 See Chapter 3, 60-62 and 68-70. 
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of each year, following “the sweep of the biblical story, from Creation through the early 

Christian church.”113 I chose the Narrative Lectionary for a couple reasons. First, I was 

interested in using some form of a lectionary to “try out” these characteristics with 

whatever text(s) were assigned on a Sunday (as opposed to the preacher selecting which 

text to preach on) and embracing the gift of the liturgical calendar as a way of helping the 

congregation inhabit the biblical drama.  

Second, I chose the Narrative Lectionary over the Common Revised Lectionary 

because it is more accessible to the narrative quality of my list of key characteristics. 

While the Common Revised Lectionary certainly fits into the narrative flow of the church 

year and contains many texts that are narrative in genre, the Narrative Lectionary was 

especially designed to emphasize the overarching narrative of Genesis to Revelation and 

is comprised of explicitly narrative texts. Although I believe that my list of key 

characteristics is effective with all genres of the biblical canon (and not just narratives), 

working with the Narrative Lectionary each week provided a more obvious opportunity 

to teach the key characteristics to the focus group and invite them to use the 

characteristics as a tool for engaging Scripture. If I were to add a third phase to this final 

project, I would test the key characteristics with the Revised Common Lectionary and 

practice working them out with texts that are not narrative in genre but certainly support, 

comment upon, and are located within the overarching storyline of the biblical drama 

(e.g. psalms, proverbs, law, letters, apocalyptic literature, etc). 

Another key difference from Phase One is that the board of elders granted 

permission to practice the Lord’s Supper on a weekly basis during this series. This was 
                                                           
113 http://www.workingpreacher.org/narrative_faqs.aspx.html. 
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one of the more significant learnings and wonderings coming out of Phase One of the 

project: what would it look like to embrace the  ministry of Word and Sacrament as a 

primary means of grace by which God shapes the missional imagination? My conviction 

that Word and Sacrament belong together was only strengthened in Phase One of the 

project, and I was curious to test with the focus group how a weekly celebration of the 

Eucharist impacted both their hearing of the Word and their celebration of the Sacrament. 

This raised a whole host of questions for me. Would the members of the focus group hear 

the sermon differently, knowing that it was leading us to the Table? And would they 

experience the Table differently, knowing that it is the culmination of the preached 

Word? Would weekly communion help God’s people more faithfully enter the drama and 

be shaped by it in a noticeable way? Lastly, I was curious about how moving to the Table 

from the sermon each week might impact my own sermon preparation and delivery.  

One further additional facet to this second phase was that I invited my two 

pastoral colleagues, Megan Hodgin and Marijke Strong, not only to participate in the 

focus group but to each preach a sermon in the 6-week series, using the list of key 

characteristics. I was interested to get feedback on how helpful these were for a preacher 

and not just hearers. This turned out to be a valuable piece of my learning. 

Similar to Phase One, I had each participant use a standard evaluation tool, asking 

for a rating for each characteristic (1=not present; 5=strongly present), as well as a space 

for comments. The evaluation tool had been revised to match the revised key 

characteristics.114 But the process was similar to Phase One—I was curious to get their 

feedback as to which characteristics were most present and which were least present, 
                                                           

114
 See Appendix 6 for a copy of the revised sermon evaluation form for Phase Two. 
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especially now that my sermon preparation was being intentionally guided by the list. 

The scores and comments were tallied for each sermon, and then for all six sermons 

(although I preached four of them and my two colleagues each preached one). Since the 

primary goal of this project was to measure how these characteristics were showing up in 

my own preaching, I did not include the scores of the other preachers in my final 

analysis. 

 After each sermon was preached, discussed and the evaluation forms tallied, I 

wrote an “interim text,” reflecting on what I was intending to do in the sermon and the 

feedback received from the focus group, taking into account both the written evaluation 

forms and the conversations (which were once again recorded). As with Phase One, I was 

attentive not only to the explicit feedback given, but also the implicit feedback and the 

“subtext(s)” of the conversations. At the end of the six weeks, I also had each member of 

the focus group fill out an evaluation that invited them to reflect on their experience. I 

was curious as to if and how it changed the way the participants engage Scripture and/or 

hear a sermon, and if it had any noticeable impact on how they were living a more 

missional life. They were also invited to reflect on how a weekly celebration of the 

Lord’s Supper impacted their experience of hearing a sermon, as well as how hearing the 

sermon impacted their experience of the Lord’s Supper. Finally, I invited them to reflect 

on what they were looking for in a sermon that helped them personally (and our church 

together) live more missionally, along with any other feedback that would help me grow 

as a preacher.115 Since I had two other preachers as part of the focus group, each of whom 

                                                           
115

 See Appendix 7 for a copy of the final evaluation form from Phase Two. 
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preached one sermon in this series using the key characteristics, I invited feedback from 

Pastors Megan and Marijke on their experience using these characteristics as preachers. 

Conclusion 

 A critical piece of my own learning was to take all of this feedback and write a 

reflection paper on my key learnings116 in this second phase of the final project. Based on 

these learnings, I once again revised my list of key characteristics. I also reflected on new 

discoveries, what needs to be explored or developed further coming out of this project, 

and important theological and practical implications moving forward.117  

 In the next two chapters, I will share a summary of primary learnings from each 

of these phases of the final project, as well as tell the story of how the list of key 

convictions of missional preaching developed and evolved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
116 See Chapter 6 for a summary and explanation of these key learnings. 

117 See Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 5: Feedback and Key Learnings from Phase One  

of the Final Project 

 

I think there is energy in the spoken word. It is like music, being in harmony. There is 
synergy with people being together. Whenever two or three are gathered in Jesus’ name, he 
is present. There is an element of energy that occurs. 

Focus Group Participant 

The best way to be missional is to do it. You can sit and listen to a sermon week after week 
but if you don’t do mission, then you will not be transformed. Without the doing it part, the 
hearing it part will be fruitless. Preaching matters, but when you’re talking about missional, 
at some point you really must get your hands dirty. 

 Focus Group Participant 

 

Introduction 

As I explained in Chapter Four, the goal of my final project is two-fold: 1) to test 

with members of the congregation the extent to which my key characteristics of missional 

preaching are present in my own preaching life; and 2) to learn how they might be 

developed and refined in order to more purposefully guide my sermon preparation and 

delivery. 

In this chapter, I will provide a summary of the feedback received from Phase 

One of my Final Project. This feedback was gathered from four focus groups consisting 

of five to six members, totaling twenty-one participants in all. Each participant was 

assigned three sermons to read and/or listen to from the body of my sermons over the 

previous two years, using an evaluation tool to determine which key characteristics were 

most present in the sermons and which were most absent.118 Beyond evaluating each 
                                                           
118 One of the three sermons was the same for each participant (“The Messiah is on the Loose!”) 

and the other two sermons were unique to the participant (although there was some overlap because I did 
not have enough sermons from a two year period to avoid this). 
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sermon in reference to the presence/absence of the key characteristics, the evaluation 

tool119 included open-ended questions about what kind of preaching is most helpful for 

them personally when it comes to missional living (individually and as a community) and 

any other feedback they wanted to offer regarding my preaching. The summary of 

feedback and key learnings explored in this chapter is based on focus group evaluation 

forms and discussions, along with my own observations and reflections.  

Before I get to the feedback and key learnings, let me remind the reader of the 

initial list of key characteristics that I formulated at the end of my literary survey on 

missional preaching. This list, with a fuller description of each characteristic, was 

provided to each of the focus group members and served as the basis for their evaluations 

of the sermons assigned.120 For our purposes here, I will only list the summary statement 

of each characteristic. 

1. Missional preaching is biblical.  

2. Missional preaching is Trinitarian and God-centered.  

3. Missional preaching proclaims both the Kingdom of God and the Christ who 

is King.  

4. Missional preaching is prophetic.  

5. Missional preaching is confessional.  

6. Missional preaching is contextual.  

7. Missional preaching is personal and communal.  

8. Missional preaching calls the community to take up embodied practices. 

                                                           
119 See Appendix 3 for a copy of the evaluation tool from Phase One. 

120 See Appendix 2 for the full description of the initial list of key characteristics. 
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9.  Missional preaching calls God’s people to respond in gratitude by living 

holistically as Christ’s witnesses.  

Feedback from Evaluation Forms 

One of the primary goals of the focus groups was to invite feedback as to which 

of the key characteristics were most present and which were most absent in my body of 

sermons over a two-year period. The following tables illustrate the data collected.  

Based on the evaluation forms, here is the average score of each characteristic for 

the entire body of sermons (5=strongly present; 1=completely absent):  

 

Table 1 

The next table shows the number of times each characteristic was identified by 

focus group members (twenty-one total participants) in response to the question, “In this 

sermon, which 2 or 3 characteristics were most present? ”  
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Table 2 

Based on the question, “Which 2 or 3 characteristics were least present (most 

absent) in the sermon evaluated?”,  here are the number of times each characteristic was 

identified:  

 

Table 3 
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As described in Chapter Four, I selected one sermon that was the same for every 

participant to evaluate. This sermon was an Easter sermon on Mark 16:1-8 titled, “The 

Messiah is on the Loose.” The tables below show the average score of each characteristic 

based on the evaluation forms. 

 

Table 4 

 

Table 5 
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Table 6 

While the written evaluation forms were very helpful, I found the conversations 

with the focus groups to provide an even deeper and more dynamic avenue for learning. 

The format of discussion generated a more nuanced evaluation of the sermons and 

allowed me to tease out information that was not as clear (or even missing) in the actual 

evaluation forms. It also allowed for group dialogue, which brought new perspectives and 

fresh discoveries not just for me but for the participants in the focus groups.  

Key Reflections/Learnings from Overall Feedback on the Sermons 

What follows is a summary of this feedback and my own reflections and key 

learnings, arising out of both the written evaluations and focus group discussions. While 

there are a few discrepancies between the scores from the rating system (Tables 1 and 2) 

and the characteristics identified by the evaluators on which characteristics were most 

present and absent (Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6) there are also some clear consistencies. The 

comments that the evaluators added were also helpful in regard to each characteristic.  
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First, the key characteristic that was consistently identified as most present in my 

body of sermons is characteristic #1, preaching that is biblical. Evaluators found my 

sermons to be strongly biblical from beginning to end. One of the interesting 

observations, however, is that while there was strong affirmation that the sermons were 

based solidly on the Bible and appreciation was expressed by participants when they 

learned about the cultural and historical background of the text, there was less indication 

that the hearers were finding themselves “implicated” by the biblical story. It became 

clear in the focus group conversations that the majority of the participants were still 

approaching the Bible as something to look at (analyze, dissect, apply, use, etc.) and not 

something we look through. It leads me to wonder how the preacher might help people 

engage the Bible differently, beyond just gaining information, so as to enter the biblical 

story where our lives get re-scripted in Christ by the Spirit. 

Second, while the sermons were considered to be God-centered, Trinitarian language 

was missing. Several evaluators noted that the Holy Spirit is rarely mentioned or talked 

about. Christ tends to be the focus of my preaching. I found this insight to be incredibly 

observant and helpful. There was a strong desire to hear more teaching about the person 

and role of the Holy Spirit in Christian life and mission. The Holy Spirit, as the third 

person of the Godhead, is obviously an active agent in the missio Dei and plays a critical 

role in the unfolding of this drama and our participation in it. However, given that the 

Spirit often acts in a self-effacing manner (glorifying the Son and the Father and making 

Christ and his Kingdom present), how much focus should the Holy Spirit receive in a 

sermon? One of my other key convictions is that missional preaching proclaims Christ—

his person and work. I believe that Christ and the Kingdom must remain the central focus 
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of the sermon, and I’m curious about how my preaching might have a more explicit 

Trinitarian framework, as well as provide more intentional teaching around the person 

and work of the Holy Spirit. 

Third, the evaluators affirmed that the person and work of Christ was a central focus 

in my sermons, however the subject of the kingdom or reign of God was not as prevalent. 

Even when the term “kingdom of God” was not used, a few evaluators picked up on how 

the sermon was describing life under the rule of God. Most evaluators, however, did not 

pick up on this. One key learning for me in this is that I need to continue to do some 

teaching around this whole subject of the kingdom or reign of God as it remains a foreign 

concept to so many. The other key learning is that I do have a tendency to focus more on 

the message about Jesus, perhaps to the neglect of the message of Jesus. While I remain 

convinced that preaching for a missional church must be Christocentric, I would like to 

see my preaching more intentionally help people understand this key biblical notion of 

the reign of God. This may help my preaching become more communal as well since a 

focus on preaching Christ can too easily be reduced to an individualistic emphasis (“my 

personal relationship with Jesus”) whereas preaching about the kingdom of God 

necessitates thinking about the faith as God’s new society (or polis), thus orienting the 

hearer(s) towards the inescapable communal nature of the church’s missional identity and 

vocation (see below). 

Fourth, while the personal/communal characteristic was also identified as a 

characteristic most present in the body of sermons, this was primarily in reference to the 

“personal” aspect of the sermons. Even though evaluators noticed the frequent use of 

“we” language in the sermons, the “communal” aspect was weaker. The sermons seem to 
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do a good job of addressing the individual believer (within the context of community) but 

are not as strong in addressing the community as a whole and calling for a communal 

response. 

Fifth, the persons who experienced the greatest clarity around how to respond to my 

preaching were those who were the most engaged in the community life of the church. 

Being connected to the congregation and our shared mission seemed to foster a higher 

capacity for personal agency in the preaching moment, as well as provide more 

opportunities to “extend the sermon” through communal discernment with others outside 

of Sunday morning worship (small groups, missional communities, discipleship classes, 

mission activities, etc.). In other words, missional preaching happens best when hearers 

are experiencing connection to and engagement with the larger body. A robust missional 

imagination cannot be cultivated in the individual alone but is inherently communal. We 

respond to the sermon most faithfully, discerning what God is up to among us, as the 

people of God.121 

Sixth, a tension point emerged around the relationship between “being” and 

“doing.” Many of the evaluators indicated a focus around “doing missional activities” or 

“doing outreach” when it comes to being missional. While “doing” is certainly one aspect 

of missional living, the goal of my sermons (and my overall project) is to give greater 

                                                           
121

 One of the strongest examples of this is the Sunday morning I preached a sermon on James 
2:19-27, which is a call to be “doers of the Word” and not just “hearers” and then ends with an exhortation 
to care for orphans and the oppressed. A community of people gathered together to discern an opportunity 
to welcome a Congolese refugee family (a mother with five children) into our congregation from Grand 
Rapids. This group of people discerned that God was calling us to do this in response to that sermon I had 
preached earlier, even though I made no mention of this opportunity in the sermon itself. Instead, their 
imaginations were being shaped to care for the orphan and the widow, and their eyes were opened to 
discern this in the context of community. 
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emphasis on the “being” aspect of a missional identity and vocation. Cultivating the 

missional imagination is just as much (if not more) about the individual/community being 

formed into a certain kind of people—maturing into the character of Christ—whose 

doing flows naturally from their being. 

Seventh, another tension point emerged around how “prescriptive” a missional 

sermon should be as opposed to “descriptive.” Several in the focus groups expressed a 

desire for my sermons to be more specific in their “practical application.” One participant 

explained how, after hearing a sermon I preached on the Great Commandment, she drove 

up and down Lakeshore Avenue for a couple hours (by herself), struggling with what the 

practical implication was for her. After not getting clarity, she was extremely frustrated. I 

find it fascinating that her own pattern of discernment was to process/listen strictly as an 

individual, apart from the larger community called to embody the gospel in a particular 

context. This raises some critical questions for me: Is it the preacher’s responsibility to 

tell the hearer/community what specifically to do? How is this best discerned by the 

individual and the community? While there are occasions in Scripture where preaching 

seems to be more prescriptive (John the Baptist in Luke 3:10ff, Peter in his Pentecost 

sermon in Acts 2:37ff, etc.), there are far more instances where the hearer/community 

needed to discern the Holy Spirit’s specific direction through the preaching. One of my 

own convictions about missional preaching is that the preacher must not over-function for 

the people of God by being too prescriptive (telling people what to do) and thus 

undermine the individual and communal responsibility to be active agents in discerning 

God’s will together through Word and Spirit. The preacher’s job is not to be the 

“religious expert” who gives answers as much as to testify to the missional character and 
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purposes of God, as revealed in Scripture; and then to help frame the right questions so as 

to foster agency in the congregation. Discernment (both individual and communal) must 

happen in community as God’s people wrestle with the text and seek to be faithful in the 

Spirit by improvising here and now.122 Here are some key wonderings: How might the 

missional preacher most effectively foster agency among the hearer(s) and equip them to 

embrace this agency? Further, what is the balance between leaving space for the hearers 

to discern the Spirit and also being specific/concrete enough in a call to response? 

Ninth, one of the key characteristics that was least present in my body of sermons was 

the “contextual” characteristic. Something that may have created confusion or even 

skewed the evaluations was the initial description of this characteristic as sermons that 

are not “generic.” Many of the evaluators took that to mean that the sermon couldn’t have 

a universal appeal or be preached in another context. I was able to clarify this in the small 

group sessions. Still, I do think there is value to this feedback. As I reflect on my sermon 

preparation process, I think of how much time, energy and thought is given to exegesis 

and crafting the sermon, and how little is given to really working hard to think about 

“context.” How well do I really know the context of Fellowship Church? The context of 

the north side of Holland and the wider community? The context of the North American 

culture? I certainly have impulses that I tend to follow when preparing a sermon, but I’m 

not sure I’ve gone far enough in really getting clarity on context. Nor have I done enough 

study/reflection on what it means to preach “contextually.” In the next phase of this 

project, I would like to be intentional about gaining clarity on these things. I also wonder 
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 See the fifth point above, 107. 
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to what extent the evaluators know our context. There were strong clues from the 

evaluations that participants struggled with this one because they were uncertain of our 

context themselves, and therefore they weren’t always sure how well the sermon was 

addressing our unique context. 

Tenth, the other key characteristic that was least present, according to the 

evaluations, was “confessional.” Evaluators acknowledged, both in the evaluations and 

in the small group sessions, that this was the most difficult characteristic for them to 

grasp. One key learning is that this characteristic needs further clarity and explanation. 

My sense is that it will make more sense to preachers than to hearers of sermons, but I 

would still like to find a way to describe it that is less confusing. Evaluators tended to 

look for ways that voices from the past found their way into the sermon or lines from the 

creeds or confessions were quoted. In my mind, this characteristic is much broader and 

has more to do with ensuring that the content of the sermon fits within the boundaries of 

the tradition that has been handed down to us. In my case, this would be a Reformed-

catholic tradition. So one need not quote Augustine or Calvin or the Heidelberg 

Catechism for it to be “confessional.” Still, I did notice that while I quote voices from the 

past quite often, I do not make use of the creeds and confessions as often as I could (and 

of the confessions, primarily the Heidelberg shows up). A further learning is the 

confirmation of a hunch I had—that most of my evaluators are not familiar with the 

Reformed-catholic tradition, at least not in a way they are able to articulate (they may 

very well have “Reformed instincts,” however). This makes me wonder about the value 

of doctrinal preaching, and how it might play a role in preaching for a missional church. 
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Eleventh, even though the “prophetic” characteristic was scored as the second 

highest on the rating system (4.5 average), I was struck by comments in the evaluations 

that noticed a “call to repentance” in my preaching was missing. While I do show how 

the biblical story confronts the false narratives of our culture, rarely do my sermons 

explicitly deal with judgment or call people to repentance. As I reflect on this, I realize 

how often the “call to respond” issued in my preaching is to faith (trust and obedience) 

but not necessarily to “turn around.” When Jesus came preaching, he called people to 

faith and repentance. I suspect that one of the reasons I am reluctant to call people to 

repentance is tied to my own fear of upsetting people or asking too much of them. I 

would much prefer to preach a sermon that assures people of God’s love for them than 

one that confronts their way of being and calls them to a new way of life. When we read 

Scripture, we see that the prophets typically offended their hearers and were not well 

received. This forces me to confront some of my own brokenness and insecurity and 

makes me wonder, “To what extent am I avoiding preaching the prophetic word in order 

to please people? And what is the impact of this on the congregation?”123  

Twelfth, on several occasions evaluators identified “hope” as a strength in the 

sermon, even though this was not a key characteristic. In earlier drafts of my list of key 

characteristics, before Phase One of the final project, I had identified “eschatological” as 

one of them. I omitted it in part because the list felt too long already, and in part because 

I was concerned my evaluators might be confused by this category. How wrong I was! In 
                                                           
123

 John Addison Dally makes the point that missional preachers will need to change the 
expectations of how people respond to their sermons, looking less for personal affirmation (“Did you like 
my sermon today?”) and instead allow the announcement of God’s reign to implicate the hearers, even if it 
means (and it often does) an experience of discomfort, shock, and disruption. Choosing the Kingdom, 123-
24. 
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some recent re-reading of Lesslie Newbigin, I was reminded of how essential this 

eschatological vision is to the life, worship and mission of the church. I will plan to 

include it in my revised list of key characteristics as part of Phase Two. 

One final key learning that came up is the importance of the preacher as a person 

and the preacher’s presence/delivery in the pulpit. This is not a new learning by any 

means, but it did stand out, largely because this project has been primarily focused on the 

intent, content and qualities of missional sermons. Several comments referenced that 

what makes my preaching effective is not just what I say but who I am and how I say it. 

The groups agreed that when you know the preacher (his/her character) and have a 

relationship with the preacher, it impacts how you hear a sermon. “There is a lot to 

knowing you as a preacher, Brian,” one woman commented. “We know your character 

and it also comes out in your authenticity as preacher.” While a sermon is ultimately 

effective because God chooses to speak through flawed human instruments, it is also true 

that the preacher’s character and example matter. Al Tizon’s conviction, in his book 

Missional Preaching, is that the missional preacher must be living missionally if his/her 

preaching is to have integrity and power.124 And congregations know when the preacher 

is not practicing what they preach. John Calvin put it rather starkly: “It would be better 

for him to break his neck going up into the pulpit if he does not take the pains to be the 

first to follow God.”125  
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 Tizon, Missional Preaching , 1. 

125 Quoted by T.H.L. Parker, Calvin’s Preaching (Louisville, KY: Westminister John Knox Press, 
1992), 40. 
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In addition to the importance of the preacher’s character, the focus groups reminded 

me that how the preacher delivers her sermon matters almost as much as what she says. 

Several comments were made by my evaluators about how my presence, style, and 

delivery really impacted them in the preaching moment. Words like “authenticity,” 

“speaking from the heart,” “emotional connection,” “empathy” “allowing yourself to be 

in the moment,” and “being fully present” were mentioned. While this certainly gets at 

some techniques and skills in our delivery as preachers, I think it gets at something even 

deeper. It gets at the way a preacher “shows up” in the pulpit, a kind of attentiveness to 

the preaching moment--being fully present to God, one’s self and the congregation. 

How Was Their Experience of this Exercise? 

After getting feedback on the key characteristics, I then asked the evaluators to 

share about their experience of this exercise. What was it like to listen to/read a sermon in 

this way, looking for the key characteristics? Did this experience change or deepen the 

way they thought about what it means to be missional? Did it change or deepen their way 

of listening to a sermon? 

The consensus among the group was that initially, it was strange to listen to a 

sermon in order to offer critique. Most of them expressed that this was foreign to how 

they engage on a Sunday morning. They tend to assume a posture of listening for God to 

speak to them, not necessarily to offer critique (this actually was quite encouraging to 

me). Identifying the characteristics at first was hard, but by the time they got to the 

second and third sermon, they found it became easier. One of the obstacles for many 

early on was that they were trying to find all the characteristics in each sermon. Once 

they realized that this wasn’t the goal (to get every characteristic in each sermon), they 
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relaxed and several of the characteristics were easy to spot. I was surprised to hear that 

every participant expressed how enjoyable this experience was for them and that none 

found it burdensome or frustrating. 

It was interesting to hear the feedback on the difference between listening to a 

sermon and reading a sermon. The group was split on which they preferred or found most 

impactful. Half the group felt that they “got more out of the sermon” by reading it (they 

were able to pause, reflect and even retain more). The other half appreciated reading the 

sermons, but explained that something unique happened when the sermon was preached 

that didn’t happen when it was on the page. It’s like the sermon came “alive.” “God’s 

word is living,” one participant said. “It will speak to me different. [sic] If you preached 

the same sermon later, it would sound different.” Another commented, “I think there is 

energy in the spoken word. It is like music, being in harmony. There is synergy with 

people being together. Whenever two or three are gathered in Jesus’ name, he is present. 

There is an element of energy that occurs.” Still another explained, “When you hear a 

sermon, you’re getting the emotion, the personal side of it.” There was a strong 

consensus among the participants that there was much value in hearing the sermon and 

then going back and reading the manuscript or listening to it again. Many expressed a 

desire to make this a regular practice in their own lives. 

Many participants expressed that this exercise did change the way they listened to 

a sermon in a positive way. They were concerned early on, when they were asked to 

evaluate, that they would start listening to preaching with a critical ear only and not with 

an open mind and heart. But no one articulated that this happened. Just the opposite. 

Listening for these characteristics helped them be more attentive to the sermon, produced 
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greater appreciation for the task of preaching, and also inspired them to take more 

responsibility as a listener both in the preaching moment and in their response after the 

sermon (living it out in a missional way). 

I was also curious if they would have more clarity or a deepened understanding of 

what it means to be “missional.” While this didn’t necessarily happen in terms of a 

definition, the evaluators did express that they found themselves wanting to more 

intentionally live missional lives and really get into action around mission. Several 

expressed that it helped them realize that missional is really about “a way of life,” 

something that has just as much to do with “who you are” as it does with “what you do.” 

Many also expressed that while the sermons called them to live missionally, so much of 

the deep transformation happened in their lives once they actually became “doers of 

God’s Word” and got into action around joining God in mission. One participant put it so 

memorably: “My faith has been formed through mission. The best way to be missional is 

to do it. You can sit and listen to a sermon week after week but if you don’t do mission, 

then you will not be transformed. Without the doing it part, the hearing it part will be 

fruitless. Preaching matters, but when you’re talking about missional, at some point you 

really must get your hands dirty.”  

 

What Do You Look for in a “Missional” Sermon? 

As part of this first phase of the final project, I was also curious to learn from the 

participants what their own expectations and hopes were for a missional sermon. What 

follows are nine key themes that emerged from their responses.  
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One of the strongest and most consistent themes that emerged is the desire to hear 

sermons that are biblical and draw hearers into a deeper understanding of God’s Word. 

Many participants mentioned that they enjoy learning about the historical and cultural 

background of the text. Several expressed a desire to receive a “fresh perspective” or a 

“new insight.” The majority of persons in the focus groups grew up in the church or spent 

considerable time in the church (even if they drifted away for a season). So they came 

with a level of familiarity with the Bible (or at least the main teachings of Scripture), 

even as many of them confessed an ignorance of so much of the overarching biblical 

story. The focus groups revealed a strong desire and expectation for the sermon, more 

than anything else, to help them engage the Bible. The challenge, I think, is around how 

we teach hearers to engage Scripture.126 So many still engage it with the expectation of 

gaining more information and learning new insights. Information and knowledge 

certainly are important and should be a part of the sermon, but the sermon must go 

beyond the transfer of information. Ultimately, by drawing hearers into the biblical 

drama, we are being transformed into the missionary people of God. I think this remains 

one of the greatest challenges for the missional preacher: How do we help our 

congregations listen to a sermon/engage Scripture for transformation and not just 

information? To find themselves implicated by the drama of Scripture and drawn in so 

that they might look through Scripture and not just look at it? 

Another one of the most consistent responses to this question was an expectation 

to be challenged by the sermon. I was actually surprised by how often and how strongly 

                                                           
126 See reflection #1 above on the evaluators’ comments regarding the biblical nature of my 

sermons. 
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this comment was made. Participants want the sermon to challenge them to see their lives 

and the world differently, and to actually live differently. One participant remarked, “I 

find it compelling each and every time we are called to move beyond ourselves and live a 

bigger life for God and others.” “I want to be challenged and encouraged to live my 

everyday life as a follower of Christ,” said another. Several participants pointed out, 

however, that it matters how they are challenged. They want a sermon to challenge them 

in a way that stirs them up, moves and inspires them, and is not condescending or berates 

them with shame. There was also a sense that a preacher must find a way to challenge the 

congregation enough without overwhelming them. In other words, the preacher must hold 

these two things in tension: the way God’s Word consoles and disrupts, comforts and 

judges, embraces us as we are and calls us to ongoing conversion and transformation. 

A third theme was the desire to be engaged as whole persons (mind, heart, body 

and spirit) by the sermon. This involves both the content of the sermon and the way it is 

delivered. Many participants expressed a desire to be “pulled in” or “hooked.” This 

happens when the content is solid and the sermon is artfully crafted in a way that 

connects with the persons in the pew. So there is both the cognitive engagement and the 

emotional engagement. Many expressed how helpful stories are in terms of both being 

moved by the sermon and in remembering the sermon during the week. Others expressed 

how they enjoy hearing quotes from other voices that are part of the larger Christian story 

(Augustine, John Calvin, Dietrich Bonheoffer, C.S. Lewis, Mother Teresa). The sermon 

is also engaging when the preacher is genuinely passionate about her message, and there 

is a level of authenticity. “It makes a difference when we know you really believe what 
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you’re preaching!” one participant said. So what makes the sermon engaging is not just 

what the preacher says and how she says it, but who the preacher is as a person. 

Fourth, a theme emerged around a real expectation to hear from and encounter 

God in the sermon. This was probably one of the most surprising and encouraging 

responses I received from the focus groups. A majority of the participants expressed, in 

one way or another, that when they show up on a Sunday morning, they are not just 

hoping that there is “a word from the Lord” today but they are expecting it! One 

participant put it this way: “It’s about how you listen to a sermon…I expect to learn 

something because God’s Word will not return void…I expect that this is God’s 

opportunity to speak to my heart.” On the one hand, I find this expectation daunting, even 

though it is at the heart of my own theology of preaching. This brings great responsibility 

(and also opens up the door to abuse). On the other hand, I find this response incredibly 

liberating and encouraging. I didn’t hear the participants say that they believe every word 

the preacher utters is directly from the mouth of God--they did not seem to express 

uncritical listening; rather, there was a clear expectation that God will speak to them 

through something said in the sermon. Along with teaching hearers how to engage the 

Bible, I wonder if this becomes a priority as well for the preacher—teaching the 

congregation how to listen for God’s Spirit and encounter God in the  ministry of Word 

and Sacrament. 

In addition, for several participants there was also an expectation that their own 

lives would be transformed through hearing the sermon. In the words of one participant: 

“One of your sermons caused me to do things I wouldn’t do. The message over and 

over—empowered me to be a bolder person than I thought I was. To stand up to people I 
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didn’t think I was able to. It’s like it changed my personality! Am I going to go along 

with the status quo or step out and risk?”127 For several of the participants, there was a 

sense that by encountering God in the sermon, they would be changed. It wasn’t just 

about how they would “apply” the sermon or “what they needed to do” but the kind of 

person they were to become. While I was encouraged to hear several articulate this 

explicitly (and several others implicitly), I do desire for more people to have this kind of 

expectation when it comes to Sunday morning worship. I still think the predominant way 

of listening to a sermon and engaging in worship is driven by a focus on gaining 

information or how the sermon/worship makes one feel. I wonder what it might look like 

to train people to participate in the  ministry of Word and Sacrament for the purpose of 

transformation. 

Sixth, one of the surprising pieces of feedback that came up multiple times was 

the value of listening and responding to a sermon in community. One participant 

explained that they come to worship each Sunday, in part, “to be with Christ’s body so I 

don’t feel alone.” Another participant explained, “I really value the communal aspect of 

just being in church with other people. There is something unique about experiencing the 

sermon in community.” I’ve expounded on this relationship between preaching and 

community above, but it was reinforced for me here. I was surprised and delighted to 

hear several people recognize that part of what makes for a “good missional sermon” is a 
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 Admittedly, when I heard this person say that it was like the sermon “changed their 
personality,” it caused me pause. I’m not sure God is in the business of “changing our personalities” as 
much as helping us to die to our false selves and rise to new life in Christ—our truest self. In the words of 
Soren Kiergegaard, “And now I become myself.” What the person meant by this, I believe, is that God used 
preaching to help them live and act in a way that is more fully aligned with the kingdom, beyond their own 
insecurities and misgivings.  
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sermon that is heard together in the community of faith, and then we respond together. It 

is in community that we wrestle with God’s Word, are made a new creation, and embody 

it in our particular time and place as the missionary people of God. 

A seventh theme that emerged in response to this question was a desire for the 

sermon to help them see how they can live missionally in their everyday lives. Several 

explained how they appreciate when a sermon helps them to “see” their own lives in a 

new and different way, recognizing that mission is not just something they do but a way 

of life. Many also expressed how much they appreciate being given specific practices for 

the week. Often, I will invite the congregation into a particular practice for the week that 

corresponds with the sermon (hand out cards for them to take with them). Most of the 

participants expressed a desire for a sermon to have practical application—to really help 

them get into action around responding to God’s Word. A couple participants expressed a 

desire to see my sermons be even more specific in the practical application (I’ve 

expounded on this above). While I feel some personal tension around not wanting to 

over-function for the hearer/congregation nor simply acquiesce to the spirit of 

pragmatism, I do appreciate this feedback and am encouraged to hear an underlying 

sentiment that these participants really want to “act out” what they hear on Sunday 

morning. They want it to make a difference in the way they live their everyday lives. 

A final theme that emerged around this question of “What do you look for in a 

missional sermon?” was the importance of the preacher’s relationship to the 

congregation. One of the dynamics that impacts how a sermon is heard by a congregation 

is whether or not they feel loved by the preacher. “Good sermons are tempered in love,” 

one participant said, “love for God, others, and us as a congregation. It really matters that 
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we know you love us!” Another explained, “We know we’re important to you. You really 

want us to have a transformational relationship with Jesus. You genuinely care about us.” 

This was a powerful reminder that for a preacher to be prophetic, he must also be 

pastoral. If we preachers do not love our people, they will know it. And it will become an 

obstacle to their hearing in the preaching moment. 

Revising and Improving the Key Characteristics 

Beyond providing feedback on the presence/absence of the key characteristics in 

the body of my sermons, one primary goal with these focus groups was to invite them to 

help me further revise, sharpen and develop these characteristics. After hearing their 

feedback (both explicit and implicit), I’ve come to the following conclusions: 

First, while the list is fairly comprehensive in capturing my own convictions about the 

kind of preaching that cultivates the missional imagination, it does feel somewhat 

overwhelming and fragmented. If one of my end goals is to produce a guide or at least 

“clues” that are helpful to the preacher on a weekly basis as she prepares and delivers 

sermons for a missional church, I’m wondering if the list needs to feel more connected 

and organic. Does it need to be shorter? Might there be a metaphor that can hold it all 

together? I’m wondering if it may be helpful to recast the characteristics in light of the 

ultimate question I’m concerned with: “How does preaching help God’s people enter into 

God’s larger story?” This may help the characteristics feel more organic, and over time, 

become second nature to the preacher. I also received some good feedback from the focus 

groups that the key characteristics may need to be more accessible for preachers, 

especially preachers who are not seminary educated. 
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Second, the characteristics that need the most clarification are prophetic, 

confessional, contextual and embodied practices. I was reminded that for many people, 

“prophetic” is heard in light of a mental model that understands prophecy as “predicting 

the future.” So this created some confusion for my participants. “Confessional” was 

simply a foreign word to them. Several got tripped up early on thinking that it meant 

“confessing your sins” (several were of Roman Catholic background). “Contextual” was 

one that people seemed foggy on, in part because I don’t think my description is clear 

enough. And “embodied practices” was largely understood as a classic spiritual discipline 

(“This week, pray for 10 minutes a day”) and not identified with a call to embody the 

gospel through actions like forgiveness, hospitality, caring for the poor, and advocating 

for justice. Also, many didn’t see the sacraments (or worship itself) as an embodied 

practice. So I plan to give some special attention to these four in particular as I look at 

revising the list. 

Third, in my first draft of the key characteristics, I listed “eschatological.” As I 

mentioned earlier, I ended up removing this characteristic from the list given to the focus 

groups. In part because the list felt too long, and also because I wondered if the whole 

concept of “eschatological” was too complex. I realize now that this was a mistake. Not 

only is the list incomplete (Newbigin rightly identifies an eschatological vision as 

essential to the missional church), but it was striking to me how often the word “hope” 

came up in the conversations with the focus groups. As noted in the summary of the 

feedback, several evaluators even identified “hope” as a strength in the sermons--hope in 

the sense of knowing that all things will end well in Christ. So I will re-insert this 

characteristic in the list for the second phase of this final project. 
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Fourth, since the ministry of Word and Sacrament is so central to a Reformed 

understanding of worship and witness, I wonder about practicing weekly communion in 

Phase Two of this project. How might these sermons be prepared, preached, and heard 

differently if the movement is from the Word preached to the Word encountered in the 

Lord’s Supper? I wonder what kind of impact this would have on the missional 

imagination of God’s people? I mention the importance of the sacraments in my list of 

key characteristics (embodied practices), but what if we practiced the Eucharist on a 

weekly basis? 

Lastly, I wonder about thinking more intentionally about the entire worship liturgy as 

part of forming the missional imagination of God’s people. I think of Robert Webber’s 

description of worship as “doing God’s Story,”128 and the way the sermon fits in the 

larger liturgy each Sunday as God’s people gather to enact this story. Tizon, too, in his 

book Missional Preaching, makes a compelling case for the interdependent and causal 

unity of worship and mission.129 In Phase Two, I’d like to be even more intentional about 

thinking through the missional nature of the entire liturgy and what that means for 

missional preaching. Might there be a way to help hearers be attentive to this as well? 

Conclusion 

 The feedback and key learnings from this first phase of the final project proved 

critical to the overall goal of my D. Min.. program. Not only did the written evaluations 

and focus group conversations provide substantial feedback on which of the key 

                                                           
128

 Robert Webber, Ancient-Future Worship: Proclaiming and Enacting God’s Narrative (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Publishing Group, 2008), 29. 

129 Tizon, Missional Preaching, 24-33. 
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characteristics were most present and which were most absent, it also helped me see what 

needs to be clarified, developed and improved among the characteristics. I also found the 

feedback around the question, “What are you looking for in a missional sermon?” to be 

insightful and beneficial to the conversation about what kind of preaching shapes God’s 

people to embrace their missional identity and vocation, and how I might grow as a 

preacher towards this end. 

 An “aha moment” came for me at the end of this first phase, in meeting with the final 

focus group, when the group identified that my most recent sermons (last few months) 

scored higher on all of the characteristics and seemed to more clearly incorporate them 

than the earlier sermons. The assumption was that I had crafted the list before writing and 

preaching these later sermons. The group was surprised when they learned that the list 

had not been crafted until after all of the sermons they evaluated were preached. It 

confirmed to me that, even as I was working to get clarity on these convictions in this 

first phase of the project, the dynamics of these characteristics were already impacting 

my preaching in a noticeable way. Which is to say that even without intentionally 

incorporating the characteristics in my sermon preparation, it was clear that my preaching 

was changing!  

 This greatly encouraged me as I completed Phase One and prepared for Phase Two 

of the final project. In this next phase, I would seek to improve the characteristics and 

intentionally use them as a guide for my weekly sermon preparation and delivery. It is to 

the feedback and key learnings of the second phase of my final project that I now turn. 
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Chapter 6: Feedback and Key Learnings from Phase Two  

of the Final Project 

 
“It was as if you were giving voice to some of our own questions and ideas. Without taking 
anything away from you as preacher, it was like it was our sermon, too! We were up there in 
the pulpit with you!” 

Focus Group Participant 

“I really felt the connection between Word and Sacrament. I was drawn into God’s presence 
through both together.”   

Focus Group Participant 

          

Introduction 

For Phase Two of my final project, I planned a six-week sermon series on the 

narrative lectionary between Easter and Pentecost. The goal in this second phase was to 

intentionally incorporate the key characteristics of missional preaching into my sermon 

preparation and delivery, with the intent to observe if there was any noticeable change in 

my preaching. Once again, my method involved gathering lay persons to serve on a focus 

group to function as a learning community.130  

What was different in this second phase was that I selected a smaller group of 

people (eight lay persons, two pastoral colleagues, and myself) to serve as a single focus 

group who met weekly.131 We met for two hours, the first hour designated for giving 

feedback on the previous Sunday’s sermon. Beyond gathering feedback on the sermon 

                                                           
130

 See Chapter 4 for a fuller description of my method for this second phase. 

131 Half of the group was comprised of persons who participated in the first phase of the project, 
the other half were entirely new to the project. This was intentional. I wanted to see what might be learned 
from those who were part of the first phase (did they notice a difference in my preaching?). But I also 
wanted to invite some new persons in who weren’t familiar with the project and would bring a different 
perspective.  
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itself, I invited the focus group into dialogue around what they discerned the Spirit saying 

both to them personally and to us together through the sermon. The second hour was 

devoted to studying the Scripture text for the forthcoming sermon. Members were invited 

to indwell the Scriptures, using the key characteristics as a guide, giving special attention 

to three questions: 

 What does this text say about God’s character, action and purposes?  

 What does it say about us—our identity and calling in response to God’s 

character, action and purposes?  

 How is the Spirit calling us through this text to improvise our part in the 

drama of God’s mission here and now? 

The goal was to grow in our capacity to locate ourselves in the biblical drama, and 

then to practice “acting out” Christ in the Spirit in our own context.  

Another key difference in Phase Two was that the board of elders granted 

permission to practice the Lord’s Supper on a weekly basis during this series. My 

conviction that Word and Sacrament belong together was only strengthened after Phase 

One of the project, and I was curious to see how a weekly celebration of the Eucharist 

might impact the way members of the focus group both listen to a sermon and engage the 

sacrament. Would they hear the Word read and preached differently knowing that it was 

moving us to the Table? And would they experience the Table differently after hearing 

the Word make an explicit connection to the Eucharist? I was also curious as to how 

moving to the Table from the sermon each week might impact my own sermon 

preparation and delivery.  
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One further additional aspect of this second phase was that I invited my two 

pastoral colleagues, Megan Hodgin and Marijke Strong, not only to participate in the 

focus group but to preach one of the sermons in the six-week series, using the list of key 

characteristics. I was interested to get additional feedback on how helpful these were for 

the preacher and not just the hearers.  

Similar to Phase One, the participants used a standard evaluation tool to rate each 

characteristic (1=not present; 5=strongly present), as well as provide written feedback. 

The evaluation tool had been revised to match the revised key characteristics.132 But the 

process was similar to Phase One—I was curious to get their feedback on which 

characteristics were most present and which were least present, especially now that my 

sermon preparation and delivery were intentionally being guided by the list. As with 

Phase One, the invitation for feedback in this phase went beyond just measuring the key 

characteristics and included open-ended questions about what kind of preaching is most 

helpful to them when it comes to engaging God’s mission (individually and as a 

community).  

 The rest of this chapter will follow a similar structure to Chapter Five, presenting 

the revised list of key characteristics, the feedback and key learnings gained from the 

evaluation forms and group discussions, and then some final observations and reflections 

on how the key characteristics still need to be further revised and developed.  

Revising the Key Characteristics 

After the first phase of the final project, I arrived at a place of much better clarity 

in terms of my primary thesis, which is stated as follows: The ministry of Word and 
                                                           
132 See Appendix 6 for a copy of the evaluation tool. 
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Sacrament is a central means of grace by which the church is drawn into the drama of 

the triune God’s mission in and for the world. Through preaching and the sacraments, 

our lives get re-scripted in Christ and we are transformed and empowered by the Spirit to 

improvise our parts to the glory of God and for the sake of the world.  

As indicated in the previous chapter, after Phase One I realized that my initial list 

of key characteristics felt too fragmented and disjointed. If a preacher was to integrate 

these into her weekly sermon preparation and delivery, they needed to be more cohesive 

and organic. So I revised the list of key characteristics around the primary metaphor of 

theater (theodrama). Kevin Vanhoozer’s seminal work in both The Drama of Doctrine: A 

Canonical Linguistic Approach to Christian Theology and Faith Speaking 

Understanding: Performing the Drama of Doctrine convinced me that the metaphor of 

“drama” is more helpful than “narrative” when it comes to thinking about the church’s 

engagement with Scripture and God’s mission in the world. As I explained in Chapter 

Two, whereas a narrative tells a story in first or third person, a drama shows rather than 

tells. The critical difference between “narrative” and “drama” is the mode of presentation. 

Put simply, drama is story enacted in the flesh. In Vanhoozer’s opinion, drama invites a 

more dynamic participation (than narrative), and it carries an essential quality of 

“performing the script” that embraces words and actions (speech-acts) in community.133 

So my aim was to articulate the thrust of my key convictions in a way that embraced this 

metaphor of drama and brought more cohesion to the individual parts. Although I didn’t 

shorten the list (I actually lengthened it), my hope was that the characteristics would flow 

                                                           
133 See Chapter 2 for a further explanation of Vanhoozer’s work and the concept of theodrama, 28-

30.  
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better and encourage a more dynamic and active participation in the ministry of the Word 

for both the preacher and the hearers. 

In addition, I attempted to bring more clarity to some of the convictions that were 

fuzzy or confusing to my participants in Phase One.134 This exercise actually helped 

sharpen my own thinking around some of these convictions. The following is a revised 

list of key characteristics of missional preaching that I used for Phase Two of the final 

project:135  

1. Missional preaching submits to the Bible as the authoritative script for the 

drama.  

2. Missional preaching testifies to the triune God as the primary actor in the 

drama.  

3. Missional preaching proclaims both the kingdom of God and the Christ who 

is King as the primary subject (or theme) of the drama.  

4. Missional preaching equips hearers to play their part in the drama both 

individually and as a community.  

5. Missional preaching is prophetic (when necessary) and shows the divine 

drama to be disruptive to all the world’s false dramas. 

6. Missional preaching embraces doctrine as a guide for helping people play 

their part. 

7. Missional preaching points people’s attention to how the drama ends.  

                                                           
134 See Chapter 5, 122. 

135 See Chapter 4 for a summary description of each characteristic, 89-92. See Appendix 5 for a 
more extensive version of the revised list of key characteristics, including key questions. 
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8. Missional preaching calls the community to perform the drama through 

embodied practices.  

9. Missional preaching calls God’s people to perform the drama by living 

holistically as Christ’s witnesses.  

10.  Missional preaching calls people to perform the drama in the local theater of 

a particular context.  

11. Missional preaching is located within the faithful worship liturgy of the 

assembled people.  

 

Summary of Feedback and Key Learnings/Reflections from Phase Two 

 As with Phase One, it was important in this second phase to have a mechanism to 

score the extent to which each of these characteristics were present (or missing) in my 

preaching. Each of the participants filled out an evaluation form for each of the sermons 

preached in the 6-week series, rating each characteristic (1=not present; 5=strongly 

present), as well as offering specific comments. Table 7 below is a summary of the 

average score of each characteristic for all the sermons combined:136 

                                                           
136 While there were six sermons in the series, I only preached four of them. My colleagues, 

Marijke Strong and Megan Hodgin, each preached one sermon. So the follow tables provide the cumulative 
average for my four sermons only. 
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Table 7 

 The next table shows the number of times each characteristic was identified by 

the focus group members in response to the question, “In this sermon, which 2 or 3 

characteristics were most present?” The scores below are the sum amount for all four 

sermons combined. 

 

Table 8 
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 This final table indicates the number of times each characteristic was identified by 

members of the focus group in response to the question, “Which 2 or 3 characteristics 

were least present (or most absent) in the sermon evaluated?” As with the previous two 

tables, the scores below are a sum total of all four sermons combined. 

 

Table 9 

Characteristics Most Present 

While there are some minor differences in the above scores (particularly between 

Table 7 and Tables 8-9), there are also some clear indicators as to which characteristics 

the focus group rated “most present.” Based on the above scores (particularly Table 1) 

and the comments gathered, the three key characteristics that the focus group rated as 

“most present” are the following: preaching that submits to the Bible as the authoritative 

script for the drama (1), preaching that testifies to the triune God as the primary actor in 

the drama (2), and preaching that is located within the faithful worship liturgy of the 

assembled people (11). Let me expound on some of the feedback and key learnings 

regarding these characteristics identified as “most present.” 
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The Bible as Script and the Triune God as the Central Actor 

The two characteristics having to do with a focus on Scripture and God as the 

primary actor were identified as the strongest characteristics in Phase One as well. What 

happened this time, largely because of the use of the metaphor of drama, is that these 

were even heightened. As a preacher, I found myself more naturally beginning my 

engagement of the biblical text with this key question: What does the text reveal about 

the character, action and purposes of the triune God, who is the main actor in the story? 

This led quite naturally to a follow up question: And what does it reveal about us as those 

called to participate in the drama of the missio Dei? 

The focus group indicated that they found themselves more attentive to this as 

well. Part of this was because of the clarity of the metaphor and the characteristics. The 

other part was because they were dwelling in the text daily on their own, and we were 

also dwelling in it together every time we gathered. Here is a key learning: it was clear 

from the feedback that this practice of dwelling in Scripture individually and in 

community outside of Sunday morning actually enriched the experience of listening to the 

sermon on Sunday, which in turn enriched the experience of dwelling in Scripture during 

the week. 

There was also a noticeable shift in the way this focus group engaged the 

Scriptures, both in our focus group text study and in the hearing and responding to the 

Sunday sermon. Whereas there remained a desire to gain a deeper understanding of the 

historical and cultural context of the Bible, much of the language of the focus group 

shifted away from “applying the Bible” or gaining more information about the Bible to a 

sense of being implicated by the biblical narrative. Participants talked about how 
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Scripture was “opening up” and “inviting us into the story.” This also shifted the way 

they viewed the preacher in relationship to the congregation. The role of the missional 

preacher was not to be the religious expert or deliver an entertaining and insightful 

sermon but to lead the community of hearers into the story. “There may be someone 

speaking or leading us in worship,” one member commented, “but we all participate. 

When someone leads us into the story, I disappear. I’m swept up in my imagination and 

am ‘somewhere else.’ I want to bring my open heart, my open spirit, to worship. I want to 

experience that connection in love.” 

Words like “participation,” “personal engagement,” and “listening as a 

community” recurred in the feedback. Not only did I experience among the focus group a 

shift towards engaging the Bible as a story/drama we enter into, but there was an 

increased sense of “personal agency.” Instead of discussing what the preacher did or 

didn’t do well or what they liked or didn’t like in the sermon, participants asked questions 

like “What did I hear God saying to me and to us?” and “How will I take responsibility 

for living this out in my daily life?” While there remained a desire for the preacher to 

help the congregation think about specific, tangible ways to respond to God’s Word and 

put it into practice, I observed a much higher level of personal agency among the 

participants of this focus group in Phase Two.  

One final difference that should be noted about the sermons in Phase Two (in 

reference to key characteristics #1 and #2) is how much more prominently the person and 

the role of the Holy Spirit showed up. In Phase One, a primary piece of feedback was that 

the Spirit was rarely mentioned. This was not the case in Phase Two. Part of this is the 

result of faithfully preaching from the book of Acts—how can you not mention the Spirit 
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when preaching this wild, explosive narrative that is shot through with the presence and 

activity of the Holy Spirit? I was also very intentional about this, and tried to bring a 

stronger Trinitarian framework to each sermon. 

Preaching Located within the Faithful Worship Liturgy of the Assembled People 

Whereas discussion of liturgy was largely absent in Phase One, key characteristic 

#11 played a highly significant role in Phase Two. Some of the strongest feedback I 

received from members of the focus group was how they were much more aware of the 

ways in which all the liturgical pieces fit together, and the role the entire liturgy played in 

drawing them into the drama (and not just the sermon). A couple participants spoke in 

language akin to “epiphany” – their eyes were opened to the movement of the liturgy and 

how it enables us to enact the biblical drama together. This was especially the case in 

terms of the relationship between the sermon and the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. It 

was mentioned often how the sacrament positively impacted the way they heard the 

sermon. “I really felt the connection between Word and Sacrament,” one member wrote. 

“I was drawn into God’s presence through both together.” Another reflected, “[The flow 

of the liturgy] was clearer for me than other times…at the table, Jesus meets us, fills us 

with the Holy Spirit and opens our eyes…this table of Grace is where we are sustained.” 

A couple other members mentioned how moving from sermon to Table helped them 

engage communion in a “different” way. They approached the Table with a heightened 

expectation that the living Jesus was going to meet them in the bread and the cup, and a 

deeper awareness that they were being “sent” from the Table, empowered to play their 

part in God’s drama. 
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 I also had a deeper appreciation for the liturgy, and especially for the movement 

of “preaching toward the Table.” When the sermon is intentionally located within the 

larger “script” of the liturgy and the worshipping community embraces the role of the 

entire liturgy to draw us into the divine drama, this frees the preacher from feeling like 

the sermon has to “do it all.” As a preacher, I could rely on the liturgy to rehearse the 

parts of the drama that the sermon wasn’t “fit” to do on that particular Sunday. For 

example, if the sermon text that day didn’t explicitly call God’s people to confession and 

repentance, I could rely on the liturgical script of the “call to confession”/”assurance of 

forgiveness”/”call to faithful living” to do this. Or if the sermon text didn’t explicitly call 

us to be reconciled with one another as members of Christ’s body, I could rely on the 

“passing of the peace” to call us to “act out Christ” in this way. Each Sunday, the full 

script of the liturgy helps the “company of the baptized” act out all the key 

acts/movements of the biblical drama. This is one of the key learnings that came out of 

Phase Two for me. I gained a deeper understanding and appreciation for how all the 

facets of the liturgy work together to shape the missional imagination of God’s people 

and direct us to “play Christ” with one another and in the world. 

Characteristics Least Present (Most Absent) 

The three characteristics that were scored least present (overall average) in this 

round of sermons were preaching that calls the community to perform the drama through 

embodied practices (#9), preaching that calls people to perform the drama in the local 

theater of a particular context (#6), and preaching that is prophetic and disrupts the 

world’s false dramas (#4). As with the characteristics identified as most present, let me 

offer some further explanation and reflections. 
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Embodied Practices 

While the focus group affirmed the way the sermons effectively moved us to the 

communal practice of communion (which really was a high point in the worship service), 

there was consistent feedback that what was less present and often missing in this round 

of sermons was a call to specific practices (beyond communion)—both personally and as 

a congregation. I agree that specific practices --especially the classic “spiritual 

disciplines”--were not as prominent in these sermons as in my past preaching. There were 

opportunities to do this (and the focus group offered ideas in our sermon discussion 

time), but so much of the movement of the sermon wanted to go to the Table as the main 

practice.  

My typical pattern with calling the church to embodied practices is to do so 

towards the end of the sermon. But in this case, when the primary practice toward which 

the sermon moves is the Eucharist, might there be other places in the sermon to offer or 

illustrate specific practices? Or might there be other places in the liturgy to do this? 

Perhaps space could be taken to introduce a specific practice or invite personal reflection 

on how they might get into action this next week after the Word and Sacrament, in the 

“response” or “sending” section. Or might there be a way to invite people into reflection 

during the actual communion time, while they wait to come forward and for everybody to 

be served. I also wonder how specific practices and reflection might be discerned and 

taken up outside the worship service, in the “liturgy after the liturgy.” This is the value of 

“extending the sermon” beyond the hour worship service and inviting people into 

ongoing communal discernment. This is the sort of thing that happened in our focus 

group meetings when we spent time asking the question together, “Who are we now 
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called to be and what are we called to do in response to the sermon we heard this past 

Sunday?” 

What also became clear to me as I processed this feedback is that the phrase 

“embodied practices” was still being defined primarily as the classic spiritual disciplines 

and as activities one does individually outside of worship (what I would call “scattered 

practices”). Things like daily prayer, reading the Bible, fasting, etc. This whole notion of 

embodied practices needs to be broadened, and it is important to emphasize the essential 

nature of gathered communal practices (like worship, preaching, communion, etc.) and 

not just scattered individual practices. “Missional” seems to still largely be understood as 

something that happens outside of Sunday morning worship (“go and do”) and not a key 

aspect of who the church is when Christ’s body is gathered in worship, in which we are a 

sign and foretaste of God’s kingdom.  

Lastly, I believe one of the factors contributing to the confusion around embodied 

practices (or the narrowing of it in scope to mean classic spiritual disciplines that happen 

outside of worship) may be the separate characteristic I’ve identified as “holistic witness. 

” Without losing some of the specificity of tried and true practices like the classic 

spiritual disciplines, I would like to develop the notion of embodied practice to include a 

way of life and witness. This includes practices like forgiveness, mercy, evangelism, 

justice, art making, etc., which are all embodied practices that help us “play Christ” and 

perform God’s mission in the arena of our everyday lives. I wonder if these two 

characteristics need to be combined into one. Here is the key: Practices both prepare us 

to participate in God’s mission (spiritual formation) and are in themselves acts of 

participation in God’s mission (witness). 
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 Preaching that is Prophetic and Confronts the World’s False Dramas 

Whereas there was confusion around what prophetic means in Phase One, my 

sense is that this focus group seemed to understand that it refers to “counter-drama” (and 

not “predicting the future”). I was intentional about thinking about this in the sermon 

preparation, but it did not show up explicitly in the sermons. Which raises the question, 

does it need to be more explicit in my sermons for the missional imagination to be 

shaped? How subversive can one be with this? Admittedly, my approach as a preacher is 

to give people a picture of the true drama, invite the hearers to enter it, and then let the 

Spirit confront the false dramas simply by leading them to live out the true drama. But it 

does cause me to wonder if the missional preacher’s task is to be more explicit about 

“naming” these false dramas and helping people to see them with sharper clarity. I 

imagine that the biblical text and unique context of the sermon and congregation will 

dictate how explicit God is calling the preacher to be with this prophetic characteristic. 

For example, the recent events of police brutality against African American men and 

escalating racial tension throughout our country may prompt a preacher to preach a text 

dealing with justice or nonviolence or equality in Christ in a more explicitly prophetic 

way as his community struggles to address issues of race and inequality in his own town 

or city. The Spirit’s activity through text and context dictate. 

One of the key tasks of the missional preacher is to “unmask the powers” and 

preach the alternative drama of God’s kingdom, and I acknowledge this continues to be a 

growing edge in my own preaching. As I expressed in my reflections in Phase One, I 

suspect that my own desire to please and a fear of upsetting others provides a barrier to 

incorporating this characteristic more explicitly into my preaching. This shows itself in 
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the curious way I’ve phrased this characteristic: “Missional preaching is prophetic (when 

necessary) as it shows the divine drama to be disruptive to all the world’s false dramas” 

(italics added). Granted, this phase “when necessary” is in parenthesis, but when is 

confronting the false dramas not necessary? Isn’t this always necessary? And doesn’t this 

happen every time we gather for worship to enact the alternative story of God, where our 

own lives get re-scripted and we are empowered to be agents of reconciliation and justice 

in the world? In the next reiteration of this characteristic, I will eliminate this phrase.  

Performing the Drama in the Local Theater of a Particular Context 

As with the prophetic characteristic, I was more intentional about incorporating 

this characteristic in the second phase. Surprisingly, this characteristic was still rated by 

the focus group as one of the characteristics least present in the sermons. In part, this may 

have been because the contextual dynamic was often more implicit than explicit. For 

example, the sermon titled “That They May Be One” was preached during a season of 

growing tension in our congregation around LGBTQ issues.137 A group within the church 

started a “missional community” called “All God’s People” that was intended to provide 

a safe space for persons of same-sex orientation and their family members/friends to find 

support. The leadership council (the consistory) gave their support for this group and 

were clear that the church would not take an official position on issues of human 

sexuality but would make room for differing viewpoints. This raised the anxiety level in 

the congregational system, and there was tension brewing among those who were on 

opposite sides of the dialogue. While this sermon never explicitly “names” the tension in 

                                                           
137 This sermon can be found, along with the other three sermons preached in Phase Two, at the 

end of this dissertation, 206-13. 
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the debate around human sexuality, it is clearly implied and was written and preached for 

Fellowship Church amidst this conflict (and the wider tension in our denomination). 

 I do think there is room for me to grow in being even more explicit about how 

we’re being drawn into the biblical drama in our particular context. Without over-

functioning for the congregation, the preaching moment provides a valuable opportunity 

to both raise very context-specific questions and name specific ways we are called to 

improvise in the present. This will require greater courage as a missional preacher. I 

intend to keep working on this characteristic as I move forward. 

Key Learnings Regarding what Participants Found Most Meaningful 
 About this Experience 

 
The metaphor of God’s drama and the key characteristics provided a missional 

framework to engage Scripture and live missionally. 

Overall, the drama metaphor really connected with the members of the focus 

group. Even for those who didn’t have a theater background, engaging the Bible and the 

sermon this way provided a framework that encouraged deeper personal engagement. 

“This gave me a context,” one member explained. “It gave me a way to pray about and 

think and listen for my role in God’s drama. This resulted in more praise and worship of 

God in my devotions.” As this member’s comment reveals, many in the group found this 

metaphor to be really helpful not just with engaging the sermon but in the way they 

would read Scripture in their own devotional life. It also helped them connect the practice 

of personal Bible reading with the communal act of the sermon in assembled worship 

(see below). 
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Where the metaphor potentially becomes problematic, according to feedback from 

the focus group, is the associations people may carry with the word “drama.” “Drama” 

connotes “theatrical performance” and “stage acting;” a specialized interest in theatrical 

fine arts. It can also suggest “putting on an act” or “pretending” in a negative sense of the 

word, something “not real” or even “hypocritical.” So it may not be as accessible as the 

word “story” and “narrative,” which is why I still want to use these words 

interchangeably138 (even if I’m still choosing to work with “theodrama” as the operative 

metaphor). Another concern was expressed that the word “drama” can convey a sense of 

“dramatic” events in life (in our culture of sensationalism), which can distract one from 

embracing the everyday, quotidian aspects of life as “caught up” in the activity of God. I 

think this is an insightful comment and one that the preacher should take into account if 

she is to use this metaphor explicitly in the sermon.  

The other area of pushback had to do with the notion of “improvisation.” While 

the focus group understood what I was getting at by working with this in the drama 

metaphor, they were concerned that a majority of people may not be able to relate to it 

without further explanation. We tend to think of improvisation as having to do with a 

talented jazz player or a gifted actor on Saturday Night Live; most people don’t realize 

that improvisation is part of everyday life and we all do it multiple times a day, often 

without thinking about it. 

 

                                                           
138 See discussion in Chapter 2, 28-31. While my preference is to use the word “drama,” it is 

important to recognize that these two words, “drama” and “narrative” are not opposed to one another. 
Drama is a mode by which a story is presented—story enacted in the flesh. 
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Learning to indwell the Scriptures personally and in community enriched listening to the 

sermon and was a formative spiritual practice. 

Some of the strongest feedback from the focus group was how much they 

appreciated the invitation to dwell in the Scripture passage daily and to spend time 

together in study. Every single person in the group commented that the key 

characteristics helped them engage the Scripture more deeply in their daily devotion time 

as it provided a missional framework for reading and interpreting the Bible. This, in turn, 

cultivated a deeper engagement in the preaching moment on Sunday. Dwelling in the text 

had a way of “opening them up” (to use the phrase of one member) to listen more 

attentively to God speak through his Word, both in one’s devotional time and the 

communal preaching event. As group members practiced listening to God speak through 

reading the Scriptures personally and in our midweek study, they reported growing in 

their capacity to hear God speak through the Sunday sermon, and vice versa. These two 

things are intimately interconnected. 

Engaging in group dialogue with the preacher fostered personal agency and ownership 

in reference to the Ministry of the Word.  

There was also consensus that being invited into the preacher’s preparation 

process and debriefing the sermons after they were preached provided a rich context for 

generating an increased level of ownership in the sermon and extending the sermon 

beyond Sunday morning. Members articulated that being included in the sermon 

preparation process and studying the Scripture with the preacher before the sermon was 

crafted led to a higher level of ownership in the preaching moment. They were more 

invested because they had been part of helping the sermon take shape and they heard 
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many of their own insights, questions and stories shared by the preacher. “It was as if you 

were giving voice to some of our own questions and ideas,” one member shared. 

“Without taking anything away from you as preacher,” she continued, “it was like it was 

our sermon too! We were up there in the pulpit with you!”  

Focus group members also enjoyed filling out the evaluation form after the 

sermon was preached and having an opportunity to debrief it together. As with Phase 

One, several members were initially concerned that listening with the key characteristics 

in mind would distract them from listening for the Holy Spirit, but all agreed that the 

opposite was true. This actually helped them listen more deeply. This also led to 

“extending” or “continuing” the sermon beyond Sunday morning, which resulted in a 

deeper kind of (trans)formation and further empowerment to “play Christ” on the stage of 

their everyday lives. 

But How Do the Key Characteristics Work for the Preacher? 

One of my primary goals in revising them after Phase One, and fitting them into 

this larger metaphor of the divine drama, was to connect them together more easily and 

help them provide a more useful set of criteria (for both preacher and hearer). The 

consensus among “the hearers” in the focus group was that it really worked. As 

mentioned above, there was a concern that this would distract from listening well to the 

sermon or even feel overwhelming, but this was not the experience of the group. Every 

member of the group mentioned that the key characteristics drew them in more deeply 

and helped them to live out the sermon more faithfully.  
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I was especially interested to hear feedback from Megan and Marijke, my 

preacher-colleagues, who not only participated in the focus group by providing feedback 

into my preaching but also agreed to preach a sermon in the series intentionally using the 

key characteristics. Their feedback, from the perspective of a preacher, proved 

invaluable. To summarize, they both found the key characteristics helpful in providing a 

framework and parameters as they engaged Scripture and prepared their sermon.  

For the most part, the characteristics (and especially the guiding questions) did 

not feel restrictive and rigid, stifling their imagination and creativity, but were liberating 

and generated creativity and intentionality. When they did feel burdensome, it had more 

to do with the sheer number of characteristics and feeling pressure to incorporate them all 

in a single sermon. Both Megan and Marijke suggested shortening the list, and the 

possibility of combining some of the characteristics (particularly characteristics #6-7, 9-

10--which all deal with “performing the drama”). While the guiding questions attached to 

each characteristic were helpful, they also suggested fewer questions that most clearly get 

at the heart of the characteristic. 

In addition to finding the characteristics generally helpful for sermon preparation 

and delivery, they also expressed the value of utilizing the characteristics as an evaluative 

tool. This was useful not only in their personal evaluation of their own preaching, but 

they found it helpful in the feedback we offer to one another as a preaching team (which 

is part of our regular practice). They also experienced how helpful it was to create 

“shared expectations” among the focus group—for preacher and hearers alike. Megan 

posed a fascinating question, “I wonder how the Body of Christ might be impacted if 

believers were equipped to come to worship with these kinds of expectations?” 
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Both Megan and Marijke affirmed that utilizing the key characteristics and 

engaging with the focus group made a noticeable difference in how they prepared and 

delivered the sermon. “I really valued the opportunity to give this a try and especially in 

the context of community. It taught me a lot about the value of feedback….[The key 

characteristics were] incredibly helpful in igniting my creativity.” Marijke’s experience 

was even more transformational: “I believe my preaching has already been challenged 

and enriched through the use of these characteristics. I say this quite seriously: my 

preaching life has been changed....Somehow, I think this focus group and the key 

characteristics have helped me clarify my love for the call, and have been part of my 

journey and the struggle as I grow in my comfort and confidence with preaching.” 

They both offered valuable feedback on how the characteristics might be 

improved and further revised, which I’ve included in the section below (“Revising and 

Improving the Key Characteristics”). 

Was There a Noticeable Change in My Preaching? 

 One of my goals in this second phase of the final project was to assess if there 

was a noticeable change in my preaching from Phase One, as I gained clarity on my key 

convictions of preaching for a missional church and was intentional about implementing 

them. I will first offer some reflections on my own experience of working with the 

characteristics for this six week sermon series, and then I will share my sense of feedback 

from the focus group. 

 The place where I experienced the most significant change in terms of my own 

sermon preparation process and delivery was in my engagement with Scripture. While I 

had always made it my aim to faithfully preach the Bible, using the key characteristics 
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drew me into a deeper and more robust engagement with Scripture. I spent far more time 

dwelling in the Biblical story, and was much more intentional about beginning with the 

question, “What does this text say about God’s character, action and purposes?” And 

“How might I best invite the congregation, in our current context, to enter into this story 

and live it out?” I found this part of sermon preparation to be incredibly energizing.  

 Another significant change for me involved dwelling in Scripture with greater 

curiosity around what the text means for our unique cultural context. As I indicated 

earlier, thinking contextually about the sermon is a challenge for me in many ways. And 

it was a gift to see the way Scripture opened up when engaging it with Fellowship’s 

context more in mind. This didn’t necessarily reflect the evaluators’ feedback (the 

contextual element was still considered one of the weaker characteristics in Phase Two), 

but I suspect that much of it went “undetected” because it was more implicit in the 

sermon. Nevertheless, these sermons were the most intentionally contextual sermons I’ve 

ever preached. They arose out of the intersection of God’s Story and my own sense of 

“our story” (North American context, unique context of Fellowship). 

 Third, I personally found the drama metaphor to be very helpful in terms of 

engaging the text and thinking about how to craft the sermon, which worked especially 

well with preaching a narrative like the book of Acts. I hadn’t planned on using the 

metaphor so explicitly in the sermons themselves (and I wouldn’t advise the preacher do 

this on a regular basis), but because of the strong narrative thrust of Acts and my own 

desire to really work this metaphor out, it just sort of happened that the metaphor showed 

up so prominently. In retrospect, I’m glad this happened because it also helped the group 

to gain clarity on the whole metaphor and how it might be helpful in engaging Scripture 
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and listening to a sermon. Several members have told me, a year later, that they still use 

this metaphor when reading the Bible and listening to the sermon (especially the notions 

that the Bible is God’s drama, God is at the center, and we are called to play our part). 

While it was not part of the scope of Phase Two to explore the metaphor beyond the six 

sermons, I have continued to use it and am learning how it works with biblical genres that 

are not narrative. I’m also experimenting with ways to be guided by the characteristics 

without using the drama metaphor so explicitly in the sermon itself. 

 Fourth, a highlight of Phase Two for me as a preacher was getting to preach to the 

Table each week. I grew in my own awareness and ability to preach “sacramentally,” and 

found great joy in bringing a sacramental lens to the sermon. In the sermon crafting and 

delivery, it was like there was a gravitational pull toward the Table—the sermon wanted 

to move to the Lord’s Supper. This also allowed for the climax of the sermon to be the 

Eucharist, which is arguably the high point of the whole worship service. It wasn’t just a 

greater awareness and inclination towards the table, however. I also found myself being 

more cognizant of baptism in my preaching, and seeing the sermon as situated between 

Font and Table. So perhaps this was the most noticeable change for me personally in my 

preaching. In seeking to grow in my missional imagination as a preacher, I discovered a 

corresponding growth in a sacramental vision for preaching. As it turns out, these two go 

hand in hand, especially within a Reformed perspective. 

 Lastly, I was more conscious of how the sermon fit into the rest of the worship 

liturgy so as to not demand the sermon carry all the weight in terms of telling God’s 

Story. As we embraced a vision of the entire liturgy as a tool to “help the congregation do 

God’s Story”(Webber), it freed me up as a preacher to give emphasis to a certain aspect 
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of the story in the preaching moment that was dictated by the biblical text. I’ve always 

seen the sermon as fitting within the larger liturgy (and not something separate or even 

“the main thing” that everything else warms up to or cools down from), but in this phase 

of my final project, I came to appreciate even more deeply the role that the entire liturgy 

plays in enacting the biblical drama. 

 What about the focus group? Did they notice a change in my preaching? I was 

especially eager to hear feedback from those who were part of Phase One. The whole 

group agreed (even those who weren’t part of Phase One) that the metaphor of “the 

drama of God’s mission” played much more prominently in these six sermons, and that 

there was a stronger sense of cohesion in the series (the sermons seemed to connect to 

and build upon each other in a more obvious way than in the past). They mostly 

identified this as a strength, although they did express some wonderings and concern 

around how well the sermons may have connected with those in the pew for whom the 

metaphor of “drama” didn’t resonate or who may have found it confusing.  

 Connected to the use of the metaphor of drama, members who participated in the 

first phase identified a noticeable change in use of Trinitarian language and emphasis on 

the role of the Holy Spirit. This had been one of the key learnings in Phase One (an 

absence of mention of the Holy Spirit), and this focus group was especially appreciative 

of how all of these sermons lifted up the person and work of the Holy Spirit, without 

eclipsing the role of the Father and the Son. I was pleased to hear this because I was 

deliberate about this in these six sermons. However, I do have to acknowledge that 

preaching the book of Acts lends itself rather easily to giving a more prominent spotlight 

on the Holy Spirit. 
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 A third difference that was shared by the focus group was the way my sermons 

more purposefully moved us to the Lord’s Supper. There was agreement in the group that 

the sermons really did “preach towards the table,” and there was a stronger connection 

between the Word and the sacrament. They observed that by preaching toward the Table, 

it also brought more nuance and richness to the way that we pastors talked about the 

sacrament and gave “the meaning.” So not only did the weekly Eucharist impact the 

sermons, but they observed that the sermons impacted the way we pastors led at the 

Table. They noticed that we used more missional language in describing the meaning of 

the sacrament and offering the prayer of thanksgiving, which opened up more layers and 

nuance to their understanding of the Lord’s Supper and oriented them towards the missio 

Dei. 

 A fourth difference observed by the focus group was less emphasis on specific 

practices offered at the end of the sermons. This is a part they felt was missing in this 

round of sermons. However, the focus group recognized that because the sermon wanted 

to preach towards the Table, the Eucharist really became the embodied practice in 

response to the Word preached. As I mention above, I think this is a challenge to be 

worked out, especially if the missional preacher intends to recover a regular celebration 

of the Eucharist. Where and how does one offer specific practices (particularly 

“scattered”practices)? This may need to happen in another place in the liturgy. 

 Lastly, the focus group observed a significant difference in the more “communal” 

nature of these sermons than other sermons in the past. This, too, was one of my key 

learnings in Phase One of the project. My preaching had a tendency to focus more on the 

individual than address the whole community. The focus group affirmed that these 
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sermons struck a healthy balance between addressing the individual and also calling us to 

embrace the communal nature of our missional identity and vocation. While I was 

intentional about striking this balance in this second phase, it was recognized that the 

practice of communion brought a more communal emphasis to the experience of the 

sermon and the rest of the liturgy. Personally, I find this to be a compelling case for 

regular practice of the Lord’s Supper because I believe the focus group is exactly right. 

The practice of the Lord’s Supper has a powerful way of moving the worshiper from 

“me” to “us.” And when you are preaching towards the Table, there is a stronger pull to 

preach for the formation of the communal missional imagination, asking “How is this the 

Word of the Lord for us today? In what ways are we being called to participate in God’s 

mission as those who have been fed by Christ (and feed on Christ) in order to be sent as 

Christ’s body for the life of the world?”  

 Let me say one last thing about the focus group’s discussion of whether or not 

there was a noticeable change in my preaching. While the group offered some helpful 

feedback (above), it is important to note that the group spent more time talking about 

what was different in them after this experience. They attributed so much of the change in 

the way they were now listening to sermons to the different way they were engaging the 

ministry of the Word (especially Scripture) and the Eucharist (the whole liturgy, really) 

through this process. They were more attentive to the movement of the liturgy, listening 

more deeply for God’s presence and action in the sermon, more in tune to what was 

happening at the Table, and assuming greater responsibility coming out of worship for 

how they were being called and sent to join God’s mission in their everyday lives. This 

was so encouraging to hear because it affirms what I suspected all along: while the 
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preacher has a responsibility in preaching for a missional church, we will fall short if the 

focus is exclusively or even primarily on the preacher and the content of the sermon. 

Equally important is for the preacher to help the congregation take responsibility for 

learning how to attend faithfully to Christ’s presence and action in Word and Sacrament 

and respond by improvising their part in the Spirit. 

Revising and Improving the Key Characteristics 

As with Phase One, my goal was to take the feedback offered by the focus group in 

this second phase and allow it to even further sharpen, clarify and improve my list of key 

characteristics for missional preaching. Based on the feedback, observations and 

reflections from Phase Two of my final project, I’ve come to these conclusions: 

First, the drama metaphor is effective in providing framework for the preacher and 

holds the different characteristics together in a way that feels more organic and cohesive. 

It also gives emphasis to the active agency of both preacher and hearers and calls for an 

embodied response (“performance”) to what God is up to in the world. However, the 

characteristics need to be simpler (especially in terms of a measurement tool), and I 

believe there need to be fewer. The feedback I received from my fellow preachers was 

that the sheer number of characteristics felt burdensome at times, and they wondered if 

there might be a way to combine some of the characteristics in order to shorten the list 

(six to eight would be ideal). Coming out of this second phase, I will seek to simplify and 

shorten the list. 

Second, as I mentioned earlier in this chapter, it was curious to the focus group (and 

to me) that I included the phrase “when necessary” in key characteristic #4: “Preaching 

that, when necessary, is prophetic in the sense that it shows the divine drama to be 
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disruptive to all the world’s false dramas” (italics added). The question was raised, 

“When is the true drama of scripture not disruptive to the world’s rival dramas?” So in 

the next iteration of the list I will eliminate this phrase, recognizing that missional 

preaching is necessarily prophetic in the sense that it is proclaiming an alternative script 

(biblical revelation) that always confronts the cacophony of rival dramas clamoring 

around and within us. 

Third, there remains some confusion around characteristics #6 (performing the drama 

in the local theater of a particular context), # 9 (performing the drama through embodied 

practices), and #10 (living holistically as Christ’s witnesses). The heart of the confusion 

seems to be around what is meant by “embodied practices” and so I need to get clarity on 

how to talk about communal and personal practices, both gathered and scattered. It may 

be possible to combine #9 and #10 so at to achieve both clarity and shorten the list. 

Fourth, I received some great feedback around characteristic #1 and the call of the 

preacher not just to invite the congregation to indwell the text in the preaching moment 

but, as a key part of faithful preparation, the preacher’s call to practice dwelling in the 

Word herself. “Has the preacher lived (dwelled) in the text long enough to be changed by 

it?” It strikes me that this is really an essential practice for the preacher seeking to shape 

the missional imagination of God’s people. Is the preacher’s own imagination being 

shaped in the process and preparation? Missional preaching is not just about the 

preacher’s theology, approach, sermon content and delivery. It is about the kind of person 

the preacher is becoming. If the preacher is going to help the company of the baptized 

“play Christ” with one another and in the world, then she must be committed to “playing 

Christ” herself before she steps into the pulpit. This can only happen by dwelling in the 
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biblical script as a way of life. Somehow this needs to be articulated in regard to the 

vision of preaching I’m setting forth. 

Fifth, while several characteristics emphasize the importance of being connected to 

the larger Christian story (Scripture, tradition, and doctrine) and the way it gets worked 

out in a local context, what is missing is a global awareness/vision in my characteristics. 

How does one preach the drama of God’s mission (revealed in Scripture), in connection 

with the past, oriented toward the future, in a local theater….but also with a concern for 

what is happening in the larger world and in connection with the global church? If 

“presentism” is one pitfall a preacher must avoid, “localism” (so focused on local theater 

that one is oblivious to the larger stage of the world) must surely be another. In the next 

iteration, I will aim to find a way to articulate this and include it. Perhaps I might revise 

characteristic #10 to say something like: “Preaching that calls people to perform the 

drama in the local theater of a particular context with the whole world in mind.” 

Sixth, another piece that is missing in the list of characteristics is preaching that takes 

into account “alternative voices” – especially those voices that arise from among the 

poor, oppressed and marginalized. How might diverse voices (both in the past and today) 

also be included in this drama and the way we perceive and enact it? While characteristic 

#6 hits on listening to the voices of the past through the church’s doctrine/tradition, this 

seems to be getting at something different. It seems to connect more with a kind of 

“theology from below,” and perhaps it fits best in characteristic #10 (contextualization).  

Seventh, the whole notion of “improvisation” needs to be clarified and developed. 

This was the piece of the drama metaphor that was least familiar and most confusing to 

the focus group, even as they affirmed the impulse. In connection to this call to 
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“improvise” is the key practice of discernment. So I’d like to further develop this whole 

notion of improvisation and how the preacher might help the congregation to “improvise 

in the Spirit.”  

Finally, in reference to improvising in the Spirit, I received some helpful feedback 

from my fellow preachers that it may be helpful to articulate, if not in the characteristics 

themselves than at least in the vision of preaching that is being set forth, the role of the 

Spirit in the preaching moment. Yes, the Spirit plays a role in the sermon preparation 

process and enables the preaching moment to happen (for preacher and hearer), but is 

there something about the preacher being attentive to the Spirit in the midst of preaching 

and ready to improvise the sermon itself? Unpacking this in depth may be beyond the 

scope of my project, but I would like to chew on this and consider if somehow it should 

be developed further as part of this project. 

Conclusion 

As beneficial as Phase One was to the goal of my final project, Phase Two was 

clearly the highlight for me in terms of this entire D. Min. program. There was so much 

value in the practice of meeting together as a focus group, indwelling the Scriptures in 

community, discerning the Spirit, and giving feedback on the sermons. Not only did this 

phase of the program have a significant impact on my own learning, it was clearly 

formative for those who participated in the focus group. It confirmed for me that, if a 

preacher is serious about taking up a vision and practices of preaching that cultivate the 

missional imagination of God’s people, the heart of that enterprise will be just as much 

about attending to the formation and active agency of the hearer(s) as it will be about the 

formation and agency of the preacher. 
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The whole drama metaphor (and the basic gist of the key characteristics) were 

strongly affirmed in this second phase. The goal now is to further clarify, revise and 

develop these characteristics so that they might be most useful to the preacher and her 

congregation. In the last chapter, I will now present a description of these characteristics 

with as much clarity and nuance as I am able, and end with suggesting avenues for 

further exploration and development. 
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Chapter 7: Seven Key Characteristics of Missional Preaching 
 
 

“As our heavenly Father has in Christ freely come to our aid, we also ought to freely help 
our neighbor through our body and its works, and each one should come as it were a Christ 
to the other that we may be Christs to one another and Christ may be the same in all, that is, 
we may be truly Christians.”  

Martin Luther139 
 

“The Church exists for nothing else but to draw men into Christ, to make them little Christs. 
If they are not doing that, all cathedrals, clergy, missions, sermons, even the Bible itself, are 
simply a waste of time.” 

C.S. Lewis140 
“ 
 

Introduction 

The purpose of this final chapter is to provide a revised and more fully developed 

description of my list of key characteristics that cultivate the missional imagination of 

God’s people. It also aims to offer practical suggestions for how the missional preacher 

might intentionally incorporate each characteristic into her own preaching. Finally, I will 

close with some suggestions for avenues of further research and exploration. 

Before I get to the list of key characteristics, let me restate my central thesis: The 

ministry of Word and Sacrament is a central means of grace by which the church is 

drawn into the drama of the triune God’s mission in and for the world. Through 

preaching and the sacraments, our lives get re-scripted in Christ and we are transformed 

and empowered by the Spirit to improvise our parts to the glory of God and for the sake 

of the world.  

                                                           
139 Martin Luther, “The Freedom of a Christian,” Three Treatises, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress 

Press, 1970), 305. 

140 C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity (New York: Touchstone, 1996), 171. 
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 To say that our lives are “re-scripted in Christ” means that, by God’s grace, we 

are united with the crucified, risen and exalted Christ by the power of the Holy Spirit 

through faith. His story becomes our story. His life becomes our life. We receive a new 

identity, a new status as the adopted sons and daughters of God. With this new identity 

we also receive a new vocation. To be united with Christ is to now share in Christ’s 

mission. It is to recognize, therefore, that “there is no participation in Christ without 

participation in his mission to the world.”141  

 Employing the drama metaphor, in a real sense we can say that the church’s 

identity and calling as a theater of the gospel, a company of actors, is to act out our 

identity in Christ. We act this out with one another and we act this out on the world’s 

stage—as a sign, foretaste and instrument of God’s kingdom. We can say, then, that we 

have been called and sent to “play Christ.” We play Christ not in the sense that we are the 

Messiah and somehow our ministry is redemptive. It is Christ and his ministry alone that 

is redemptive. But as those joined to Jesus, as his life is “re-produced in us for the life of 

the world,”142 one could say that we do indeed play Christ when we get into Christ’s 

character and act as his representatives in the world. We imitate Christ, becoming like 

Jesus in all we desire, think, say and do. But this imitation is more than just emulating 

Jesus; it is participating in his very life and mission. We’ve been crucified with Christ 

                                                           
141

 Willingen Conference of the International Missionary Council (1952). Quote by Lesslie 
Newbigin In The Open Secret: An Introduction to the Theology of Mission (Grand Rapids: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1995), 1. 

142 I am borrowing this phrase from Lesslie Newbigin. See his sermon “The Hidden Life of the 
Pastor” in The Good Shepherd: Meditations on Christian Ministry in Today’s World (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1977), 140-44. 
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and we no longer live but he lives in us.143 Christ plays in us and through us, and thus 

enables us to play Christ by acting as “little Christs” (C.S. Lewis).  

 But how do we do this? Is the goal merely to “copy” Jesus or “repeat” what Jesus 

once did? No, we carry the story forward by acting out Christ in a new time and place. 

We have the script (Scripture) of the biblical story, but we don’t have an actual script 

now in front of us as we play our part. Instead, we must improvise our part in the Spirit. 

At the heart of faithful missional improvisation is the cultivation of a missional 

imagination. A missional imagination is a way of seeing the world that leads to a way of 

being in the world. It provides a plausibility structure by which we understand the drama 

we are in, where we come in, and how we are to live it out with faithfulness, creativity 

and courage. A missional imagination keeps us in the character of Christ, so that acting 

out Christ becomes like second nature. 

Key Characteristics of Missional Preaching 

 This D.Min. project has sought to describe a kind of preaching that cultivates this 

missional imagination so that we can play Christ as a gathered community and as a 

scattered company of actors who participate in the missio Dei. What follows is a revised 

list of key characteristics of faithful preaching toward that end. 

 Missional preaching submits to the Bible as the authoritative script in 

which the triune God is the central actor. 

 Missional preaching proclaims the presence of God’s reign in Jesus 

Christ as the focal point and climax of the drama. 

                                                           
143

 Galatians 2:19-20. 
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 Missional preaching exposes and confronts all the world’s false scripts. 

 Missional preaching both remembers the past scenes and anticipates the 

final act of the drama (moves from memory to hope). 

 Missional preaching enters into dialogue with multiple voices, past and 

present, to interpret and improvise on the script. 

 Missional preaching calls for a local performance of the drama with the 

whole world in mind. 

 Missional preaching equips the local company of the baptized to 

improvise in the Spirit through embodied practices. 

The rest of this chapter will unpack each of these key characteristics, attempting 

to describe what they mean and tease out practical implications for the missional 

preacher. 

1. Missional Preaching Submits to the Bible as the Authoritative Script in which 

the Triune God is the Central Actor 

This first characteristic may seem obvious. Don’t all preachers claim to preach the 

Bible? What is different about preaching Scripture for the goal of shaping God’s 

missionary people? While most would claim to look to the Bible as the source and 

subject of preaching, this key characteristic calls the preacher and congregation to engage 

the Bible differently. This is not preaching that simply claims to be “Bible-based,” 

distilling biblical principles and insights for living. Rather, it invites the congregation to 

indwell the Scriptures, to inhabit the biblical drama. There are several key things to keep 

in mind here. 
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First, it affirms the narrative shape of the Bible. While the Bible consists of a 

variety of genres (narrative, poetry, law, wisdom, letter, etc.) and a multiplicity of human 

authors and themes, it ultimately forms a single and cohesive narrative that renders 

accessible to us the character, action and purposes of God.144 

Second, this story is to be read and interpreted through a missional hermeneutic. 

In the words of Al Tizon, “The Bible must be seen as wholly and thoroughly missional. 

Missional preachers understand that the Bible does not just provide specific texts to 

formulate an understanding of mission; on the contrary, we affirm with missiologist 

Arthur Glasser that, ‘the whole Bible, both Old and New Testaments, is a missionary 

book, the revelation of God’s purpose and action in mission in human history.’”145  

This is an invitation to read the whole Bible with “missional eyes,” engaging it 

not only as a record of God’s redemptive activity in the past but an ongoing story or 

drama in which we are caught up and where our lives gets re-scripted in Christ by the 

Spirit to participate in the missio Dei here and now. A missional reading of Scripture 

provides the dominant script not just for the church but also tells the “true story of the 

whole world” (N.T. Wright). 

 Third, since the biblical narrative renders accessible to us the character, action and 

purposes of God, it affirms that the triune God is the central actor in this unfolding 

drama. So when the preacher approaches Scripture with “missional eyes” and invites the 

                                                           
144 See Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans 

Publishing Company, 1986) pp.43-64. See also Richard Bauckham’s essay, “Reading Scripture as a 
Coherent Story,” The Art of Reading Scripture, edited by Ellen F. Davis and Richard B. Hays (Grand 
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.), 38-53. 

145 Tizon, Missional Preaching, 13. 
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congregation to do so, the first and primary question is: What does this text (or part of the 

story) reveal about who God is, how God is active in the world, and God’s intent for all 

creation? Even when it’s not obvious, the preacher still looks for God as the subject who 

is doing the action. Affirming the triune God as the central actor in the biblical drama 

will guard against sermons that too easily slip into self-help or moralistic living or try to 

put the focus on us as the heroes in this story. By helping the congregation see that God is 

the central actor in the biblical script, the preacher is training the congregation to see the 

triune God at the center of their own stories, which find their ultimate meaning and 

fulfillment in God’s larger story.  

 This leads to a fourth key point. Instead of reading Scripture as an encyclopedia 

of information or a closed record of history that we must then figure out how to “apply” 

or “make relevant” to our lives, the goal of reading the Bible missionally is implication. 

Rather than asking the question, “How does the Bible and its teaching fit into my life?”, 

the missional preacher asks, “Where does my life (and our life together) fit into the 

Biblical story?” In this way, the Bible is like a mirror—we see ourselves in it. We 

identify with the characters, their predicament, their hopes and fears and foils. Their 

beauty and brokenness. We realize that this is our story. Eugene Peterson puts it so 

memorably when he writes: 

Scripture…does not present us with a moral code and tell us ‘Live up to this’; nor 
does it set out a system of doctrine and say, ‘Think like this and you will live well.’ The 
biblical way is to tell a story, and in the telling invite: ‘Live into this—this is what it 
looks like to be human in this God-made and God-ruled world; this is what is involved in 
becoming and maturing as a human being.’…When we submit our lives to what we read 
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in Scripture, we find that we are not being led to see God in our stories but our stories in 
God’s. God is the larger context and plot in which our stories find themselves.146  

 
 So the task of the missional preacher is to help the congregation get into the story; 

and to get the story into them. It’s important to note that the role of the missional 

preacher is not to be the religious expert who gives all the answers or somehow resolves 

the tensions we encounter in Scripture. Rather, the preacher helps people enter the story 

by raising questions, moving toward the tensions, letting the story unsettle and disorient 

us. The goal of entering the biblical story is not to master it but to be mastered by it—to 

have one’s assumptions, expectations and very life re-scripted by this “strange new 

world” of the Bible. The preacher might use a variety of approaches and homiletical 

models to do this, but the end goal is the same: to invite the congregation to enter and 

indwell the biblical story (in all its complexity) and find themselves implicated by it. As 

Newbign asserts, our imaginations are converted and we are given a new plausibility 

structure, a new script by which to live that can only come about from being located 

inside the biblical narrative. 

 This key characteristic of indwelling the Bible as the authoritative script has direct 

implications for how the missional preacher prepares the sermon and what happens in the 

preaching moment. But one of the key lessons I learned throughout this project is that 

indwelling Scripture must go beyond the Sunday sermon and become a way of life. The 

preaching moment provides an opportunity to train the congregation in how to indwell 

the Scripture during the week; and indwelling the Scripture during the week equips the 

congregation to assume greater agency on Sunday morning in the preaching moment. 
                                                           
146 Eugene Peterson, Eat This Book: A Conversation on Spiritual Reading (Grand Rapids: William 

B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2006), 43-4. 
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Let me say one final thing about this first key characteristic. Even though God is able 

to speak through preachers regardless of their personal integrity, I believe it is important 

that the missional preacher is indwelling the Scriptures as a regular part of his daily life. 

This is critical for sermon preparation and delivery. I’ve found that I’m most effective at 

inviting the congregation to enter the story when I’ve interiorized the Scripture that week 

and it really is doing its work on me first. If we are going to call the congregation to live 

by a different script—the true story of the whole world—then should we not be 

demonstrating this in our own lives and ministry? 

Key questions: Does the sermon focus on the triune God’s character, action and 

purposes first and foremost? In light of who God is and what God is doing in the biblical 

text, what does it say about us—our missional identity and calling? How are we 

implicated by the biblical text? Does the sermon invite the hearers to ask, “Where does 

my/our life fit into the larger drama of the mission of God?” 

 

2. Missional Preaching Proclaims the Reign of God Present in Jesus Christ as the 

Focal Point and Climax of the Drama 

If the triune God is the central actor in the drama, then what is the focus of the 

sermon that seeks to form a missional people? God’s mission, yes. But more specifically, 

the primary focus and substance of a missional sermon is two-fold (these are actually two 

sides of the same coin): the message of Jesus (“the kingdom of God is at hand”) and the 

message about Jesus (“Christ is Lord.”). The good news of the gospel is that God’s reign 

has a name and a face: it is present in Jesus Christ.  
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The primary message that Jesus came preaching is “the kingdom of God is at 

hand; repent and believe.” He then sends us, as preachers and a missional people, to 

proclaim and demonstrate this good news. Others have noted that this message of the 

kingdom has often been a missing piece in sermons, and key to forming people for 

mission is to rediscover the urgent calling to announce this kingdom. The missional 

preacher invites the hearers to discern together how the reign of God is already breaking 

in among them—what it looks like, sounds like, and smells like in their own context. And 

then to participate in and embody this kingdom as a representative sign, foretaste and 

instrument—to be a kingdom people. 

But missional preachers don’t proclaim the kingdom (the message of Jesus) 

without also proclaiming Christ as the one who is the climax of the divine drama and 

embodies God’s reign, thus making it accessible to us. How do we enter and receive 

God’s reign? How does the Christian individual and community align themselves with 

this reign? In and through Jesus Christ—his person, life, death, resurrection and 

ascension. Missional sermons affirm that Jesus is the fulfillment of all the law and the 

prophets, and thereby are intentional about “preaching Christ.” Lesslie Newbigin puts it 

this way: “We have to preach Christ. That is really our only business in the pulpit…From 

whatever part of the Bible we take our text, the business of the sermon is to bring the 

hearers face to face with Jesus Christ as he really is.”147  

John Calvin and Martin Luther insisted that Christ himself and all his benefits is 

offered in the preaching of God’s Word and the administration of the sacraments. So it is 

my conviction that every sermon, whether preaching from the Old Testament or New, 
                                                           
147 From a sermon entitled “Preaching Christ” in The Good Shepherd, 24. 
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must culminate in preaching Christ—“to bring the hearers face to face with Jesus Christ 

as he really is.”  

As we are united with Jesus by the Spirit, our lives get re-scripted and pulled into 

the divine drama. We learn to live as disciples, aligning our lives with God’s reign, and 

go into the world as Christ’s witnesses. We are given a new identity in our baptism, and 

thus we are empowered by the Spirit to live according to a different script—to the glory 

of God and for the sake of the world. 

To preach Christ doesn’t mean that every sermon must end with an altar call or an 

explicit invitation to follow Jesus. Depending on the biblical text, this will look different 

in each sermon. Nor does preaching on life in God’s kingdom mean that every sermon 

must talk explicitly about the kingdom or use “kingdom language.” But what every 

sermon must do is offer Christ and show how we are implicated by and invited to align 

ourselves with God’s reign (which is what Christian discipleship is all about). The New 

Testament epistles demonstrate this. Rarely do we encounter the category of “kingdom of 

God,” and yet each of the writers is describing what life under God’s reign looks like in a 

particular context and calling the early church to “put on” and “play Christ.” In a similar 

way, missional preaching describes what it means for the church to demonstrate God’s 

reign by playing Christ in relationship to one another; as well as our calling to go into the 

world and declare God’s reign by “playing Christ” through a lifestyle of witness. 
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Key questions: Does the sermon announce God’s kingdom and invite the hearers to 

imagine what this kingdom looks like, sounds like, and smells like in their context? 

Does it preach Jesus as the fulfillment of this kingdom? In other words, does the 

sermon make it clear that Jesus is the one who ushers in the kingdom, and that we 

can only enter and receive God’s kingdom by following him (faith and repentance)? 

 
 

3. Missional Preaching Exposes and Confronts All the World’s False Scripts 

Preaching that shapes the missional imagination dares to confront all the false 

scripts clamoring to tell us who we are, why we are here, and wherein the good life can 

be found. In his thought-provoking book Mandate to Difference: An Invitation to the 

Contemporary Church, Walter Brueggemann argues that everybody has a script—and 

this is true not just of individuals but of entire communities. Human beings are narrative 

creatures who live their lives by a script (or multiple scripts), often without being aware 

of it. The script provides a dominant story (or stories) that we take to be true and filters 

the way we see the world and act in it. The self is organized by this script, and 

communities are formed and sustained by it over time.148  

Brueggemann goes on to diagnose the dominant script that permeates every 

dimension of common life in North American society as what he calls “therapeutic, 

technological, consumer militarism.” By “therapeutic” Brueggemann means “the 

                                                           
148

 Brueggemann points out that these dominant scripts may be “one of the great metanarratives of 
Karl Marx or Adam Smith or Carl Jung or Sigmund Freud or Julius Wellhausen.” Or it may be “an 
unrecognized tribal mantra like, ‘My dad always said….’” The point is that the script tells a story, 
reinforced by practices, that gives us a sense of identy and shapes the way think, feel, speak and act in the 
world. See Mandate to Difference: An Invitation to the Contemporary Church (Westminster John Knox 
Press, 2007), 191-2. 
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assumption that there is a product or a treatment to counteract every ache and pain and 

discomfort and trouble, so that life may be lived without any inconvenience.”149 This 

script is betrayed by society’s neurotic fear of aging and mortality and its zealous pursuit 

of youth and beauty. By “technological” Brueggemann means “the assumption that 

everything can be fixed and made right according to human ingenuity.” This script 

assumes that there is no issue too remote or too complex for the limitless bounds of 

human potential (residue of modernism). The script is also “consumerist” because “we 

live in a culture that believes that the whole world and all of its resources are available to 

us without regard to the neighbor.”150 This script, fueled by the advertising industry, 

screams, “Bigger! Better! More!” and “You deserve whatever you desire!” Finally, 

“militarism” is the part of the script that plays to the myth of U.S. exceptionalism and 

“serves to protect and maintain a monopoly that can deliver and guarantee all that is 

needed for therapeutic technological consumerism.”151 This script of therapeutic 

technological consumer militarism, says Brueggemann, is pervasive in society and has 

smuggled its way into the church. It is “enacted through advertising, propaganda, and 

ideology, especially in the several liturgies of television.”152 Its alluring promise: to make 

us safe, secure and happy. 

Whether or not one agrees with Brueggemann’s diagnosis of the dominant script 

of North American culture (or would add other scripts entangled with it), it is hard to 

                                                           
149 Ibid, 192. 

150 Ibid, 193. 

151 Ibid, 193. 

152 Ibid, 193. 
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argue with Brueggemann’s main point that everybody has a script (or scripts) that form 

us and shape the way we live. These scripts may come from outside in the broader 

culture, and/or from the inside—within family systems and the personal psyche (e.g., the 

voice of the inner critic which says, “You are not enough, you are unworthy of love.”). 

Whatever these false scripts are and from whence they come, it is the church’s task, and 

especially the task of the missional preacher, to name, expose and confront these false 

scripts. We participate in the prophetic ministry of Jesus by helping our congregations see 

how these scripts that have a hold on our lives are not only lies but ultimately bankrupt. 

In the end, they do not deliver the safety, security and happiness that they promise; and 

they only keep us from the way of the Cross. 

How does the missional preacher go about exposing and confronting the false 

scripts? By preaching the counter-script that is the biblical drama and calling people to 

follow a different script—conversion. This will require courage for the preacher to name 

the false scripts and expose them. In addition, the missional preacher helps the 

congregation become more self-critical of the scripts they take for granted, developing 

the acuity to see these false scripts more clearly themselves. Ultimately, it is about calling 

the church to conversion to a different script—a script that is really “an alternative and 

not an echo” to all the false scripts.153 “The offer of the alternative script is an invitation 

to repentance down to the root of the matter.”154 In other words, it’s an invitation to 

switch stories, wherein we live more fully into our baptismal identity and vocation as a 

peculiar people who play by and act out a different script. 

                                                           
153

 Ibid, 196. 

154 Ibid, 196. 
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  Early in his ministry at Ebenezer Baptist Church, Martin Luther King Jr. preached 

a sermon titled “How the Christian Overcomes Evil” in which he used an illustration 

from Greek mythology. The Sirens were attractive creatures who sang seductive songs 

that lured sailors traveling by into shipwreck. There were two Greek heroes, however, 

who managed to navigate those treacherous waters successfully, and King contrasted 

their techniques. Ulysses stuffed wax into the ears of his rowers and strapped himself to 

the mast of the ship, and by sheer determination he managed to stay clear of peril. But 

Orpheus, as his ship drew near the Sirens, simply pulled out his lyre and played a song 

more beautiful than theirs, so his sailors listened to him instead of to them.155  

This is what the missional preacher does. Sunday after Sunday, we de-script the 

false stories of the world by bearing witness to a song—a drama—that is more beautiful 

and truer than all the failed scripts which, in the end, only ring hallow. And we invite the 

congregation to ongoing conversion by living into this more beautiful song, this more 

truthful and hopeful script of God’s kingdom of peace, love, healing and justice. 

Key questions: Does the sermon expose and confront the lies of the “false scripts” 

with God’s truth revealed in Scripture? Does the sermon call people to repentance by 

switching scripts and play Christ as a contrast community in the Spirit? 

 

4. Missional Preaching Both Remembers Past Scenes and Anticipates the 

 Final Act of the Drama 

                                                           
` 155 Quote by James Howell in The Beauty of the Word: The Challenge and Wonder of Preaching 
(Westminster John Knox Press, 2011), 6. 
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If the goal of missional preaching is to help the company of the baptized live by a 

different script, learning to play Christ and improvise in the Spirit, one key to 

improvisation is remembering the previous acts and different scenes in the drama. 

“Surprisingly enough, memory is more important for improvisation than originality. The 

improviser is like someone walking backward who only sees where he has been, not 

where he is going.”156 The missional preacher calls the congregation to remember God’s 

presence and activity in the past (witnessed in Scripture), all that the triune God has done 

and promised, and to get the past script in their bones.  

Staying connected to the past is not intended to stifle our improvisation or 

demand that we “repeat” or “copy” the performances of the past. Not only is that 

impossible, but it would not be faithful to our performance of the drama in a new time 

and place. Rather, staying connected to the past scenes provides the gift of continuity and 

parameters that frees us to do faithful improvisation here and now—“to continue the 

story of the Christ in new situations.”157 Every good improviser knows that the goal is to 

carry the same story forward into new scenes and situations. 

So what does this mean for the missional preacher? The missional preacher will 

be intentional to help the congregation remember God’s faithfulness in the past, revealed 

in Scripture. To point them back to past acts and scenes in the script, and help them 

understand how the text he/she is preaching connects with the scenes before and is 

continuing the overarching biblical story. But the missional preacher will take this a step 

further. The missional preacher will also call the congregation to remember God’s 

                                                           
156 Vanhoozer, Faith Speaking Understanding, 258. 

157 Ibid, 259. 
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faithfulness in their shared story as a local community, as well as God’s faithfulness in 

their individual stories. It is in remembering the past that the company of the baptized 

develops the capacity to be attentive to God in the present, and also to improvise their 

part in the Spirit with faith, courage and creativity. Remembering the past keeps it alive 

and reminds us what drama we are in and that the story continues. The sacraments 

become prompts for us. When we stand at the Font, we remember our baptism and our 

identity in Christ; and when we are at the Table, we remember Christ’s sacrifice and that 

his presence alone sustains us to play Christ here and now.  

But missional sermons don’t point God’s people back to the past as an act of 

nostalgia or in effort to try to return to the past. They call people to look back so that they 

can move forward, into God’s hopeful future. James K. Smith puts it this way: 

` When Christians remember, we are not retreating to the past; we are being 
catapulted toward the future. God’s people inhabit time in this strange tension, where we 
are called to remember so that we can hope. When Jesus enjoins us to eat and drink in 
remembrance of that Last Supper, he also points us toward the future; we celebrate the 
Lord’s Supper ‘until he comes,’ and so the remembrance is really just a foretaste of the 
coming feast. Our traditions are the gifts that propel us toward the future with hopeful 
expectation. Christians inhabit time as a stretched people. 158 
 

So missional preaching directs the company of the baptized to the past while at 

the same time pointing to God’s hopeful future: the end of the drama! In this way 

missional preaching is eschatological as it bears witness to the final act of the drama—

that glorious conclusion and consummation of the story of God’s New Creation arrives in 

its completion.159 But this “final act” is not just in the distant future; it comes to meet us 

                                                           
158 James K. Smith, “Learning By Stories,” Discipleship in the Present: Reflections on Faith and 

Culture (Grand Rapids: Calvin College Press, 2013), 49. 

159 See Revelation chapters 21-22. 
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in the present! Missional preaching testifies to where this bright future is bursting into the 

present, thus inspiring hope. “The task of the leader in the Church,” says Lesslie 

Newbigin, which is also the task of the missional preacher, is “to keep constantly alight 

in men’s [and women’s] hearts the flame of hope and faith in the possibility of a different 

kind of world.”160 Again, the sacraments are such effective prompts with respect to this 

final act. Baptism not only reminds us of what God has done and who we are in Christ 

but points to who we shall fully become. The Eucharist calls us to eat this meal as a 

foretaste, a preview, of the heavenly banquet and what God will do in Christ when Jesus 

returns and “all manner of things shall be made well.”161  

Missional preaching stretches the congregation, literally, to remember the past 

while at the same time keeping its sight on the trajectory of how the drama ends. It is 

through the past that we are pulled by the future into faithful improvisation in the present.  

Key questions: Does the sermon remind the hearers of God’s faithfulness and promises 

in the past? Does it help the congregation locate the biblical text in the larger script of 

the biblical drama, showing how it fits with what comes before? Does the sermon point to 

God’s hopeful future and call people to participate in that future here and now? 

 

5. Missional Preaching Enters into Dialogue with Multiple Voices, Past and 

Present, to Interpret and Improvise on the Script 

                                                           
160 Lesslie Newbigin, “Future and Advent,”The Good Shepherd: Meditations on Christian 

Ministry in Today’s World (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1977), 132. 

161 Borrowed from St. Julian of Norwich, who famously said, “All shall be well and all shall be 
well, all manner of things shall be made well.” 
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Playing Christ by improvising in the Spirit is never a solo act. Faithful missional 

improvisation is inherently communal. Communal not just in the sense that the biblical 

script is performed in a local congregation, but also in the sense that we are joined to a 

wide and beautifully diverse company of actors called “the communion of saints.” This 

communion spans time and place and transcends all geographical, socio-economic, racial, 

gender and ethnic boundaries. We are not the first ones to perform this theodrama, nor 

are we the only ones who perform it on the world’s stage. We all share the same script, 

but it will be interpreted and improvised in a diversity of ways that play to one’s unique 

context. Similarly, we are all called to play Christ, to be “little Christs” as C.S. Lewis 

puts it, but this is not a bland uniformity nor will it look like “identical” performances. 

“There is so much of Him that millions and millions of ‘little Christs’ all different, will 

still be too few to express him fully.”162 

So the missional preacher will do well to interpret and preach the biblical drama 

with an awareness of the multiple voices, past and present, who are part of the company 

of God’s covenant people. This means preaching with a deep awareness of both the 

“masterpiece performances” and “regional performances” of the script. The “masterpiece 

performances” include the church councils and creeds which are part of the unfolding of 

the drama.163 This is the Tradition of our catholic faith that has been handed down and 

guides our performance in a new time and place. It also includes the “regional 

performances of the past,” the tradition(s) of our confessional faith, which also aid our 

                                                           
162 Lewis, Mere Christianity, 190. 

163 Here I’m borrowing Vanhoozer’s language and expanding it. See Faith Speaking 
Understanding, 267-69. 
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interpretation of the script and guide our improvisation in the present. To draw upon the 

wisdom of church historian Jaroslav Pelikan, there is an enormous difference between 

traditionalism, which is “the dead faith of the living,” and tradition, which is “the living 

faith of the dead.”164 Missional preaching participates in and passes on the living faith of 

the dead, looking to the wisdom of the past to help us improvise faithfully in new 

situations today. 

However, missional preaching also listens to and engages in dialogue with the 

voices of the present. Vanhoozer points out that “there is no single translation or 

performance or inculturation of the gospel that is definitive. We can learn not only from 

the masterpiece theater of the past but also the current productions in different 

places….”165 This means interacting with voices from other traditions and backgrounds, 

as well as voices on the margins. The missional preacher is open to other perspectives 

and their interpretation of the script. At times this may cause discomfort or create tension, 

holding together both the voices of the past and the present. The missional preacher not 

only enters into dialogue with these different voices, but invites them into dialogue with 

one another. Even when perspectives differ in terms of how the script is to be interpreted 

and improvised, the missional preacher strives to stay connected with the diversity of the 

company of the baptized. The gift in it, as difficult as it may be at times, is that such 

dialogue opens the way to fresh insights, broader perspectives, and new patterns of 

faithfulness as we seek to play Christ in the Spirit in a new time and place. 

                                                           
164 Interview with U.S. News and World Report, July 26, 1989. The interview focused on his book 

The Vindication of Tradition. Quoted by Scott Horton: http://www.harpers.org/blog/2008/12/pelikan-on-
tradition-and-traditionalism/html.  

165Vanhoozer, Faith Speaking Understanding, 269-70. 
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One of the ways I have been challenged in my own preaching through this D.Min 

program is to expand the voices who are part of the larger company of the baptized, 

giving special attention to biblical interpreters and preachers who are representative of a 

different ethnicity and/or tradition (especially non-Western theologies or what is often 

referred to as “contextual theologies”). I am growing in my awareness of how my own 

assumptions about God, church, and Christian practice have been profoundly shaped by 

the dominant Western theological heritage and my upbringing as a white male in a 

Midwestern evangelical-Protestant tradition. This theological framework is both gift and 

burden. While there is much I appreciate it about it, I recognize that it also limits my 

perspective, blinds me to my own biases, and filters my own interpretation and 

performance of the biblical script. 

The key with this characteristic is that that the missional preacher is intentionally 

entering into dialogue with a diversity of voices, and inviting his/her local congregation 

to do the same, as we seek to preach and perform the biblical drama. To cut oneself off 

from the past, especially the masterpiece theater of our Tradition and the regional theaters 

of our tradition(s), is perilous. But to isolate one’s self from the present voices, especially 

those on the margins, is equally perilous. In their excellent book Theology without 

Borders: An Introduction to Global Conversations, William A. Dyrness and Oscar 

Garcia-Johnson write: 

[S]ince all readings of Scripture employ theological assumptions about God and 
how we learn his purposes, we should welcome the opportunity to explore and learn from 
theological options from other places and times. Since we all belong to a common body 
of Christ, we should welcome the opportunity to read Scripture with these other 
believers….It is a reading that both encourages spiritual formation and seeks to harvest 
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the exegetical riches of the contemporary church and the church through the 
centuries.”166  

 
Practically speaking, how is the preacher passing on the faith that has been handed 

down? How is doctrine helping guide the interpretation and performance of the biblical 

drama? What role do the masterpieces of the past play in shaping the preacher’s own 

imagination, as well as that of the congregation? Are they providing parameters that don’t 

stifle but lead to freedom and creativity? ( “ruled creativity” or “traditioned innovation”). 

Think in terms of the commentaries the preacher consults. Is there a variety of 

perspectives that represent the swath of the Church’s story? And might there be ways to 

bring those voices into the sermon or other parts of the liturgy—to let them “speak” with, 

to and for the congregation?  

At the same time, is the missional preacher aware of his own biases and 

assumptions that he brings to interpreting the script, preaching it, and calling his/her 

hearers to perform it? Is the preacher reading commentaries by others who represent 

differing perspectives? Is there an intentional effort to read theology from voices on the 

margins? Will we allow such voices to critique our interpretation and performance, not 

demanding we “give up” our theological tradition(s) but helping us to grow in awareness 

and broaden and deepen our understanding of what it means to “play Christ” more 

faithfully here and now? I would urge the missional preacher to bring these voices into 

the pulpit and let them speak as well. Use illustrations and tell stories of how God is 

present and at work on other places of the world’s stage.  

                                                           
166

 Willaim A. Dyrness and Oscar Garcia-Johnson, Theology Without Borders: An Introduction to 

Global Conversations (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2015), 37. 
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What has been most helpful to me as a preacher in this regard, even more than 

reading other perspectives, has been entering into relationships of mutuality with actors 

who are interpreting and performing the script differently. Some of my most significant 

conversation partners include an African American female preacher in the core of the 

city, a Latino church planter, an Asian-American openly gay activist, a Latin American 

missionary in Blue Fields, Nicaragua, and a group of Palestinian students from 

Shepherds’ High School in Beit Sahour in the West Bank. While I do not always agree 

with the way these fellow Christ-players interpret and perform the drama, being in 

dialogue with them has enriched my own understanding and practice of what it means to 

“play Christ” on the world’s stage. 

Key Questions: Does the sermon stay connected to the masterpiece performances of the 

past (Tradition) and to the regional performances of its confessional tradition(s)? At the 

same time, does the sermon make room for diverse voices in the present and give voice 

especially to those on the margins? Does it allow differing perspectives to expose our 

biases and lead us to fresh interpretations and performances of the script?  

 

6. Missional Preaching Calls for a Local Performance of the Drama with  

the Whole World in Mind 

 
Missional preaching bears witness to the living God who is present and active in a 

particular time and place, among a particular people. While global in vision, mission is 

always local. The local church is a “placed people” and a “peopled place.” So the local 

church, the company of the baptized, is a “theater of the gospel” in the specific context 
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into which it has been sent. Another key maxim of improvisation is the phrase: “start 

anywhere.” Playing Christ means improvising in the Spirit right where you are. 

This requires full contextual engagement, or what has been called inculturation. 

Following the pattern of Christ’s incarnation, the company of the baptized play Christ by 

inculturating the gospel. In his book Missional Preaching, Al Tizon helpfully describes 

inculturation as “the process by which gospel-bearers fully identify with the people they 

feel called to serve.”167 Tizon continues: “Inculturation is the process of knowing culture 

intimately and deeply. It is responsible, sensitive, humble, committed-border-crossing. It 

is full-life immersion. It is going native.”168 Inculturation is about being a cultural insider 

and loving the people and the place where one is located. So the missional preacher is 

always on the lookout, with the company of the baptized, asking the Holy Spirit to open 

eyes and ears to see and hear how God is present and active in a particular place and 

culture (both among the congregation and in the broader community and culture). The 

missional preacher points to God’s gracious action, names it and celebrates it, and calls 

the congregation to participate in what God is already doing. 

However, there is a tension here. While it is true that the gospel comes to us 

through the vehicle of a particular culture and inculturating this gospel is a matter of fully 

embracing that culture, there is another side to inculturation that is essential. Inculturation 

also means that the gospel confronts and challenges the ways in which any culture is not 

reflective of God’s kingdom. Playing Christ in a local theater of a particular context also 

means living as a contrast community, according to the biblical script that confronts the 
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 Tizon, Missional Preaching, 39. 

168 Ibid, 39. 
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false scripts embedded in a particular cultural and historical context.169 Inculturation gets 

at the paradoxical spirit of Jesus’ prayer in John 17 that we, as disciples, might be in the 

world without being of it. 170 

So the missional preacher will hold these two things in creative tension. Not only 

will she and the company of the baptized love and embrace their context, finding ways to 

affirm God’s presence and activity in the culture and represent the gospel in the language, 

images, values and practices that are part of that context; she will also confront the 

context (prophetic role) and call the congregation to play Christ in ways that are counter-

cultural, demonstrating for the world a different drama. 

Practically, what this means for the missional preacher is that it’s not enough to just 

spend time with the biblical script, but it needs to be engaged, interpreted and acted out in 

that specific context. The missional preacher is deeply concerned with how the sermon is 

a “Word of the Lord” for this particular people, at this particular time, in these specific 

circumstances. 

Throughout this D.Min project, there were several things that helped me exegete 

and understand my local context. I spent time getting to know the story of Fellowship 

Church better, listening to people talk about what they love about the church, what they 

                                                           
169 See key characteristic #3: missional preaching exposes and confronts all the world’s false 

scripts. 

170 Here is where I differ with Tizon’s understanding of inculturation. Tizon defines inculturation 
only as embracing one’s culture(s)—being in the world. He suppliments this with another key goal of 
missional preaching, which he refers to as preaching for an “alternative community”—not being of the 
world. These two goals—inculturation and alternative community—are in a paradoxical relationship. 
Missional Preaching, 53-4. Others, however, would see inculturation as including both embracing culture 
and providing a counter-culture. I am using inculturation here in this broader way. Thanks to my advisor, 
George Hunsberger, for pointing this out. See David Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in 
Theology of Mission (Orbis Books, 1991), 452-7. 
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are concerned about, and what hopes and dreams they have for the church. I also spent 

time listening more deeply to their lives—their joys and struggles, hopes and fears. As I 

dwelled in the Word for the upcoming Sunday (which usually meant memorizing the 

biblical text and carrying it with me), I intentionally would get out of my study and also 

dwell in public places—the coffee shop, the pub, the local school, work places of 

different parishioners. And as I was in these specific places, I was attentive to how the 

Word was stirring in me. What questions did the Scripture raise? What did it have to say 

to me and to those whom I was with? To this situation or circumstance? When I would sit 

down to write the sermon, I had in mind faces, names, stories, and situations that were 

concrete. I did the same in terms of being attentive to the broader context of my own 

community. I committed to reading the newspaper more regularly and taking more 

initiative to be attuned to what was happening in the broader Holland community. I 

intentionally engaged other pastors, community officials, public servants, and non-profit 

leaders to get their perspective on what was going well in our community and what 

concerned them.  

All of this helped me cultivate this characteristic of inculturation, but the single 

most formative practice was inviting congregation members (focus groups) to engage the 

biblical script together and discern God’s presence and action among us. Not only did 

this foster agency in these members of the congregation, but it helped me more accurately 

discern how God was calling us, the company of the baptized called Fellowship Church, 

to play Christ and improvise in the Spirit with one another and in our wider local context. 

It was in learning to listen deeply to the Spirit speak through community, where text 
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meets context, that I grew in my capacity to preach and perform the drama of the missio 

Dei in/as a local theater of the gospel.  

To embrace the locality of what it means to play Christ in a particular context must 

not blind us, however, to what is happening in the broader culture and wider world. The 

local church may be a local theater of the gospel, but it improvises its part on a corner of 

a much larger world stage. So it is important that the local church not become insulated 

by its locality but remains aware of what is happening in the world—improvising its part 

with the world in mind. Missional preachers preach locally with the world in mind by 

practicing an awareness of and concern for the larger issues and challenges that burden 

society and impact the global community. A water crisis in Flint, Michigan. Racial 

protests in Ferguson, Missiouri. Police shootings in Dallas, Texas. A massacre at a gay 

night club in Orlando, Florida. A refugee crisis that has left millions of Syrian men, 

women and children vulnerable and without a home. The rise of religious extremists like 

ISIS that threaten and terrorize. Even as the missional preacher attends to the locality of 

her congregation, she preaches a biblical drama of reconciliation and restoration in Christ 

that implicates and embraces the entire creation. And so the congregation must be invited 

to imagine God’s shalom for every tribe and tongue, the healing of the nations, and the 

renewal of God’s good earth. And then they discern ways that, as a local theater of the 

gospel in a particular place, they might also participate in the global mission of God in 

other places. Moreover, the local theater of the gospel affirms and celebrates its 

communion with other local theaters of the gospel scattered to the ends of the earth—the 

church as it takes shape in other places and cultures—and embraces the world-wide, 

multi-colored and multi-cultural company of the baptized.  
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Key questions: Does the sermon indicate that it was written for a particular people 

in mind at a particular time? Does the sermon include authentic stories, issues, and 

concerns that are relevant to that congregation? At the same time, does the sermon 

evidence an awareness of larger current events and issues nationally and globally? 

Does it orient the hearers to God’s shalom for the whole world and affirm the local 

church’s communion with the global company of the baptized? 

 

7. Missional Preaching Equips the Local Company of the Baptized to Improvise 

in the Spirit through Embodied Practices 

While missional sermons demonstrate confidence in the power of the preached 

Word, they also affirm the important role of practices in forming habits, which in turn 

cultivate the missional imagination. Missional sermons affirm that our faith is an 

“embodied faith,” and therefore is tied to specific practices. This includes gathered 

practices and scattered practices .  

In his twin books Desiring the Kingdom and Imagining the Kingdom, James K. A. 

Smith makes a compelling argument that, as human beings, we are not fundamentally 

“thinking creatures” (as Descartes and Modernism construed) but “desiring creatures.” In 

other words, we are not “bobble head Christians.” Influenced by Augustine, Smith 

espouses a “pedagogy of desire,” concerned primarily with the telos of our desire (or 

love). Ultimately, it’s the aim of our love (our hearts and not our ideas or beliefs) that 

captures the imagination, which in turn determines the way we live in the world. So if we 

are to cultivate a missional imagination that is shaped by the script of the biblical story, 

Smith insists on the necessary role of “embodied practices” or “habits” that get God’s 
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story in our bones and in-script us as disciples of Jesus. We learn the biblical story with 

our bodies, through the intentional repetition of specific practices. “We don’t memorize 

the Story as told to us;” Smith insists, “We imbibe the Story as we perform it in a million 

different gestures.”171 Or in the lyrics of a song by the band Mumford and Sons: “In these 

bodies we will live; in these bodies we will die; And where you invest your love, there 

you invest your life.”172  

So what do I mean by “embodied practices?” And what specific practices help 

God’s missional people improvise their part? Here I draw on the good work of Benjamin 

T. Conner in his book Practicing Witness, where he builds on the previous work of Craig 

Dykstra by asserting that practices are both formative and performative in the life and 

witness of a missional people. By this Conner means that practices both form us more 

into the image of Christ (form us according to the script and form the script in us) and 

they are a way in which we perform the script in the world as our missional witness. 173 

Here’s another way to say it: embodied practices help us get into the character of Christ 

(God’s Spirit working in us) and they help us perform (improvise) the script for the sake 

of the world (God’s Spirit working through us), thus participating in God’s mission to re-

script the entire cosmos. Embodied practices shape our way of life and witness in the 

world. I will then borrow this definition of Christian practices from Conner: 
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 James K. Smith, Imagining the Kingdom: How Worship Works (Cultural Liturgies) (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Academic, 2013) 110. 

172 Lyrics from the song “Awake My Soul” (from the album Sigh No More, Island Records, 
released in 2009). 

173
 See Conner’s book Practicing Witness: A Missional Vision of Christian Practices (Grand 

Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2011). Chapter 5 is especially helpful. 
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Christian practices are the Spirit-filled and embodied signs, instruments and 
foretastes of the kingdom of God that Christian people participate in together over time 
to partake in, partner with, and witness to God’s redemptive presence for the life of the 
world in Jesus Christ.174  

 
What then is the character of these practices? Here we are talking about more than the 

classical spiritual disciplines, although they certainly would be included. The Scriptures 

are suggestive in terms of what practices have been both formative and performative for 

the church’s life and witness from the beginning.175 But performing this drama in the 

local theater means that these practices will take on different forms depending on the 

cultural context. So my aim is not to be prescriptive here.  

The central practice, however, where we embody and act out this script is gathered 

worship. Smith asserts that this is the primary place in which our desires are oriented 

towards the kingdom and our imaginations shaped—the primary liturgy that scripts our 

lives. Conner, too, emphasizes the centrality of worship, but is purposeful to show how 

worship and mission are united. Influenced by Barth, he insists, “There is no such thing 

as true worship that is not missional, just as there is no such thing as mission that is not 

worship.”176 Conner also draws upon Darrell Guder and the seminal book Missional 

Church when he writes:  

                                                           
174 Ibid, 94 (italics in actual text). 

175 See Acts 2:43-7 for example: “All who believed were together and had all things in common; 
they would sell their possessions and goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. Day by day, 
as they spent much time together in the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food with glad and 
generous hearts, praising God and having the goodwill of all the people. And day by day the Lord added to 
their number those who were being saved.” For a helpful biblical, theological and practical exploration of 
these practices mentioned in Acts 2:43-7, see John W. Stewart’s Envisioning the Congregation Practicing 
the Gospel: A Guide for Pastors and Lay Leaders (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 2015).  

176Conner, Practicing Witness, 99-100. 
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We do well to draw together the formative function of the worship service without 

falling into the trap of making it merely functional to some other end. On the one hand, 
Guder emphasizes that in corporate worship Christ nurtures us to live as his witnesses. 
On the other hand, since the church is the ekklesia, a public assembly, worship is a public 
witness. In fact, in a missional church, ‘worship is its first form of mission.’177  

 
So there are a variety of practices, worship being central, that both form the 

missional imagination and also empower the church to improvise its witness in the world. 

The primary posture that we take in each and every practice, as the body of Christ sent to 

participate in God’s mission, is that of cruciformity. If the reign of God is most visible in 

Jesus’ death on the cross (and resurrection from the grave), then we will most profoundly 

“be scripted” and also “perform the script” as we become a cruciform community—dying 

in baptism with Christ only to be raised with him into new life. “Those who belong to 

Jesus, and are able to commend him as Savior, will be those who are manifestly 

following him on the way of the Cross.”178  

So the task of the missional preacher, by inviting God’s people into a cruciform 

pattern of living, is to call the congregation to improvise and perform the script in such a 

way that they participate in Christ’s passion by being a community that embodies Christ-

like qualities (e.g., humility, vulnerability, self-giving, sacrificial love, etc.) and takes up 

Christ-like activities such as hospitality, healing, forgiveness, truth-telling, peace-making, 

reconciliation and justice. This involves an ongoing conversion to the cross of Christ and 

becoming a community that practices service and sacrifice for the sake of the world. 

                                                           
177 Ibid, 101-2. Conner is referencing Darrell L. Guder et al., eds., Missional Church: A Vision for 

the Sending of the Church in North America (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 242-3. 

178 Newbigin, The Good Shepherd, 153. 
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Here are some ways that I’ve tried to do this practically as preacher. During a 

sermon series titled “Practice Makes Missional,” we gave the congregation suggestive 

practices each week that connected with the sermon. We took the classical spiritual 

disciplines, and considered them from a missional perspective (as Conner suggests), 

wondering how these practice might not only form us into the character of Christ but 

might be a way for us to practice witness in our homes, neighborhoods, schools, 

workplaces and the wider community. Beyond just the practice, we also provided the 

congregation tools for reflection, embracing a transformational model of learning that 

goes beyond just information and incorporates practice and reflection.179 

Another way that I sought to invite the congregation into embodied practices was 

by fostering a sense of agency by simply posing the question for both personal and 

communal reflection: How do we sense the Spirit of God calling us to respond to what 

we’ve heard today? In light of what we’ve talked about this morning, where do we see 

God already present and at work, and in what specific ways might we join God? One of 

the most memorable examples of how the congregation discerned a cruciform way of 

living was in response to a sermon I preached on James 1:27: “Religion that is pure and 

undefiled before God, the Father, is this: to care for orphans and widows in their distress, 

and to keep oneself unstained by the world.” I invited the congregation to wonder with 

me how we might practice these words of James, and later that week about thirty 

                                                           
179

 As a participant in the Ridder Church Renewal, a collaborative effort between the RCA, CRC 
and Western Theological Seminary to partner with God to facilitate personal transformation and 
congregational renewal, we were introduced to this transformational model of learning. At its heart is the 
conviction that information alone does not transform us. Information plus practice plus reflection creates 
the posture and cycle of experiential learning that leads to personal transformation and congregational 
renewal. 
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members from the congregation met to discern an opportunity to welcome a Congolese 

refugee family (a single mother and five children). It was the script of this text that 

compelled the group to act, and it was through this practice of “welcoming the stranger” 

that our whole congregation was further formed as a sign, foretaste and instrument of 

God’s kingdom. Welcoming Justine and her children into our fellowship remains one of 

the most transformational experiences our church has had to date—a beautiful 

relationship characterized by mutuality and reciprocity. 

Let me give a third example of what this might look like for the missional 

preacher. I’ve also (re)discovered the power of the sacraments, particularly when we 

emphasize their missional nature. Throughout this project, I more intentionally preached 

from the Font to the Table, utilizing these rich, visible signs and seals of an invisible 

grace. We practiced weekly communion, which became the primary embodied practice 

that was inviting us into the cruciform character of the missio Dei—fed at the table by the 

Crucified, Risen Christ and then sent into the world to pour ourselves out by living 

Eucharistic lives that share in the world’s brokenness and the Spirit’s work of healing and 

renewal. Word and Sacrament together help us more fully embrace our missional identity 

and vocation by participating in the dying and rising of our Servant King. 

Key questions: How is the entire worship service (liturgy) helping worshippers enact the 

drama of God’s mission? Does the sermon go beyond dispensing information and invite 

hearers to take up practices that help form them in the faith and perform their witness? 

Do these practices call us to assume a posture of cruciformity, dying and rising with 

Christ, practicing sacrifice and service for the sake of the world?  
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Further Avenues of Research and Exploration 

The goal of my Doctor of Ministry final project has been to identify key 

characteristics of missional preaching (from within a Reformed perspective) and to 

increase my capacity as a preacher to incorporate these characteristics into the regular 

practice of my preaching life. In this dissertation, I have sought to tell the story of my 

journey, highlighting my method and process along with the key learnings that have 

emerged. I do not claim that these key characteristics are the model for missional 

preaching, I only offer them as clues to an approach that takes seriously the implications 

of the missio Dei for the  ministry of Word and Sacrament. As this dissertation draws to a 

close, it is important to articulate further avenues of research and exploration that would 

build on the work that has been done here. These avenues arise out of my own learning 

through the final project and suggest what yet needs to be developed, considered, and 

explored. 

 The first avenue of exploration would be to solicit more intentional feedback from 

preachers about the usefulness of the key characteristics. While I received valuable 

feedback from my two pastoral colleagues on staff at Fellowship, my final project was 

primarily designed to gather feedback from parishioners—hearers of sermons. If I were to 

do a third phase of the project, I would assemble a cohort of preachers (diverse in gender, 

age, ethnicity, race and ministry context) and have them serve as a learning community 

that would use the list of key characteristics over time (perhaps using the Narrative 

Lectionary) and offer feedback. 

 Second, I would further test the key characteristics with genres of Scripture that 

are not narrative and see how they play out. The key characteristics are intended to 
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provide clues to the preacher as she engages the whole counsel of God and not just 

biblical narratives. How might these characteristics work with wisdom literature, psalms, 

and New Testament epistles? An interesting test case would be to use the key 

characteristics with the Revised Common Lectionary (instead of the Narrative 

Lectionary), which would serve up non-narrative texts but also allow for narrative 

framework through inhabiting the story of the Church Year. 

 A third avenue of research concerns the whole notion of being implicated by the 

Bible (instead of applying it). This concept was one of my most significant learnings 

throughout this D. Min. program and plays a major role in my vision for preaching and 

performing the drama of God’s mission. However, I think there is still ambiguity as to 

practical steps for how to do this and teach the congregation to do it. Are there tools that 

might help the congregation develop a capacity for reading the Bible this way? Ellen 

Davis suggests employing the pedagogical tool of “godly play”, such as is used with 

children in the Children and Worship curriculum.180 This would be a fascinating avenue 

of research—to consider how this approach of “godly play” might be used with adults in 

the sermon on a Sunday morning as a way of teaching people how to enter God’s Story. 

 Fourth, the theodrama metaphor needs further thought and development, 

specifically as it relates to homiletics. As my list of key characteristics evolved 

throughout the process, I adopted this metaphor part way through and really employed it 

for the second phase of the final project. Even then, I arrived at greater clarity after 

completing the second phase and receiving valuable feedback from the focus group. 
                                                           
180 See Davis’ essay, “Entering the Story: Teaching the Bible in the Church,” Sharper than a Two-

edged Sword: Preaching, Teaching and Living the Bible, edited by Michael Root and James J. Buckly 
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2008), 44-62. 
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Kevin Vanhoozer has done some excellent work on theodrama, and engaged thorough 

research on how this metaphor, in all its layers and nuances, might play out in thinking 

about doctrine and discipleship. There is obviously major intersection between doctrine, 

discipleship and homiletics, but even Vanhoozer’s work (which gives some mention to 

the  ministry of Word and Sacrament) still needs further development. I could imagine a 

D.Min. project that takes theodrama and really does unpack all the implications for 

preaching, sacrament and worship. This would involve not only providing nuance to the 

usefulness of the metaphor for homiletics, but also the dangers and insufficiencies of this 

metaphor. 

 
 Fifth, the concept of improvisation as it relates to preaching and the life and 

witness of the church really does need further research and exploration. The feedback 

from my focus group in Phase Two was that this call to improvise seems right, but they 

are unclear as to how to do it (even though one could argue we improvise all the time 

without realizing it). There is an intimate connection between improvisation and 

discernment, and a further exploration of how to improvise (especially as we employ this 

in terms of thinking about preaching and the missio Dei) would require further learning 

about discernment and how to equip hearers to engage in this key spiritual practice. Both 

Kevin Vanhoozer and Samuel Wells181 have done some substantial work on 

improvisation in the church, but again it deals primarily in the areas of doctrine, 

discipleship and ethics. A worthwhile project would be to develop this concept and 

practice as it relates to the  ministry of Word and Sacrament. 

                                                           
181 See his book Improvisation: the Drama of Christian Ethics (Grand Rapids: Brazo Press, 2004). 
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 Lastly, I would be curious to explore how a deeper study of Lesslie Newbigin’s 

theology and practice as a preacher might further refine or even augment my own list of 

key characteristics. While it is obvious that Newbigin’s work has had significant 

influence on my own convictions about engaging Scripture in particular, it seems that 

there is still much work that could be done around Newbigin as a preacher and the 

implications of his theology for the  ministry of Word and Sacrament. A collection of his 

sermons, titled The Good Shepherd, provided me an insightful window into his theology 

and practice of preaching through the content and structure of his sermons. I would also 

be intrigued to take George Hunsberger’s “gospel-culture-church” diagram (which 

summarizes Lesslie Newbigin’s theology), and tease out how missional preaching faces 

in three directions: the conversion encounter axis between the gospel and culture, the 

reciprocal relationship axis between the gospel and the church, and the missionary 

dialogue axis between church and its local culture.182  

Conclusion 

 This entire Doctor of Ministry program was sparked by an experience I had at a 

denominational event in San Antonio, Texas eight years ago when a “missional 

specialist” boldly asserted that if the church was serious about being missional, then we 

should cancel worship at least once a month and go out into our neighborhoods to serve. 

                                                           
182 See Michael Quicke’s book 360-Degree Leadership: Preaching to Transform Congregations 

(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2006), 39-43. Quicke plays a little with Hunsberger’s diagram as it relates to 
preaching, but there is much more work that could be done. For a further explanation of “the Triangle 
Model of Gospel-Culture Relationships,” see George R. Hunsberger, “The Newbigin Gauntlet: Developing 
a Domestic Missiology for North America,” Missiology, 1991. 
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“There is one place he [Jesus] is guaranteed to be, and that’s not in the church,” he 

contended. “It’s in the streets!” 

 I’ve sought to challenge this assumption by offering a vision and approach to 

preaching and the sacraments in public worship that affirm the necessary and central role 

of the  ministry of Word and Sacrament as both God’s mission to the church and God’s 

mission to the world through the church. The missional imagination of God’s people gets 

formed in the context of gathered worship so that we have an ever-increasing capacity to 

“see” God’s presence and action in the living Jesus out in the streets—in the wider world. 

In the  ministry of Word and Sacrament, God offers Christ and all his benefits, received 

by faith, in order to make us active participants in the unfolding drama of the missio Dei 

on the world’s stage. 

 Let me close with another experience I had, this time at the very end of my 

project, while writing this dissertation. It is an experience that, in such a powerful way, 

pulled together all that I’ve learned about preaching and performing the drama of God’s 

mission and confirmed my key characteristics of missional preaching. In July of 2015, I 

traveled with fifteen others to spend ten days in Israel-Palestine. The first part of the trip 

included a tour of the Holy Land, but the main purpose of the trip was to put on a week-

long arts camp for Christian Palestinian students at Shepherds’ High School in Beit 

Sahour, a town nestled up against Bethlehem in the West Bank. 

 This trip arose, at least in part, as the fruit of the Spirit’s work through missional 

preaching. Through sermons, my pastoral colleagues and I had been inviting the 

congregation to find themselves in the drama of God’s mission and intentionally “play 

Christ” by participating in God’s work in both our immediate community and other 
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places in the world. The congregation discerned that God was calling our church to invest 

in the lives of children, and so we asked the question: “How can we do this not only in 

our local community but in other places in the world?” This question was an effort to 

discern how we might improvise the drama of God’s mission locally with the whole 

world in the mind. So an intergenerational group of fifteen of us designed an arts camp 

and traveled to Beit Sahour to “play Christ” to and with a group of Palestinian teens.  

It’s the first day of the arts camp, and we are waiting nervously at the school for 

kids to arrive. We are uncertain as to how many kids will show up, if any at all. School is 

out for the summer, and the blistering heat makes it almost unbearable to be out in the 

midday sun. The sound of Israeli jets rumble above us like a chorus of thunder. 

And then, much to our relief, kids starts trickling in. Soon, nearly forty students 

are sitting in the modest auditorium, humming like a hornet’s nest with chatter and 

curiosity. Our goal is to let these kids just be kids—to give them a respite from the 

ongoing conflict and invite them into the joy and play of being creative. So we divide the 

kids up in their area of interest (visual art, music or creative movement) and take them to 

separate spaces in the school building to work on a project. At the end of the week, we 

will have a student show and each group will present their work to all the parents.  

The creative movement group meets to start working on a tableaux, a French 

word meaning “picture.” These students will enact scenes from the story of Jesus’ life set 

to music, sort of like a living painting. Marijke, my colleague and the group leader, 

explains this to the kids and asks for volunteers to play various parts in the tableaux. Who 

will be Mary? Joseph? The angels and shepherds? And what about each of the disciples? 

Students eagerly volunteer. Lastly Marijke asks, “And who would like to be Jesus?”  
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Silence. Glances bounce around the room. At first we think we’ve violated a 

cultural taboo. Perhaps it is inappropriate to represent Jesus or God. But then a girl 

named Rana, the smallest and shyest in the group, speaks up. She gestures with her 

hands, as if to state the obvious. “Marijke,” she says quietly, “we all do! We all want to 

be Jesus!”  

It’s a holy moment and we are ambushed by both its innocence and profundity. Of 

course they do. Of course they all want to be Jesus. They are Jesus. The face of Christ in 

their beautiful faces, the joy of the Spirit in their singing and dancing, the radiance of the 

Father in their generosity and kindness. We see Jesus in them. We encounter his presence 

through their playfulness, laughter, and hope.  

The next day, the students take us on a tour of Beit Sahour. They take us to their 

church, a splendid Greek Orthodox building, and lead us into the sanctuary. Up near the 

altar, there are words written in Arabic. “What does this mean?” a member of our team 

asks. Reme, one of the oldest students, translates: “The writing says, ‘You belong to 

Jesus and now I am sending you out like Jesus into the world.’” Then she goes down the 

line and points to each of us. “That means you are Jesus, and you are Jesus, and you are 

Jesus….” She says it so confidently, so matter-of-factly, like she is the preacher and we 

are her congregation.  

 We had come here to participate in the drama of God’s mission, to improvise our 

part by “playing Christ” to these students; they ended up “playing Christ” to us. We 

played Christ together. Here we encountered a beautiful company of actors who were not 

just the recipients of God’s mission through our presence; they were the agents of God’s 

mission to us as well. 
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More often than not, it is among those to whom we are sent that we more deeply 

discover and embrace our own “sent-ness.” Our own vocation as disciples called to play 

Christ and join the Spirit’s work of “bringing about the wonder of a new world” (Oscar 

Romero). This happened to me in Beit Sahour, beneath the sound of roaring Israeli jets, 

in a town oppressed by a wall, while gathered near the table in a sanctuary with a group 

of Palestinian teenagers who looked us in the eyes and reminded us that we have a part to 

play in the drama of God’s mission: “You are Jesus, and you are Jesus and you are 

Jesus….”  

I say móre: the just man justices; 
Keeps grace: thát keeps all his goings graces; 
Acts in God's eye what in God's eye he is — 
Chríst — for Christ plays in ten thousand places, 
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his 
To the Father through the features of men's faces. 183 
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 As Kingfishers Catch Fire by Gerard Manley Hopkins. 
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Sample Sermons 

 

 

What follows are the four sermons I preached in Phase Two of the Final Project, using 
the Narrative Lectionary. I have left the manuscripts as I preached them, resisting the 

urge to revise them for the purpose of including them in this dissertation.  
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“Go Make Disciples: There Are No Small Parts!” 

Acts 9:1-19 

May 4, 2014 
Fellowship Reformed Church 

Brian R. Keepers 
 

 Two weeks ago, when we gathered on Easter Sunday, we heard the end of 

Mathew’s Gospel were the risen Jesus appears to his disciples and gives them this 

assignment:“All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and 

make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and 

of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded you.”  

 The one who first called out, “Come follow me” now sends us into the world with 

this commission, “Go and make disciples…”  

 It is a daunting assignment, no doubt. We talked about that on Easter as well. 

Who among us feels qualified or ready for such an important task? How are we to do 

this? We are able to do it because Jesus gives us this Great Assurance: “And remember, I 

am with you always, to the end of the age.”  

 Here’s how we said it on Easter: the risen Christ moves out of the tomb and first 

towards the disciples—towards them in all their fear and failure, doubts and confusion. 

Jesus moves towards them in order to transform them and breathe on them his peace. But 

this is not as far as he goes…he is on the loose and wants to move out into the world 

through his disciples. 

 The book of Acts tells the story of how the risen Jesus moves out into the world 

through his disciples, drawing all kinds of people to himself—including the people you’d 
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least expect. We heard Matthew’s version of the Great Commission just a moment ago. 

Now listen to Luke’s version, found in the opening scene of the book of Acts: “But you 

will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you will be my witnesses 

in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” (Acts. 1:6-8). 

 And this is what started to happen— Jesus’ disciples, filled with the Holy Spirit, 

move out into Jerusalem, and then into Judea and Samaria, inviting others into a life of 

discipleship—a life of following Jesus. 

 There were those who tried to stop them. They did everything within their power 

to stamp out this kingdom of God movement. They became enemies of these 

Christians—called “Followers of the Way.” One of the fiercest and most passionate 

enemies was a young, bright Pharisee named Saul. He was so zealous in his persecution 

of Christians that disciples everywhere know of him and feared him. 

 But remember what I said a moment ago. The book of Acts tells the story of how 

the risen Jesus moves out into the world through his disciples, drawing all kinds of people 

to himself—including the people you’d least expect. The God of the empty tomb is a God 

of surprise! Listen to this story about God’s surprising grace.  

Read Acts 9:1-19.  

The story of Saul’s conversion on the Damascus Road stands out as one of the 

most famous transformation stories not just in the book of Acts but the entire Bible! So 

important is Saul’s encounter with the risen Christ on the Damascus Road that Luke 

includes it not just once, not twice, but three times in his writing of the book of Acts! 

(Acts 22:6-12 and 26:12-23). 
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 There’s a reason why this story is so famous. It’s a remarkable conversion story—

bursting with irony and surprise. Who would have ever imagined that Saul of Tarsus—

“Enemy Number One” of the early church—would become God’s chosen instrument to 

bring to the Gentiles the very gospel that he was determined to stamp out? Saul, who was 

breathing threats against the church and hunting down Christians to bind them up; now 

transformed and breathing praises to this Jesus, sent out to set people free with the good 

news that God’s kingdom was here in the Crucified and Risen Christ. It is truly amazing! 

 Saul’s conversion story is also famous because the majority of our New 

Testament letters were penned by his hand (known to us as the Apostle Paul)! This bold 

and passionate missionary traveled the ancient world planting churches left and right, and 

then wrote all of this wise pastoral counsel on how to live as faithful disciples in the 

shadow of the Roman Empire. Yes, Paul is a towering figure in the biblical story, a 

central actor in the drama of God’s mission in the world. 

 But something hit me this past week with a kind of gravitas that I’ve missed 

before in reading this story. As I was thinking about how we might enter this story and 

learn about what it means to be disciples who make disciples, I was struck by how, as 

important as a figure as Paul is, and as large of a role he has played in the spread of the 

gospel, Paul couldn’t have played his part without a cast of other supporting actors. 

Characters in this drama who easily get overlooked or seem to play a rather small, 

forgettable part in the story. 

 Like the men who accompanied Saul. Who were these men that traveled with him 

on the Damascus Road? They are barely mentioned—and go unnamed—but it is these 
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fellow cast members who also hear the risen Christ call out to Saul, and they are the ones 

who take frightened Saul by the hand and lead him into the city. 

 Saul is utterly dependent on them, like a child, to help him get up and go where 

Christ directs him to go. Might one form of “disciple-making” be something as simple as 

being with another, taking them by the hand for even a short while, and helping them get 

to the next place in the journey? Who knows what these men believed about Jesus 

themselves, but they played a part in this drama of Saul’s own conversion and call.  

 I was intrigued by these quiet actors, these unnamed men. But I was even more 

intrigued by Ananias’s role in this story. This is the first time that Ananias enters on the 

stage, and after this brief scene, he will exit and we won’t see him again.  

Now there was s disciple in Damascus named Ananias. The Lord said to him 
in a vision, “Ananias.” He answered, “Here I am, Lord.” The Lord said to him, “Get 
up and go to the street called Straight, and at the house of Judas look for a man of 
Tarsus named Saul. At this moment he is praying, and he has seen in a vision a man 
named Ananias come and lay hands on him so that he might regain his sight.”   

Now put yourself in Ananias’ shoes. Can you imagine what he must have been 

thinking and feeling in this moment, to get this kind of call from God? Get up and go find 

Saul—the merciless hunter of Christians—and lay hands on him and pray for his sight to 

be regained! 

 Has God ever asked you to do something that made no sense—that seemed so 

contrary to what you would expect? Or more specifically, has God ever called you to 

reach out and move toward someone you would have never expected that God would use 

as his chosen instrument? Maybe even someone you regarded as an enemy? 

 Ananias responds to God in the same way I think any of us would, by pointing out 

the obvious to the Lord: “Lord, I have heard from many about this man, how much evil 
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he has done to your saints in Jerusalem…and you want me to go to him and pray over 

him?”  

 The Lord replies “Go, for he is an instrument whom I have chosen to bring my 

name before the Gentiles and kings and before the people of Israel; I myself will show 

him how much he must suffer for the sake of my name.”  

 And with that, Ananias obeys. He gets up and goes. He lays his hands on Saul and 

says, “Brother Saul, the Lord Jesus, who appeared to you on your way here, has sent me 

to that you may regain your sight and be filled with the Holy Spirit.”  

 And immediately something like scales falls from Saul’s eyes and his sight is 

restored. He gets baptized, takes in some food to regain his strength (communion?), and 

spends several days being disciple by the community of Christians there before he is sent 

out to preach. And the rest is history! 

 We aren’t told any details about Ananias—how old he was, what he looked like, 

whether or not he was married or had a family, what his job was. We’re not really told 

anything about what he is thinking when all of this happens.  

 Maybe Ananias was a quiet, unassuming disciple. Maybe he was someone who 

didn’t like attention, perhaps would never have imagined himself playing a role like this. 

Maybe he was perfectly content just being a spectator and not being assigned a role on 

the cast list. 

 Or maybe Ananias was young and up-and-coming. Maybe he was waiting for his 

moment to get cast in this drama, and he imagined playing a lead role. I wonder how that 

might have felt to hear God say, “I’ve chosen someone else to play the lead in this drama, 
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not you, but I need you to be in the supporting cast.” Was there any disappointment or 

jealousy that got stirred up for Ananias in this moment?  

 With the NBA playoffs underway, I was reminded of the playoff game twenty 

years ago (1994) between the Chicago Bulls and the New York Knicks. The game was 

tied with 1.8 seconds left, and Phil Jackson (then the coach of the Bulls) called a time-out 

and drew up the final play on his white board. All the cameras saw the frustration on the 

face of Scotty Pippen, the Bulls star player, when he realized the ball was not going to 

him for that last play. Pippen had been assigned the role to inbound the ball to Toni 

Kukoc, who would take the last shot. So what did Pippen do? He sat down on the bench 

and refused to go out on the floor. If he couldn’t be the star, then he wouldn’t play the 

game.  

 Ananias could have reacted that way. But he didn’t. When the time came for him 

to play his part, he did it with courage and grace. Perhaps he had a keen sense, even then, 

that this drama that was unfolding was so much bigger than him…it really ultimately 

wasn’t about him. It wasn’t ultimately about Saul either. In fact, the real lead actor in the 

drama was God—the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Everybody else, including Saul, were 

supporting actors at best. 

 Here’s the thing: God has cast all of us in this drama of his mission. He calls 

every single one of us—and all of us together—to play a part in this mission to be 

disciples who are making disciples. But we never know, at least at the time, how God 

sees our part fitting into the larger drama. And every part matters! In the words of 

William Shakespeare, “There are no small parts; only small actors.” When we play our 

part with the same courage, grace and humility that Ananias played his part, even what 
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seems like a small role reveals the heart of a big actor. And the biggest actor of all is the 

risen Jesus, who works in and through us to move this story towards its glorious 

conclusion when this whole world will be restored to God’s design! 

 Let me close today with this. Have you ever heard of the name Edward Kimball? 

Most people haven’t. Kimball was a Sunday school teacher who played his part by 

teaching the Bible to a rowdy group of teenage boys in his little church. He cared about 

these boys deeply. One of the boys was having a hard time, so Kimball went to the shoe 

store where the young man was working, stocking shelves. He ended up leading this 

young man to Christ, right there in the back stockroom of the shoe store. 

 That young man’s name was Dwight L. Moody, who grew up to be one of the 

most significant evangelists in his day. But the story doesn’t stop there. Moody ended up 

playing a role in impacting another man, named Wilbur Chapman, who also became a 

famous evangelist. One day, a professional baseball player named Billy Sunday had a day 

off and attended one of Chapman’s meetings, and he was converted. Sunday quit baseball 

and became an evangelist himself, and he led a man named Mordecai Ham to Christ. 

Ham was a scholar, a great thinker, and he, too, became an evangelist. 

 One night Ham was in Charlotte, North Carolina and a sandy-haired, lanky high 

school student, showed up reluctantly to hear Ham preach. He was surprised to find 

himself intrigued by Ham’s message, and so he came back the next night. That next 

night, something stirred in him, and he committed his life to following Jesus. The young 

man’s name was Billy Frank. He would eventually change it to Billy Graham, who has 
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shared the gospel with more people than any other person who ever lived, including the 

Apostle Paul.184 

 But it all goes back to this ordinary Sunday school teacher named Edward 

Kimball (even before that—think about “the actors” who impacted Kimball’s life). This 

ordinary disciple of Jesus who loved the handful of boys he taught in Sunday School, and 

decided to go spend time with one of them at the local shoe store. Think about how the 

story may have been different had Edward Kimball, when called upon to play his part in 

God’s drama, had refused to do so. 

 Edward Kimball, Ananias, the group of unnamed men who accompanied 

Saul…they remind us that, in the kingdom of God, there are no small parts! Every part 

matters! We never know how God is using us in the larger drama that is unfolding, nor 

the role we are playing in the chain of events that God has set in motion for his glory and 

for the sake of this world he loves. 

 So how is God calling you to play your part? Will you have the courage to say, 

“Here I am, Lord?” Will you trust God even if the part feels too big or too small? Will 

you be faithful even when you wonder if you are really making any difference at all? 

 As we come to the Lord’s Table today, may Christ meet us by his Spirit in this 

bread and cup, open our eyes and fill us with his presence, so that we might more clearly 

see how God is sweeping us all up into this amazing drama of salvation that is changing 

the world. 

  In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

                                                           
184

 http://www.travisagnew.org/2013/07/22/the-chain-of-events-for-billy-grahams-conversion/ 
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“Go Make Disciples: That We May All Be One” 

Acts 16:11-34 

May 11, 2014 
Fellowship Reformed Church 

Brian R. Keepers 
 

 “Go, make disciples of all kinds of people, baptizing them into the family of God 

and teaching them to follow me.” This is the Great Commission Jesus gives us as his 

disciples. It is an invitation to get caught up into the larger drama of God’s mission in the 

world and discover the part we’ve been assigned to play!  

 And, as we saw last Sunday with the story of Paul’s conversion on the Damascus 

Road in Acts chapter 9, there are no small parts in this divine drama. Every part matters! 

The unnamed men who accompanied Paul on the journey, the man named Judas who 

opened his home to Paul after he had been blinded by the light of Christ, and the faithful 

disciple Ananias who was called to go lay hands on Paul and pray for him so that he 

might regain his sight. They were all a significant part of the cast.  

 Today we will hear a story found in Acts 16 about how Paul (and a few of his 

friends) was discovering what it meant to play their part in God’s mission. We will see 

that, just as there are no small parts in the kingdom of God, there is also no kind of 

person who gets excluded from the cast list! When Jesus calls us to make disciples of all 

people, “all” means all! Let’s listen to the story. 

 Read Acts 16:11-34 

 Luke (the narrator of Acts) introduces us to a cast of three very unique and 

diverse characters: a wealthy business woman, a tormented slave girl, and a desperate 
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prison guard. What in heaven’s name do all of these characters have in common? How is 

it possible that they are all actors in the same story? They seem worlds apart on so many 

levels—racially, socially, religiously and psychologically. But Luke shows us that their 

stories are weaved together and that they are indeed characters in a single, unfolding plot 

of God’s amazing grace. 

 Let’s look at each of these characters, shall we? First there is the wealthy business 

woman named Lydia. Lydia is most likely an Asian immigrant, not a native to the Roman 

colony of Philippi. She is from the city of Thyatira, which was famous for its exquisite 

color dyes. Lydia specialized in dealing with very expensive purple dye as she was 

probably an agent of a highly successful manufacturer. Her success brought a sizable 

income, evidenced by the fact that she had a large enough home to accommodate Paul 

and his three missionary companions (plus her own household, however big that was). 

 Lydia is also a “worshipper of God.” What this means is that Lydia worshipped 

the Jewish God, Yahweh. It seems there was no synagogue in Philippi, most likely 

because there were not enough Jewish men in the city to constitute one. Jewish law 

required a quorum of ten men to have an official synagogue. There was only a group of 

women believers, and so they would gather every Sabbath outside the city by the river to 

pray and worship together. 

 Paul, Silas, Timothy and Luke all sit down and talk with the women. Lydia stands 

out as one who seems particularly engaged, intellectually curious. As she listened to Paul 

share about Jesus as the fulfillment of the law and the prophets, Luke tells us: “The Lord 

opened her heart to listen eagerly to what was said by Paul.”(16:14). The Holy Spirit 

opens the eyes of her heart, illumines her mind, and she becomes a follower of Jesus. 
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 As a mark of being a Christ-follower, Lydia is baptized. But not just Lydia—she 

and her entire household! It is unclear who made up Lydia’s household. Perhaps she was 

married with children. Perhaps she was a widow. Her household also included her 

servants, which is pretty remarkable that they, too, would be welcomed into God’s 

family. 

 After her entire household is baptized, Lydia insists that Paul and his companions 

come and stay in her home. “For once the heart is opened,” writes John Stott, “the home 

is opened too.” It is likely that Lydia’s home became the primary meeting place of the 

church in Philippi. 

 So that’s Lydia. The next character we meet couldn’t be more different, with the 

exception of being a female: a slave girl who is possessed by an evil spirit. 

 We’re not sure how much time has transpired since Paul and his companions met 

Lydia, but Luke tells us that on another Sabbath day, they were going to that place of 

prayer, and they meet a slave-girl who has a spirit of divination. She is being exploited by 

two owners—they are using this evil spirit within her to get rich by telling people their 

fortunes. 

 Whereas Lydia was an immigrant, highly educated and wealthy, this slave-girl is 

a native of Philippi, uneducated, and trapped in a system of injustice. You could not sink 

much lower in public opinion than to be a slave girl. She was doubly oppressed— by the 

evil spirit within her and by the men and the economic system outside her.  

 This tormented slave girl follows Paul and his companion around for days, 

drawing all kinds of attention and screaming out, “These men are slaves of the Most High 

God, who proclaim to you a way of salvation!”  
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 Even though what the evil spirit was screaming was true—they were servants of 

the Most High God who had come to proclaim the gospel of salvation—this kind of 

attention was bad press. The evil spirit threatened to discredit their witness. But even 

more, perhaps Paul got to a point where he couldn’t bear to see this poor slave girl 

tormented any further, and so he acts in the strong name of Jesus to set her free. He casts 

out the evil spirit in the power of Christ. 

  Luke doesn’t say it explicitly, but we can infer that this slave girl, like Lydia, 

becomes a Christ-follower. She must have been overjoyed to finally be set free. The girls’ 

owners, however, were not so happy. This meant an end to their money making scheme, 

and so they seize Paul and Silas (not Timothy and Luke for some reason) and drag them 

into the marketplace before the authorities where they are stripped, beaten, and thrown 

into prison. On what charge? 

 “These men are disturbing our city!” the slave owners complain. “They are Jews 

(which is only half true) and are advocating customs that are not lawful for us as Romans 

to adopt or observe.” In other words, they were upsetting the status quo, tipping the scales 

in favor of the poor, the vulnerable and the oppressed. This sort of thing never goes over 

well. Especially when it affects those who have the upper hand. And yet this is what the 

gospel does—it disturbs the way the world currently is—in all its darkness and 

brokenness-- so that it can finally become what God intends it to be. 

 It’s in prison, then, that Paul and Silas meet the third character Luke wants to 

introduce us to: a Roman prison guard. Paul and Silas are thrown into prison with 

lacerated backs and aching limbs from being flogged. They are put in the innermost cell, 

their feet securely fastened into stocks. 
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 And what do they do? They sing in their chains! At midnight, they are praying 

and singing hymns to God! And the prisoners are all listening as they worship. Not just 

the prisoners, but the prison guard as well. The jailer is most likely a retired Roman 

soldier or army veteran. Whereas Lydia was in the upper class and the slave girl in the 

bottom lower class, this man would have been somewhere in between--the middle class. 

 Suddenly, the prison foundations are shaken by an earthquake so violent it 

unhinges the prison doors and they swing open! The prisoners’ chains come loose, and 

the prison guard is jolted awake! He sees the open prison doors and assumes all the 

prisoners escaped, and he knows that he will be held responsible. In an honor and shame 

culture, the honorable thing to do to save face for himself and his family would be to kill 

himself. So he draws his sword and prepares to take his own life. 

 But then there comes a shout from inside one of the cells. “Do not harm yourself, 

“Paul shouts out, “for we are all here. Go ahead, count.” Even though their shackles were 

unchained and their prison doors opened, every single one of the prisoners remained in 

their cells! Why? Because they had no need to run for freedom; Christ had already set 

them free.  

The prison guard calls for the lights, and rushing in, his own heart convicted, he 

falls trembling before Paul and Silas. “Sirs, what must I do to be saved?” He asked. 

“Believe on the Lord Jesus, “they answered. “And you and your household will be 

saved.” 

 So like Lydia and the slave girl, he, too, becomes a Christ follower. And like 

Lydia, he also feels compelled to respond with gratitude in some tangible way. Lydia 

welcomed Paul and his companions into her home. The prison guard washes their 
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wounds. What a beautiful picture. As the great preacher John Chrysostom pointed out, 

the washing was reciprocal: “He washed them and was washed; those he washed for their 

stripes, himself was washed from his sins.” And as a sign of being washed and forgiven 

of his sins, he is baptized. But as with Lydia, his whole household is baptized. And they 

all rejoiced that he had become a follower of Jesus. 

 So there you have it. A wealthy business woman. A tormented slave girl. A 

desperate prison guard. All their stories woven together. What do they have in common? 

These three individuals, so different in just about every way? 

 It’s not what they have in common, it’s who. 

 Jesus Christ.  

He is who they have in common. His saving presence, his forgiveness, his Spirit 

setting them free and making them new. Marked in the waters of baptism, they are each 

claimed by the grace of God, engrafted into Christ, and welcomed into the one family of 

God where they are now brothers and sisters in the Spirit. 

 Certainly there were many other converts to the faith in Philippi during Paul and 

his companions’ stay. But Luke highlights these three. Why these three? To show us at 

least a couple very important things: first, the gospel has a universal appeal. This is a 

gospel for everyone--it appeals to the wealthy and the poor, the educated and the 

uneducated, men and women, slave and free, people of every nation, race and ethnicity.  

 These three characters represent the most unlikely kinds of people to receive the 

grace of God and be welcomed into God’s family. There was a common Jewish prayer 

that many men would pray every morning that went like this: “Thank you, God, that you 

have not made me a woman, a slave, or a Gentile.” And who are the three people that 
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become founding members of the church in Philippi? A woman (Lydia), a slave (the 

slave girl), and a Gentile (the Roman jailer). I can imagine the smirk on Luke’s face as he 

tells this story. There is a humor to God’s grace and when you get it, you can’t help but 

laugh at the surprising ways that God works his purposes in the world. 

 Second, these three individuals show us how the universal gospel has the power to 

unify us, no matter how different we may be from one another. Lydia, the slave girl, and 

the prison guard would make up the same church, the one family of God, who would 

meet together in Lydia’s home, worship together, do life together, and join God’s mission 

together. They were marked by the same waters of baptism. They would gather around 

the same table to be nourished by Christ’s presence in the Lord’s Supper. In Christ, they 

were one. And this became a powerful witness of the good news that Jesus Christ is Lord 

to everyone in Philippi.  

 “The more genuine and deeper our community becomes,” wrote Dietrich 

Bonheoffer, “the more will everything else between us recede, the more clearly and 

purely will Jesus Christ and his work become the one and only thing that is vital between 

us. We have one another only through Christ, but through Christ we do have one another, 

wholly, and for eternity.” 

 This was true for Lydia, the slave girl and the jailer. And it is true for us. Jesus 

and his work is the one and only thing that is vital between us. We have one another only 

through Christ, but through Christ we do have one another, wholly, and for eternity. 

Jesus himself couldn’t have been clearer about this than when he prayed to the 

Father in the Gospel of John chapter 17:  
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“I ask not only on behalf of these, but also on behalf of those who will believe in me 

through their word, that they may all be one. As you, Father, are in me and I am in you, 

may they also be in us, so that the world may believe that you have sent me.” 

 Please, say that again. And may it be so for us today: 

May they all be one. As you, Father, are in me and I am in you, may they also be in us, so 

that the world may believe, that you have sent me. 

 In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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“Go Make Disciples: Proclaiming the God Who Can Be 
Known” 

Acts 17:16-34 

May 25, 2014 
Fellowship Reformed Church 

Brian R. Keepers 
 

 Several years ago I had the good fortune of attending the Annual Dinner of the 

Economic Club of Grand Rapids. I stuck out like a sore thumb—dressed in my Sunday’s 

best amidst a sea of black ties and glittering gowns. Not the kind of dinner party I tend to 

get invited to often. I got on the guest list thanks to a friend of mine who, when he 

learned that Bono from the Irish rock band U2 was the key note speaker, pulled some 

strings because he knew how big of a fan I am. 

 So the two of us went to this banquet together. Seated next to us at our table was a 

friendly couple in their late forties, named Sylvia and Terry. Sylvia was a spunky woman, 

animated and energetic with a southern drawl. She asked us what we did for a living. I 

told her I was a pastor. “Really?” she said excitedly. “That’s wonderful! Terry here’s an 

atheist. Maybe you can work on him and try to convert him!”  

 I smiled nervously and tried to change the subject. But Sylvia pulled it back. “I go 

to church every Sunday, all by myself with our kids.” She said resentfully. “But he won’t 

go. He sits home and watches Meet the Press. He believes we came from apes! Can you 

believe that? Tell him we didn’t come from apes!” 

 Terry was clearly uncomfortable with the whole conversation. We all were. “I’m 

not an atheist,” he said, trying not to sound defensive. “I’m an agnostic. I don’t have 

anything against the church. I just don’t believe what they teach. Religion is a personal 
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choice. It works for others, but not for me. I’m into science, and science goes against 

what the Bible has to say. There might be a god, but we can’t really know for sure.”  

 Sylvia chided him, “Oh, Terry, you are such a pagan! There’s no hope for you!” 

That did it for Terry. And he and his wife got into it right there at the dinner table, with 

all of us present. I sank into my chair. I just came to hear Bono, that’s all. I guess it 

proves the old adage that the two topics you should avoid at a dinner party are politics 

and religion! 

 When I hear the story that we just heard a moment ago in Acts 17 about how Paul 

is playing his part in this drama of God’s mission in the city of Athens, I think of people 

like Terry. Those who are skeptical of religion in general and Christianity in particular. 

Seekers. The intellectually curious and unconvinced.  

 The apostle Paul has been traveling all over the Mediterranean, preaching the 

gospel and making disciples of Jesus. We’ve seen the power of the gospel at work in the 

synagogues and among the Jewish community. We’ve seen it at work in the Roman 

colonies, among the wealthy and the poor, slaves and free, men and women. But how will 

the gospel fare in a university town, among the highly educated and intellectual elites? Is 

it any match for the life of the mind and the ancient philosophies the ruled the day? 

 Athens is such a place. It was unrivaled in its reputation as the intellectual and 

cultural center of the ancient world. Athens boasted of its rich philosophical tradition 

inherited from Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. It prided itself in its art and literature and its 

notable achievements in the cause of free thinking and human liberty. 
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 Luke tells us that when Paul shows up in Athens, he spends time walking around, 

observing this cultural capital of the world. There were gods everywhere—fashioned out 

of gold and silver and ivory and marble by the finest Greek sculptors. 

 But Paul is not impressed with what he sees. Luke tells us that he was “greatly 

distressed” when he saw this wasteland of idols. So what does he do? He goes around to 

the synagogues and the marketplaces and he debates with the Jews and God-fearing 

Greeks. He also debates with two groups of ancient philosophers—the Epicureans and 

the Stoics. Some of them scoff and say, “What is this babbler trying to say?” It’s the 

typical academic put down. But others are intrigued. Paul has piqued their curiosity. 

 So they bring him to the Areopagus, the amphitheater, where they had their big 

philosophical debates, and they ask Paul, “What is this new teaching? You are bringing 

strange ideas to our ears, tell us what you mean.” 

 Paul stands up and addresses his skeptics. He gives a winsome and intelligent 

speech, right in line with the classical Greek rhetoric they were used to. Paul seeks to 

build a bridge with his world’s greatest skeptics. 

 There is so much we could draw out from this story. Enough for a dozen sermons, 

no doubt. But in our remaining time, I want to highlight three significant things that we 

might learn from the story about how to play our part in God’s drama, especially when it 

comes to bearing witness to our faith in an age of skepticism. But I don’t want to just talk 

about skeptics today. You may very well be a skeptic yourself, and I’d like to talk to and 

with you. Most of us, even if we consider ourselves believers, struggle with doubts and 

questions in reference to our faith. This is natural and healthy. 
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 So here is my first observation: Paul affirms the spiritual impulse present in 

every human mind and heart. When Paul examines this city full of idols, it is true that he 

is deeply distressed. Growing up in the Jewish tradition, the commandment to not make 

graven images and to worship God alone was embedded into his imagination.  

But Paul also recognizes that these idols are the result of a deeper spiritual 

yearning. He recognizes that these people are searching for something more, that 

something else is needed to make sense of life, to give coherence to the world. When he 

stands in the Areopagus to address this group of skeptics, he doesn’t point fingers of 

righteous indignation or scornfully condemn then, rather he ministers to their searching. 

He meets them where they are, engages them in the place of their yearning and curiosity. 

Listen again to what Paul says to them: 

 “Athenians, I see how extremely religious you are in every way. For as I went 

through the city and looked carefully at the objects of your worship, I found among them 

an altar with the inscription, “To an unknown god.”  

 C.S. Lewis, an academic who taught at both Oxford and Cambridge, was himself 

a skeptic of the Christian faith well into his adulthood. He came to faith through his 

friendship with J.R.R Tolkien, who was a devout Roman Catholic. Reflecting on his own 

experience, Lewis points out that every human being has an intense sense of longing (he 

used the German word Sensucht). This longing, this searching, cannot be satisfied by 

anything in this world, Lewis says. Nor can we ignore it or suppress it. Like a beach ball, 

when you try to hold it down it eventually pops to the surface. The only explanation says 

Lewis, is that we were created with this deep longing, placed there by our Creator, and it 

will only be satisfied when we direct that longing towards God. Hundreds of years 
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earlier, Augustine of Hippo said the same thing: “You have made us for yourself, God; 

and our hearts are restless until they find rest in you.” 

 Just as Paul ministered to the spiritual hunger and searching of the Athenians, one 

way that we can bear witness to our faith among skeptics today is to minister to their 

searching. This means being willing to meet skeptics on their own terms, to listen well 

and seek to understand them. I doubt that Terry’s wife ever really listened to his 

questions or reasons for not believing. What if she had engaged Terry at his place of 

curiosity and doubt, really took the time to sympathize and listen? What if, rather than 

judging him or getting defensive, she affirmed his searching? When we take the time to 

understand a person, not only do we earn their respect, but we may even gain a deeper 

understanding for the reasons for their skepticism.  

 So that’s the first observation. Here’s the second: Paul gives a reason for the 

hope that is within him. He proclaims to them the God who can be known! 

Unfortunately, faith is regarded by many as the antithesis of reason. To have faith, many 

presume means that we have to stop thinking, shut off our minds. It’s like the little boy 

who, when asked by his Sunday school teacher, “What is faith?” replied, “Faith is 

believing something you know isn’t true.” 

 Faith must always penetrate the heart, but it is more than just the heart. It engages 

our minds. We are called to love God with our whole selves, including our minds. This 

doesn’t mean that we all have to go out and get PhD’s. But it does mean that, since God 

has given us the capacity to think, we should glorify God with our minds. 1 Peter 3:15 

puts it this way: “Always be prepared to give an answer—a reason—for the hope that is 

within you.” Then Peter adds, “Yet do it with gentleness and reverence.” In other words, 
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it’s important that we think about what we believe and why we believe it, and that we are 

able to articulate it to those who ask the question. 

 Paul does this in the Areopagus. He uses reason to appeal to the Athenians’ 

knowledge of creation and our common humanity. Paul points to the natural world and 

all of its wonders as a clue to the reality of God. How can people look up at the stars or 

ponder the mysteries of the world without imagining a real, though still unknown, divine 

force behind it all? Paul even goes so far as to borrow from their own philosophers and 

poets, drawing upon their experience of the world as a way to move them toward faith. 

 But here’s the thing. While reason and logic can take us to the place of 

considering the possibility that there is a God who created this world, even the best 

philosophy, art and science cannot tell us who this unknown God is and what this God is 

like. Something more is needed. The only way that the unknown God can be known truly 

and intimately is because he chooses to reveal himself to us. Revelation takes us where 

observation and logic alone cannot go. And this is what God has done for us in Jesus—

God makes himself known. In Jesus, we see who God is and what God is like: in his life, 

death, resurrection and ascension. It is now possible for us to experience God in a way 

that goes beyond an idea in our head but is personal and transformational—moves to the 

place of the heart. 

 Paul proclaims to the Athenians how they can know this unknown God and be 

drawn into a relationship with him, invited themselves into this drama of God’s love and 

grace. He talks about the natural world, but then he moves to a point where he speaks to 

them about Jesus, the one whom God has raised from the dead, who is the Lord of all 

Creation, and is coming again to judge the living and the dead—to set the world right. 
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 While we can use reason to appeal to a skeptic, at some point we must speak 

about Jesus. And it is here that we can give our most authentic and compelling answer as 

to why we have hope. We can speak about our own experience of Christ’s presence and 

power in our lives---the difference he has made in us. 

 So affirm the spiritual yearning in every human mind and heart. Be ready to give 

a reason for the hope that is within you. Here’s the third and last observation I want to 

make this morning: It is ultimately the Holy Spirit who changes minds and transforms 

hearts. 

 Did you notice how Luke’s story about Paul in Athens ends? When they heard 

of the resurrection of the dead, some scoffed; but others said, “We will hear you 

again about this.” At that point, Paul left them. But some of them joined him and 

became believers, including Dionysius the Areopagite and a woman named Damaris. 

 They were all with Paul up to the point where he told them about Jesus. But that 

was where human reason broke down. Not because the resurrection is unreasonable, per 

se, but because it is so counter to our own logic of how the world works. Some of them 

scoffed. Others raised their eyebrows and said, “Hmm…let me hear that again.” But there 

were some who became believers that day—two of them being prominent Athenians 

named Dionysius and Damaris. 

 Thomas Aquinas said that reason can only take us so far, and then faith is 

required. At some point, even the most intellectual mind must take what Soren 

Kierkegaard referred to as “a leap of faith.” Reason can lead us right up to the stage, and 

it can strengthen our faith once were in the drama acting on stage, but the only way to get 

on stage and enter the drama is by taking a step of faith. I would argue that every person 
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is acting in faith in some way or another—the atheist must have just as much (if not 

more) faith as the believer. Faith, it turns out, is unavoidable. 

 And the bible tells us that faith is a gift that comes from the Holy Spirit. 

Ultimately, it is the Holy Spirit who convinces us of the truth of who Christ is and 

compels us to trust in him. I know Paul understood this in Athens. That’s why he writes 

these words in 1 Corinthians 2:1-5: 

When I came to you brothers and sisters, I did not come proclaiming the 
mystery of God to you in lofty words of wisdom. For I decided to know nothing 
among you except Jesus Christ and him crucified. And I came to you in weakness 
and fear and much trembling. My speech and my proclamation were not with 
plausible words of wisdom, but with a demonstration of the Spirit and power, so 
that your faith might rest not on human wisdom but on the power of God. 

 
 This is such good news. Especially as we consider playing our part by bearing 

witness to our faith. We don’t have to have all the answers (we can’t possibly have all the 

answers and should not give off the sense that we do). You don’t need to be an astute 

student of philosophy or science or world religions (although learning more about these 

things may help). The pressure is not on us, with our own wit and persuasive abilities, to 

convince anyone to believe. The Holy Spirit does this. 

 We are simply called to give an answer to the hope that is within us. To do this 

out of an authentic place of humility and love, resting in the assurance that it is both the 

Holy Spirit who enables us to share and who will change the minds and hearts of those 

with whom we share. And more often than not, conversion is a process instead of an 

event. 

 Before we come to the Lord’s Table today, let me take you back to that table at 

the Economic Club Banquet. The tension between Sylvia and Terry simmered down, and 
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as we had dinner I actually enjoyed a deeper conversation with Terry. He brought up the 

issue of faith again, and he shared with me about how he actually grew up in a very 

religious home. His father was a devoutly religious man, rigidly so, and Terry regularly 

felt like he wasn’t good enough. “If I’m honest,” he said to me, “I sometimes wonder if 

my real obstacle with religion has more to do with my upbringing than my intellectual 

hang ups, although they are there. I just had such a negative experience with church that 

I’ve lost interest.” 

 Terry and I talked some more about that. I encouraged Terry to keep being open 

and to keep searching, that if God is real than I believe God will help Terry find him. I 

also shared with him about my own experience of God’s presence, even as I still have 

plenty of doubts and questions. I gave Terry my email and phone number and told him to 

feel free to call if he ever wanted to talk more. 

 Terry never did call. I never heard from him again. Perhaps like Paul who likely 

never heard from many of those who were in the crowd that day in Athens. But I trust 

that God is at work in Terry’s life, that God will never stop pursuing him. 

 For those of us who, like Terry, are skeptical, I want you to encourage you to 

keep asking the questions. I have a lot of questions myself. I would ask you to consider 

something today: would you be willing to doubt your doubt? Would you be willing to 

consider the possibility that Christ really has been raised and is alive and is the one who 

reveals to us the unknown God? What if it really is true? What if right now, at this 

moment, God is really closer to you than you realize? Might you be willing to take a step 

of faith today, even if it is a tiny step? 
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 So let us come, in our belief and our doubt, with our convictions and our 

questions, to this Table where the unknown God, once again, wants to show us who he is. 

For it is in this bread and this cup that we encounter the living Christ, the image of the 

invisible God, who is close to the Father’s heart and has made him known. 

 In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.  
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“Go Make Disciples: Improvising in the Power of the Spirit” 

Acts 2:1-42 

Pentecost 2014 
Fellowship Reformed Church 

Brian R. Keepers 
 

 Pentecost can only be understood in light of Easter. Even though there are fifty 

days between them, they go hand in hand. Do you remember the words we heard Jesus 

speak to his disciples on Easter? I know, it seems so long ago! Let me remind you. They 

are found at the end of Matthew’s Gospel:“All authority in heaven and on earth has been 

given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of 

the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything 

that I have commanded you.”  

 Luke has Jesus saying it a slightly different way in the opening scene of Acts, but 

the heart of the commission is the same:“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit 

has come upon you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and 

Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” (Acts. 1:6-8). 

 The Great Commission is an invitation to get caught up in the drama of God’s 

mission in and for the world—to play our part as Christ’s witnesses. We’ve seen this 

drama unfold over the past six weeks.  

With Ananias, we’ve learned that there are no small parts in the divine drama—

every part matters. Following Paul and his missionary companions, we’ve learned that 

this drama bears witness to a big gospel, and no kind of person or people group gets 

excluded from the cast list. We’ve learned that this is a gospel that engages the head and 

the heart, and that speaks to people in their unique context—be it a university town like 
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Athens or a Roman colony like Philippi. And we’ve learned that the way that we get into 

character and play our part is by putting on Christ, taking up virtues like gratitude, love 

and humility—living all of life with the mind and heart of Jesus.  

 But the question remains: How it is possible to fulfill the Great Commission? How 

are we drawn into this drama, empowered to get into the character of Christ and play 

our part as disciples who make disciples?  

 Pentecost is the answer to this question. So hear this story from Acts chapter 2 

about how the Great Commission is made possible. Read Scripture. 

 How is it possible to fulfill the Great Commission? How are we drawn into this 

drama and able to get into the character of Christ to play our part? By the power of the 

Holy Spirit. 

 When the day of Pentecost came, Luke tells us that a group of disciples, around 

120 or so, were gathered in a house waiting and praying. And then suddenly there came 

the sound like the rush of a violent wind. The same wind that swept across the dark, 

swirling waters at the dawn of creation. The same wind that blew upon the prophets of 

old like Elijah and Elisha and Joel. The same wind that sent a dove gliding down to rest 

on Jesus when he emerged from the waters of the Jordan at his baptism. 

 And there was fire. Divided tongues of fire, resting above the heads of each of the 

believers. Fire like the flame that crackled from a burning bush before a barefoot Moses 

in the desert. Fire like a burning pillar that lit up the night sky and guided the Israelites on 

their wilderness journey. 
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 Wind and fire. Two biblical images that symbolize the presence and power of 

God’s Spirit. The third person of the Trinity, the promised Advocate and Teacher that 

Jesus promised to send, is poured out upon them. 

 And not just upon a few of them. In the days of old, the Holy Spirit was sent to 

just certain people (like prophets, priests and kings) who were given a special assignment 

to represent God. But now, in this new day, the Holy Spirit is poured out upon all 

believers! This is the day that Israel had been waiting for—the day of which the prophet 

Joel prophesied! The day when the Messiah would come and bring God’s kingdom. A 

sign of that great day is that the Holy Spirit would be poured out upon all human flesh—

young and old, male and female, slave and free. 

 And so the tongues of those 120 disciples are set loose to praise God for his 

mighty deeds in their own native languages! This draws the attention of crowds of Jews 

gathered in the streets, and they are both amazed and puzzled by what they hear: “Are 

these folks drunk?” They wonder. 

 Then Peter—the same Peter who denied Jesus three times on the night he was 

betrayed and scurried off into the shadows—stands up with the eleven apostles and 

speaks out in broad day light. He assures the crowd that these folks are not filled with 

wine but with the promised Holy Spirit! And then Peter boldly preaches about Jesus, the 

Lord and Messiah whom they crucified but whom God has raised from the dead. 

 One of the things I find most striking about this story (and there is so much here!), 

is that when the Holy Spirit is poured out and they are given a role to play in God’s 

drama, there is no script for them to follow. Instead, they have to improvise! And this 

will be true for the rest of the book of Acts—you see the disciples acting courageously, 
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improvising their part without any kind of script telling them what to say, where to go, or 

what’s going to happen. 

 And this is true for us as well. You see, the book of Acts is where we enter this 

drama. I imagine Luke to be like a stage hand, peeking out behind the curtain, 

emphatically waving to us and whispering, “Come on—this is where you enter the story 

to play your part!” In other words, the book of Acts continues with us today.  

 As with the first disciples at Pentecost, we don’t have a script that tells us what 

lines to speak and specifically how this story is to unfold. Sure, we have the Scriptures 

that reveal all the scenes that have come before this moment. And we have Revelation, 

the last book of the Bible, to point to how this drama will end—with the ascended Christ 

returning to set all things right and make all things new. But we have to improvise our 

part here and now. Which is to say, we have to embody the gospel in fresh ways as we 

face challenges and circumstances unique to our context. We have to discern what it 

means to be disciples of Jesus today—both as a community and in our individual lives. 

 While Peter and these disciples didn’t have any script to follow, they had 

something even more important: the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit was their stage director 

and prompter. It is the Holy Spirit who is speaking to and through them, guiding and 

directing them.  

 There’s an image that kept coming to mind for me all week when I was thinking 

about how the Holy Spirit empowers us to improvise our parts as we join God’s mission. 

It is the image of our Impromptu Christmas Pageant that we do every year on Christmas 

Eve. Many of you know what I’m referring to. We invite the children to come dressed up 

as their favorite characters in the Christmas story, and then they spontaneously enact the 
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drama of Christ’s birth. But there is always somebody up on stage reading the story, 

giving them their lines to speak, directing them where to go—usually it’s Pastor Megan 

and Pastor Marijke. Which is fitting, because they remind me of the Holy Spirit! (The 

Spirit speaks much truth and wisdom into my life through them). 

 This is what it is like for us—individually and together—as we improvise our part 

in the drama here and now. God—Father, Son and Holy Spirit—is on stage with us, in 

each and every scene, directing us where to go and what to say. Our job is to pay 

attention, listen, and obey. 

 Or here’s another story that might help us get clarity on the Spirit’s role in helping 

us improvise. A famous concert pianist was about to begin his performance when there 

was a scream from the audience. A child had left her seat next to her parents and was 

running around the auditorium. The concert pianist stepped away from his instrument in 

order to maintain his concentration. The child ran up the steps onto the stage, plopped 

down on the stool, and began to play discordant notes with her little fingers. The hushed 

audience gasped in horror and embarrassment. The pianist walked toward the child and 

stood behind her as she pounded the keys. He leaned over her and placed his right and 

left hands outside of her two small hands on the keyboard. He then began to play along 

with her notes, weaving the discordant sounds into an improvised melody. The audience 

irrupted in applause. 

 This is what the Holy Spirit does in our lives. As we do our best to improvise in 

the moment, he takes our words and our actions and weaves them into his words and 

actions, making our lives effective witnesses of Christ. What I find helpful with the 

image of the concert pianist and the child is that while we are called to be courageous and 
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obedient, it takes the pressure off us! Ultimately, mission is about who God is and what 

God is doing!  

We see this so profoundly in Acts 2: the disciples are instruments of the Spirit’s 

power, but it is the Holy Spirit who not only enables them to speak but who opens the 

ears and eyes and hearts of those to whom they speak. Some scoffed. But many that 

day—three thousand—were cut to the heart by the power of the Holy Spirit and they 

became disciples. They too entered the drama. 

So let me close today with a practical question. If it is true that we can only fulfill 

the Great Commission because of the Holy Spirit’s presence and power, and that it is 

ultimately God at work in and through us that carries out this mission, is there anything 

that we can and should do to be faithful improvisers?  

 The answer is yes, there are at least two things we are called to do as disciples. 

The first is that we are called to be ready. One of the biggest myths about 

improvisation—whether it’s on the theater stage, in the concert hall, on the baseball field, 

in the surgery room, at the board meeting—is that improvisation is about a flash of 

spontaneity without any kind of practice. All the best improvisers know that you can only 

improvise in the moment when you have put in the hours of preparation and practice! 

 So we are called as disciples to be giving ourselves over to practices that will 

form us into the kind of people who can improvise faithfully in the moment. We are 

called to be getting into the character of Christ. We see this in Acts 2. The disciples had 

been gathering for fifty days, constantly devoting themselves to prayer. This was all part 

of their preparation. And we see it after the event of Pentecost, “They devoted themselves 

to the apostles teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the prayers.” (Acts 
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2:42) Communal practices and individual practices of discipleship. The best way for us to 

be ready to go make disciples of others is when we are constantly growing as disciples 

ourselves, so that our witness flows naturally out of who we are becoming in Christ. 

Dallas Willard quote: “The most important thing is the kind of person you are 

becoming.”  

 The term that is used in Group Improv that gets at this kind of readiness is called 

“relaxed awareness.” It’s the state of being ready, when the time comes, to speak your 

line and carry the story along. The Holy Spirit works through our habits and practices to 

make us “ready and willing to live for Christ” at all times and in all places.  

 The second thing we are called to do is simply say “Yes” when the opportunity to 

play our part comes. There are two terms that are very important to theatrical 

improvisation: accepting and blocking. You can only do improv when the actors accept 

the opportunity to play their part. Someone speaks a line or offers a gesture or does an 

action, and another actor accepts by not holding back but jumping in and adding their 

line, carrying the story along. The quickest way to stop an improv is for somebody to 

“block” or to refuse to jump in. If nobody jumps in and decides to play along, the story 

comes to an awkward and abrupt halt. 

 The primary quality that sets all the different actors in the book of Acts apart is 

not education, talent, gifts, ethnicity, gender or anything else that often divides us. What 

sets apart people like Peter and Philip and Ananias and Paul and Lydia and the jailor and 

everyone else who gets into the action is simply that they said “Yes!” when the Spirit 

prompted them. With all their questions, insecurities and misgivings, they took a risk and 
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went for it. They jumped in. They trusted that God would speak through them and lead 

them, even if they had no idea what they would say or how things would unfold. 

Today, we are reminded that the Spirit that was poured out on the first disciples in 

Jerusalem two thousand years ago is the same Spirit poured out on you and me. We have 

this power of Christ in us. You are more ready than you realize to go and make disciples, 

to bear witness to this Savior who is turning the world upside down and right side up. The 

question is, will you say Yes? Will you step out in faith? Will you leave your inhibitions 

aside and just go for it? 

 This is where the adventure of missional living begins. 

Christ is risen! He is risen, indeed! Amen. 
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Appendix 2: Key Characteristics of Missional Preaching 

(For Phase One of Final Project) 

 

1. Preaching that is biblical. This is not preaching that simply claims to be “Bible-

based” but invites the congregation to indwell the Scriptures. It aims to draw the 

hearers into the larger story of God and helps them locate themselves in the story. 

The goal, therefore, is not to help the hearer “apply” the Scripture to their lives 

(“Where does this Scripture fit into my life?”) but to help the hearer see how they 

are implicated by the story (“Where does my life fit into this Scripture, which is a 

portal into the larger story of God?”).  

Key Questions: Does the sermon faithfully deal with the biblical text (and let the 

biblical text deal with us)? Does the sermon go beyond application and aim to 

draw the hearer into the story of the triune God on mission in the world? Does the 

sermon show how this piece of scripture fits into the larger biblical narrative? 

Does it challenge the hearer to understand their lives in light of the biblical 

story?  

 

2. Preaching that is Trinitarian and God-centered. Mission is what the triune 

God is up to before it is something we do. The church does not have a mission; 

God has a mission, and the church participates in this mission. Therefore, the 

subject of a missional sermon is always God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit)—the 

character, purposes and activity of God in the world. The Church and humanity’s 

role is secondary—it is always a response to God who is the main character in the 
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divine drama. Key Questions: Does the sermon focus on God’s character and 

action first and foremost? When it speaks of humanity’s responsibility, is this 

presented in a way that frames it as a grateful response to join in on what God is 

already doing? Instead of asking “Where does God’s mission fit into my life?”, 

does the sermon ask, “Where does my life (and our life together) fit into the 

larger mission of God?” Instead of wondering what kind of mission does God 

have for me/us, does the sermon challenge the hearers to ask what kind of me/us 

does God want for his mission? 

 
 

3. Preaching that proclaims both the Kingdom of God and the Christ who is 

King. Missional sermons embrace Jesus’ primary message of God’s kingdom that 

is already but not yet; calling the hearers to repent and believe by aligning their 

lives with this kingdom. However, missional sermons do not stop with talking 

about the kingdom (which so often can turn into moralistic sermons or empty 

calls to social action); they preach the King, Jesus, who is the embodiment of this 

kingdom. Missional preaching holds together the message of Jesus (“The 

Kingdom of God is at hand”) and the message about Jesus (“Jesus Christ is 

Lord!”). Missional sermons affirm that Jesus is the fulfillment of all the law and 

the prophets, and thereby are intentional about “preaching Christ.” Key 

Questions: Does the sermon talk about what God’s kingdom is like (or what life 

under God’s rule is like?), and does it preach Jesus as the fulfillment of this 

kingdom? In other words, does the sermon make it clear that Jesus is the one who 
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ushers in the kingdom, and that we can only enter and receive God’s kingdom by 

following Him, putting our faith in him? 

 

4. Preaching that is prophetic. It preaches an evocative word of truth to the church, 

thereby equipping and empowering the church to preach to the world, becoming a 

prophetic community in speech and action. Key Questions: Is the Word being 

proclaimed with bold truthfulness, calling God’s people to align themselves with 

the counter-story of God’s reign? Does the sermon show where God’s truth 

confronts and disrupts the world’s “truth?” Does the sermon equip, challenge 

and inspire God’s people to be preachers in their everyday lives? Does the 

sermon call people to live as a prophetic community, practicing a way of being 

that is counter to the ways of the world? 

 
5. Preaching that is confessional. It affirms that the church can only do faithful 

improvisation here and now if it remains connected to tradition. The church can 

only move into the future by remembering the past. It affirms that the God who is 

present and active among us now is the same God who has been present and 

active down through history, and tradition is part of the Christian story. Missional 

sermons do not claim to approach the Bible with a blank slate but embrace the 

tradition in which they are rooted as the lens by which they interpret and proclaim 

the story of God on mission. This includes the creeds and confessions that are part 

of the particular tradition of the preacher and congregation. Key Questions: Does 

the sermon draw on the creeds and confessions? Does it make room for voices 
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from the past? Does it take into account and remain within the parameters of the 

tradition that has been handed down? 

 

6. Preaching that is contextual. Missional sermons bear witness to the living God 

who is present and active in a particular time and place, among a particular 

people. While global in vision, it is also local in nature. Generic sermons won’t 

do! They speak to the present context of the congregation-- addressing particular 

issues, sharing stories, providing specific leadership. Key Questions: Does the 

sermon indicate that it was written for a particular people in mind at a particular 

time (as opposed to a generic feel)? Is there evidence of authentic stories, 

insights, issues, etc. that are incorporated into the sermon and even addressed 

that are relevant to that congregation? If this sermon was preached in a different 

congregation, would it have moments when it wouldn’t make sense (or be less 

meaningful)? 

 

7. Preaching that is personal and communal. Missional sermons address the 

individual hearer, but never without addressing the whole community. Missional 

sermons affirm that it is the community who is being transformed and called to 

participate in God’s mission in the world as a contrast society, becoming a 

demonstration of what life looks like under God’s rule. Key Questions: Does the 

sermon go beyond addressing the individual to speak a word to the community? Is 

it bearing witness to God’s presence and activity among the community, and 

calling the community to join in God’s mission by living together the alternative 
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story of God? Where does the sermon help the hearer to move from “me” to 

“us?” 

 

8. Preaching that calls the community to take up embodied practices that form 

the missional imagination. While missional sermons demonstrate confidence in 

the power of the preached Word, they also affirm the important role of practices 

in forming habits, which in turn cultivate the missional imagination. Missional 

sermons affirm that our faith is an “embodied faith,” and therefore is tied to 

specific practices. This includes practices in worship (like the sacraments) but 

extends beyond this to practices throughout the week. Key Questions: Does the 

sermon exhibit any connection with the sacraments (baptism and the Lord’s 

Supper)? Does the sermon suggest certain practices that the community can take 

up in order to be formed as a missional people?  

 

9. Preaching that calls God’s people to respond in gratitude by living 

holistically as Christ’s witnesses. Missional preaching calls for a response of 

gratitude by living as a witness for Christ in a holistic way. This means offering 

one’s whole being (mind, heart, body and soul) in service to God’s kingdom. It 

embraces the three legs of the missional stool: evangelism, justice and beauty. It 

is not concerned with just “saving souls” or “getting people into heaven” but 

ministering to whole persons, seeking peace with justice here and now, and 

anticipating God’s renewal of the entire creation. Key Questions: Does the 

sermon call hearers to make “being on mission with God” the central purpose of 
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their everyday lives? Does it call them to live as witness in a holistic way—in 

word, deeds and lifestyle? Does it embrace evangelism, justice and beauty as 

equally important to the church’s witness in the world?  
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Appendix 3: Evaluation Tool for Phase One of Final Project 
 

Sermon Evaluation 

Name:_______________________________________________ 
Date:_______________________ 

Sermon Title:_________________________________________ Sermon 
Text:_________________ 

 

Rating Scale: 1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=somewhat, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree, NS=not sure 

1. This sermon is biblical. It lets the text shape the sermon, and aims to draw the hearers 
into the larger story of God on mission in the world. It invites the hearers into the strange, 
new world of the Bible where we get transformed. Instead of trying to make the biblical 
text relevant to the world, it makes the world relevant to the biblical text. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 

Comments: 
  

 
2. This sermon is Trinitarian and God-centered. God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) is the 

subject of this sermon. The sermon focus first and foremost on who God is and what God 
is up to in the text (and therefore the world), and only secondarily on our role. Key 
question: How does my life (our life) fit into the larger mission of God (not vice versa)?  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 

3. This sermon proclaims both the Kingdom of God and the Christ who is King.  
It announces and describes what life in God’s kingdom is like (life lived in trust and 
obedience to God) and preaches Jesus as the fulfillment of this kingdom. This sermon 
announces that Jesus has accomplished God’s mission and it calls us to follow him (faith 
and repentance).  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
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4. This sermon is prophetic. It preaches an evocative word of truth to the church, thereby 

equipping and empowering the church to preach to the world, becoming a prophetic 
community in speech and action.  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 

5. This sermon is confessional. It affirms that the God who is present and active among us 
now is the same God who has been present and active down through history. It remains 
within the bounds of what the church has believed through the ages, while being open to 
fresh insights. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 

6. This sermon is contextual. While perhaps global in scope, it is also local in nature. It 
speaks to the present context of the congregation-- addressing particular issues, sharing 
stories, providing specific leadership to these people in this time and place.  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 

7. This sermon is personal and communal. It address the individual hearer and addresses 
the whole faith community. It calls the entire community to live as a demonstration of 
God’s kingdom here and now.  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
 

 
8. This sermon calls the community to take up embodied practices. It calls hearers to 

take up certain practices and habits (in the worship service and/or during the week) in 
order to be formed as a missional people. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
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Comments: 

9. This sermon calls God’s people to respond in gratitude by living holistically as 
Christ’s witnesses. It calls the hearers to offer their whole selves to Christ and his 
kingdom, and to live as holistic witnesses (doing evangelism, practicing justice, and 
embracing beauty). It calls the hearers to be the church where they live, work and play. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
 

 
 
Additional Questions: 
 

10. Which two or three key characteristics were most present in this sermon? Briefly explain. 
 

 
 

11. Which two or three were least present (or even absent)? Briefly explain. 
 

 
 

12.  What specifically in this sermon did you find helpful for teaching, inspiring and 
equipping you to live a more missional lifestyle? 
 

 
 

13. What was confused or missing? What would have made the sermon more helpful or 
compelling? 
 
 
 

14. Were there one or two key characteristics that were missing in this sermon that seemed 
natural to include given the biblical text and the theme of the sermon? Please explain. 
 
 
 

15. Additional Comments: 
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Appendix 4: Preaching & the Missional Imagination Focus Group 
Agenda 

 

1. Open with Scripture and prayer (6:30) 

2. Group introductions (6:40) 

3. Setting the stage (6:45) 

 The purpose of the focus groups / sermon evaluations 

 Additional opening questions? 

4. Sharing evaluations (7:00) 

 How was this exercise for you? What did you find challenging? Why? 

 Feedback from the two sermons unique to each person 

 Feedback and conversation around the shared sermon: “The Messiah is on 

the Loose!” 

 After debriefing all these sermons, what common themes are you hearing 

that would be helpful for me to note? 

5. Further Conversation on Preaching and the Missional Church (7:50) 

 As you considered my list of key characteristics, is there anything that is 

confusing to you? Is there anything missing that you think should be on 

the list? Explain. 

 How important is preaching to you in your own daily living? How 

important is it, do you think, to our life and mission together as a 

congregation? Explain. 
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 What kind of preaching helps you live more missionally in your everyday 

life? Be specific. What do you look for in a sermon? What sort of things 

have been helpful in the past? 

 How has this exercise deepened or brought clarity to your understanding 

of the word “missional?” 

 How has this exercise changed the way you think about preaching and 

practice listening to a sermon? 

 Is there any other feedback you want to give me? 

6. What Happens Next? (8:20) 

 I will take this feedback and reflect on it, incorporating it into my 

continued journey of gaining clarity around my own convictions what kind 

of preaching shapes the missional imagination. (Along with the feedback 

from the other focus groups). 

 I will revise my list of key characteristics, and then work to incorporate 

them intentionally in a new sermon series, beginning January 6 on the 

book of Exodus. I will invite new focus groups to be a part of that next 

phase. 

 This will all steam into a final dissertation-like paper about my project and 

what I learned. The primary audience will be preachers who desire, 

through preaching, to lead their congregations into a more missional 

future. 

7. Close in Prayer (8:30) 
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Appendix 5: Key Characteristics of Missional Preaching 

(Phase Two of Final Project) 

 

Thesis: The  ministry of Word and Sacrament are a central means of grace by which the 

church is drawn into the divine drama of the triune God’s mission in and for the world. 

Through preaching and the sacraments, our lives get re-plotted in Christ and we are 

transformed and empowered by the Spirit to improvise our parts for the glory of God and 

the sake of the world.  

What, then, are the key characteristics of faithful preaching towards this end? 

 

1. Preaching that submits to the Bible as the authoritative script for the drama. 

This is not preaching that simply claims to be “Bible-based” but invites the 

congregation to indwell the Scriptures. It aims to draw the hearers into the larger 

drama of God and helps them locate themselves in the drama. The goal, therefore, 

is not to help the hearer “apply” the Scripture to their lives (“Where does this 

Scripture fit into my life?”) but to help the hearer see how they are implicated by 

the drama (“Where does my life fit into this Scripture, which is a portal into the 

larger drama of God?”).  

Key questions: Does the sermon faithfully deal with the biblical text (and let the 

biblical text deal with us)? Does the sermon go beyond application and aim to 

draw the hearer into the drama of the triune God on mission in the world? Does 

the sermon show how this piece of scripture fits into the larger biblical narrative? 
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Does it challenge the hearer to understand their lives in light of the biblical 

drama?  

 

2. Preaching that testifies to the triune God as the primary actor in the drama. 

Mission is what the triune God is up to before it is something we do. The church 

does not have a mission; God has a mission, and the church participates in this 

mission. Therefore, the subject of a missional sermon is always God (Father, Son 

and Holy Spirit)—the character, purposes and activity of God in the world. The 

Church and humanity’s role is secondary—it is always a response to God who is 

the main actor in the divine drama.  

 

Key questions: Does the sermon focus on God’s character and action first and 

foremost? When it speaks of humanity’s responsibility, is this presented in a way 

that frames it as a grateful response to join in on what God is already doing? 

Instead of asking “Where does God’s mission fit into my life?”, does the sermon 

ask, “Where does my life (and our life together) fit into the larger mission of 

God?” Instead of wondering what kind of mission does God have for me/us, does 

the sermon challenge the hearers to ask what kind of me/us does God want for his 

mission? 

 

3. Preaching that proclaims both the Kingdom of God and the Christ who is 

King as the primary subject of the drama. Missional sermons embrace Jesus’ 

primary message of God’s kingdom that is already but not yet; calling the hearers 
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to repent and believe by aligning their lives with this kingdom. Missional 

preaching holds together the message of Jesus (“The Kingdom of God is at hand”) 

and the message about Jesus (“Jesus Christ is Lord!”). Missional sermons affirm 

that Jesus is the fulfillment of all the law and the prophets, and thereby are 

intentional about “preaching Christ.”  

Key questions: Does the sermon talk about what God’s kingdom is like (or what 

life under God’s rule is like?), and does it preach Jesus as the fulfillment of this 

kingdom? In other words, does the sermon make it clear that Jesus is the one who 

ushers in the kingdom, and that we can only enter and receive God’s kingdom by 

following Him, putting our faith in him? 

 

4. Preaching that, when necessary, is prophetic in the sense that it shows the 

divine drama to be disruptive to all the world’s false dramas. Preaching that 

shapes the missional imagination dares to confront all the false narratives that tell 

people who they are, why we are here, and wherein the good life can be found.  

Key questions: Is the Word being proclaimed with bold truthfulness, calling 

God’s people to align themselves with the counter-drama of God’s reign? Does 

the sermon show where God’s truth confronts and disrupts the world’s “truth?” 

Does the sermon call people to live as a prophetic community, practicing a way of 

being that is counter to the ways of the world? 

 

5. Preaching that embraces doctrine as a guide for helping people play their 

part. It affirms that the church can only do faithful improvisation here and now if 
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it remains connected to tradition. It affirms that the God who is present and active 

among us now is the same God who has been present and active down through 

history, and tradition is part of the Christian story. Missional sermons do not 

claim to approach the Bible with a blank slate but embrace the tradition in which 

they are rooted as the lens by which they interpret and proclaim the drama of God 

on mission. This includes the creeds and confessions that are part of the particular 

tradition of the preacher and congregation.  

Key questions: Does the sermon draw on the creeds and confessions? Does it 

make room for voices from the past? Does it take into account and remain within 

the parameters of the tradition that has been handed down? 

 

6. Preaching that calls people to perform the drama in the local theater of a 

particular context. Missional sermons bear witness to the living God who is 

present and active in a particular time and place, among a particular people. While 

global in vision, it is also local in nature. Generic sermons won’t do! They speak 

to the present context of the congregation-- addressing particular issues, sharing 

stories, providing specific leadership.  

Key questions: Does the sermon indicate that it was written for a particular 

people in mind at a particular time (as opposed to a generic feel)? Is there 

evidence of authentic stories, insights, issues, etc. that are incorporated into the 

sermon and even addressed that are relevant to that congregation? If this sermon 

was preached in a different congregation, would it have moments when it 

wouldn’t make sense (or be less meaningful)? 
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7. Preaching that draws hearers in and equips them to play their part in the 

drama both individually and as a community. Missional sermons address the 

individual hearer, but never without addressing the whole community. Missional 

sermons affirm that it is the community who is being transformed and called to 

participate in God’s mission in the world as a contrast society, becoming a 

demonstration of what life looks like under God’s rule.  

Key questions: Does the sermon go beyond addressing the individual to speak a 

word to the community? Is it bearing witness to God’s presence and activity 

among the community, and calling the community to join in God’s mission by 

living together the alternative story of God? Where does the sermon help the 

hearer to move from “me” to “us?” 

 

8. Preaching that constantly points people’s attention to how the drama ends. It 

is eschatological in nature and bears witness to final act of the drama—that 

glorious conclusion and consummation of the story when God’s New Creation 

arrives in its completion (Rev. 22). But this “final act” is not just in the distant 

future; it comes to meet us in the present—here and now! Missional preaching 

testifies to where this bright future is bursting into the present, thus inspiring 

hope. 

Key questions: Does the sermon point to God’s preferred future? Does it 

describe and testify to God’s intent to renew all of creation and call people to 

participate in that future here and now? 
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9. Preaching that calls the community to perform the drama through embodied 

practices. While missional sermons demonstrate confidence in the power of the 

preached Word, they also affirm the important role of practices in forming habits, 

which in turn cultivate the missional imagination. Missional sermons affirm that 

our faith is an “embodied faith,” and therefore is tied to specific practices. This 

includes gathered practices (worship) and scattered practices (throughout the 

week).  

Key questions: Does the sermon exhibit any connection with the sacraments 

(baptism and the Lord’s Supper)? Does the sermon suggest certain practices that 

the community can take up in order to be formed as a missional people?  

 

10. Preaching that calls God’s people to perform the drama by living holistically 

as Christ’s witnesses. Missional preaching calls for a response of gratitude by 

living as a witness for Christ in a holistic way. This means offering one’s whole 

being (mind, heart, body and soul) in service to God’s kingdom. It embraces the 

three legs of the missional stool: evangelism, justice and beauty. It is not 

concerned with just “saving souls” or “getting people into heaven” but 

ministering to whole persons, seeking peace with justice here and now, and 

anticipating God’s renewal of the entire creation.  

Key questions: Does the sermon call hearers to make “being on mission with 

God” the central purpose of their everyday lives? Does it call them to live as 

witness in a holistic way—in word, deeds and lifestyle? Does it embrace 
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evangelism, justice and beauty as equally important to the church’s witness in the 

world?  

 

11. Preaching that is located within the faithful worship liturgy of the assembled 

people. While all God’s people are called to be “preachers” where they live, work 

and play, preaching that most effectively shapes the missional imagination 

happens in the context of gathered worship. Missional preaching values the 

centrality of the preached Word, but not to the detriment of the other components 

of the worship service (especially the sacraments). It affirms the whole liturgy as 

crucial in shaping the missional imagination of God’s people and equipping 

believers to extend their worship into all of life (Monday through Saturday).  

Key questions: Does the sermon fit within the larger liturgy of the worship 

service and not treat everything else as a warm-up to or cool-down from the 

“main event?” Is the sermon itself treated as an act of worship? Is there an 

obvious missional accent to the rest of the liturgy? Are the sacraments celebrated, 

and how are they explained? 
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Appendix 6: Evaluation Tool for Phase Two of Final Project 

Sermon Evaluation 

Name:_______________________________________________ 
Date:_______________________ 

Sermon Title:_________________________________________ Sermon 
Text:_________________ 

 

Rating Scale: 1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=somewhat, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree, NS=not sure 

1. This sermon submitted to the biblical text as the authoritative script for the drama. 
It let the text shape the sermon, and aimed to draw the hearers into the larger drama of 
God on mission in the world. Instead of trying to make the biblical text relevant to the 
world, it made the world relevant to the biblical text. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 

Comments: 
  

  
2. The sermon testified to the Triune God as the primary actor in the drama. The 

sermon focused first and foremost on who God is and what God is up to in the text (and 
therefore the world), and only secondarily on our role. Key question: How does my life 
(our life) fit into the larger mission of God (not vice versa)?  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 

3. This sermon proclaims both the Kingdom of God and the Christ who is King.  
It announced and described what life in God’s kingdom is like (life lived in trust and 
obedience to God) and preached Jesus as the fulfillment of this kingdom. The sermon 
announced that Jesus has accomplished God’s mission and it calls us to follow him (faith 
and repentance).  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
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4. The sermon functioned prophetically by confronting the false dramas (or stories) in 
our culture and offering an alternative drama (the true story of God). It preached an 
evocative word of truth to the church, thereby exposing the false stories that tell us who 
we are, why we are here, and wherein the good life is found. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 
 

5. This sermon recalled God’s action in the past and was consistent with the previous 
“acts” in the script (the whole drama). It affirmed that the God who is present and 
active among us now is the same God who has been present and active down through 
history. It remained within the bounds of what the church has believed through the ages, 
while being open to fresh insights. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
 

 
 

6. The sermon was contextual and addressed our particular community. While perhaps 
global in scope, it was also local in nature. It spoke to the present context of the 
congregation-- addressing particular issues, sharing stories, providing specific leadership 
to these people in this time and place.  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 
 

7. The sermon helped me personally find my place in the drama, and also addressed us 
as a community. It addressed the individual hearer and the whole faith community. It 
called the entire community to enter the drama and play their part in God’s mission here 
and now.  
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1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 

8. The sermon pointed us, in some way, to the final act of the drama (how the story 
ends). It pointed us to God’s preferred future, giving witness to God’s intention for the 
whole creation to be restored to God’s design and all things made new (Rev. 22). 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
 

 
 

9. The sermon called the community to take up embodied practices. It invited us to take 
up certain practices and habits (in the worship service and/or during the week) in order to 
be formed as a missional people. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 

Comments: 
  

 
 

10. The sermon called God’s people to respond in gratitude by living holistically as 
Christ’s witnesses. It called us to offer our whole selves to Christ and his kingdom, and 
to live as holistic witnesses (doing evangelism, practicing justice, and embracing beauty). 
It called us to be the church where they live, work and play. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 

 
11. The sermon fit well with the rest of the worship liturgy. There was connection with 

the entire movement/flow of the liturgy. The sermon allowed other parts of the liturgy to 
“draw us into the divine drama” and didn’t try to do it all by itself. There was strong 
connection between the sacraments (baptism and/or the Lord’s Supper). 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
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Comments: 

 
 
 
 
 
Additional Questions: 
 

12. Which two or three key characteristics were most present in this sermon? Briefly explain. 
 
 

 
 

13. Which two or three were least present (or even absent)? Briefly explain. 
 

 
 

14.  What specifically in this sermon did you find helpful for teaching, inspiring and 
equipping you to live a more missional lifestyle? In what ways did it impact the “way you 
see” your own life, our community, and the things happening in our world? 

 
 
 

15. What was confused or missing? What would have made the sermon more helpful or 
compelling? 
 

 
 

16. Were there one or two key characteristics that were missing in this sermon that seemed 
natural to include given the biblical text and the theme of the sermon? Please explain. 
 

 
 

17. Additional Comments: 
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Appendix 7: Missional Preaching Focus Group Final Survey 

Thank you for taking the time to answer honestly the questions below. Your feedback is essential to my ongoing 
learning! Please use an additional sheet if needed for your answers. 

 

1. What did you find most valuable about this experience? 

 

 

 

 

2. What did you find most challenging about this experience? 
 
 
 
 

 

 

3. In what ways, if any, has this experience changed the way you read Scripture 
and/or listen to a sermon? 
 
 
 
 

 

4. When you consider the list of key characteristics, what would you affirm? 
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5. When you consider the list of key characteristics, which are confusing or need 

further clarity? Is there anything missing? 
 
 

 

 
 

6. What kind of preaching is most helpful for you when it comes to living a 
missional life? In other words, what are you looking for in a sermon? 
 
 
 
 

 
7. Reflect on your experience of celebrating the Lord’s Supper each week during 

this experience. In what ways, if any, did it deepen, change, etc. your view of the 
relationship between Word (read and preached) and sacrament? What impact, if 
any, do you think it had on shaping our congregation for mission in the world? 
 
 
 
 

 

 
8. What other feedback would you share about my (Brian) preaching or this 

experience that would be helpful for my ongoing learning? 

 

 

 

Name:_______________________________ Service you usually attend:_____________  
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   Appendix 8: Evaluation Tool for Missional Preaching (Final) 

Sermon Evaluation 

Name:____________________________________________________ Date:_______________ 

Sermon Title:_____________________________________ Sermon Text:_________________ 

 

Rating Scale: 1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=somewhat, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree, NS=not sure 

1. The sermon submitted to the Bible as the authoritative script in which the triune 
God is the central actor. It let the biblical text shape the sermon, focused on who God is 
and what God is up to, and helped us locate ourselves in the biblical story.  

 
1  2  3  4  5 
 

Comments: 
  

 
 

2. This sermon proclaimed the presence of God’s reign in Jesus Christ as the focal 
point and climax of the biblical drama. It announced and described what life in God’s 
kingdom is like (life lived in trust and obedience to God) and preached Jesus as the 
fulfillment of this kingdom.  
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
  
 

 
3. The sermon exposed and confronted the world’s false scripts. It named the lies of 

false stories that tell us who we are, why we are here, and wherein the good life is found; 
and it also called us to repentance by switching scripts to live according to God’s truth. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
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4. The sermon remembered the past scenes and anticipated the final act of the drama 
(moved from memory). It looked back at God’s faithfulness and promises in the past, as 
well as showed how the biblical text being preached on fits into the larger biblical story.  
At the same time, the sermon also looked ahead to God’s hopeful future (how the story 
ends). 
 

1    2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
 

 
 

5. The sermon evidenced dialogue with multiple voices, past and present, to interpret 
and improvise on the script. It stayed connected with the church’s witness throughout 
the past (Tradition).  At the same time, the sermon made room for diverse voices in the 
present, especially those on the margins. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 
 
6. The sermon called for a local performance of the drama with the whole world in 

mind. It spoke to the present context of our congregation-- addressing particular issues, 
sharing stories, providing specific leadership to our community in this time and place. At 
the same time, it referred to important issues, events, and concerns in the larger world. 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 

 
 
 

7. The sermon equipped the local company of the baptized to improvise in the Spirit 
through embodied practices. It invited us to take up certain practices and habits (in the 
worship service and/or during the week) in order to be formed as a missional people. 
 
 

1  2  3  4  5 
 
Comments: 
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Additional Questions: 
 

8. In what ways did this sermon teach, inspire and equip you to live a more missional lifestyle?  
 
 
 
 

 
 

9. What did you hear the Spirit saying to us, as a congregation, about how we might faithfully and 
courageously follow Jesus in mission here and now? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. What was confused or missing? What would have made the sermon more helpful or compelling? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

11. Additional Comments: 
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